
2013 PCA LONG-RANGE PLANNING 
FINAL EPORT 

INTRODUCTION 

The goal of the Long Range Planning Committee was to research and provide 
information to advise and assist the board in developing and maintaining Oak 
Hammock as a high quality CCRC, and to inspire Oak Hammock members 
through knowledge gained from the committee's work. 

Because of the volume of information presented, the report is posted on a 
website, with address and password available ONLY to members of Oak 
Hammock and its Board of Directors, including the management company. The 
report is copyrighted in an attempt to protect the sensitivity of its content. The 
website contains over 90 pages and over 350 articles, reports, numerical tables 
and charts plus one video. It would require more than 1500 pages if we were to 
print the entire report. 

Since not all Oak Hammock members use a computer, this printed copy of the 
report includes the summaries and any articles generated by the committee 
members. It does not include the links to hundreds of publications and articles 
reviewed and selected by the committee because of their copyright protection 
and volume of cited articles. Anyone who would like to view the website can 
contact a member of the Long Range Planning Committee (listed at end of this 
introduction) who will assist even the most absolute beginner on computers in 
doing this. 

This report is the first step in a long range plan, not a completed one. Although 
Oak Hammock members would be willing to participate in such a planning 
process, it is outside the realm of this committee to be setting out or affirming key 
components of a true long range plan such as mission statement, vision 
statement, value position (a statement from the consumers' point of view), 
strategic objectives, goals and action plans. The planning process should also 
involve surveys with staff, members and consultations with industry experts. 

This committee has done the first step to prepare for a true long range plan 
which will hopefully be undertaken by the board and interested stakeholders. We 
have provided information on 



• senior living industry trends, 
• consumer expectations, 
• financial benchmarking, 
• demographics. 
• Healthcare trends (but not healthcare reform and regulations.) 

This printed reported is divided into subsections reflecting the work of the 
subcommittees established at the beginning of this project. 

• Executive Summary 
• Status 
• Trends 
• Understanding the Numbers 
• Links 

The committee has offered some conclusions and recommendations based on 
their research, but understand others after studying the data in our report may 
reach additional or different conclusions. So be it! In our opinion, dialogue is 
good. 

We'd like to think we are perfect in our information, but that is unlikely! So if we 
don't have our facts straight, we welcome you to point out our errors, so long as 
you do so supported by fact, and not opinion. 

LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE 

A big THANK YOU goes to 21 members at Oak Hammock who volunteered 
numerous hours of their time to participate on this PCA committee. The 
committee included 6 Ph.Ds, 2 attorneys (1 a retired judge), 8 retired business 
managers, 6 engineers, 5 retired educators, 1 retired dentist, 1 social worker, 1 
nurse, and 2 psychologists. Although each of us had our own expertise, interests, 
and reasons for being on the committee, the intent in the final report was to put 
aside our personal biases and opinions and present to the reader factual, 
verifiable information. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF THE 
2013 PCA LONG-RANGE PLANNING 

COMMITTEE 

GOAL OF THE LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE 

Provide information to advise and assist the board in developing and maintaining 
Oak Hammock as a high quality CCRC, and to inspire Oak Hammock members 
through knowledge gained from the committee's research. 

METHODOLOGY 

The committee divided into four subcommittees. 

The STATUS subcommittee was assigned the task of surveying numerous other 
CCRCs, and selecting a few, both Florida and non-Florida, with which to 
compare Oak Hammock in depth on criteria selected by the subcommittee . 

The TRENDS subcommittee researched the latest thinking and practices in 
retirement living, including but not limited to CCRCs, and focused on the features 
and policies that are considered best practices in the CCRC industry. Included in 
this was the demand and expectations of baby boomers. 

The UNDERSTANDING THE NUMBERS subcommittee was formed to provide 
financial insights in CCRC comparisons, evaluation of expansion projections, and 
develop a better understanding of Oak Hammock's finances. 

The WEBSITE/FINAL REPORT subcommittee was formed once it was decided 
the final report should be as a website so the intended audience would have 
access to the full scope of the information presented. 

COMMITTEE 

This report is a collaborative effort of all 21 members of the four subcommittees 
who researched and collected information, which was summarized by the 
subcommittee chairs. The four subcommittee chairs and others then attempted 
to sort through all this information for an executive summary with salient 
conclusions and recommendations. 



LRP COMMITTEE OBJECTIVES 

1. Identify some upscale, _bjgbJy ___ r_~garded ___Q CR,g§, including some 
approximately the same age as Oak Hammock and their characteristics . 

2. Compare the characteristics of these targeted CCRCs with Oak Hammock, 
and assess whether we met a standard of "world class" as decreed by President 
John Lombardi when planning for Oak Hammock was initiated. 

3. Extensive review of the literature, industry sources and general media 
publications to assess latest trends in retirement to see how Oak Hammock 
compares, or where we need to concentrate for the future. 

4. To know where we are today is the first step in knowing where we want to be 
tomorrow. To that end, this report has focused on that first step. Although some 
recommendations are being made on steps that might be taken for our 
continuous improvement, after members at large have had time to "digest" this 
report, it is recommended that the second stage of this effort continue. There 
are no easy answers. Broader member input, and knowledge of current trends, 
could be advantageous in determining recommendations on positioning for the 
next decade. 

For a more detailed summary and the findings of each of the subcommittees, the 
reader should click on the appropriate link at the top of the page. To help you 
better understand the rationale of the recommendations below, links highlighted 
in bold blue font will take you to supplementary information. (APPLIES TO 
WEBSITE VERSION OF REPORT.) 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Oak Hammock does many things right and should continue to do these 
things for its future success. 

2. To help make a lasting impact on potential members, it would help if Oak 
Hammock had a unique or noteworthy amenity and especially one that cannot 
be easily copied by competitors. 

3. Better stabilize Oak Hammock's financial position by exploring and finding 
methods, including new revenue streams and controlling expenses, in order to 
keep to a minimum the annual increases in the residents' monthly fees. In the 
expense area, pay particular attention to property taxes, marketing expenses, 
and the procedures by which goods and services are obtained . 

4. Well in advance of the expiration of the current management agreement in 
2016, consider alternative methods of management (an in-house manager, for-



profit or non-profit management company) and timely proceed with an RFP 
process. 

5. Apply now for a 5-year extension for the building permit from the city relating 
to expansion, thus giving sufficient time for a thoughtful analysis of potential 
expansion; and before going forward with expansion, obtain independent 
financial projections, including risk analysis, to help insure that any expansion 
plans will not put Oak Hammock's financial stability at further risk. Projections 
should include total project costs, not just building cost. 

6. The Board of Directors, through its communications and greater interaction 
with Oak Hammock's membership, demonstrate they are active in management 
and oversight of the management company (rather than the management 
company managing the Board). The members need to have confidence that the 
Board is exercising its responsibility in managing for the benefit and interest of 
the members, and the long term viability of Oak Hammock. Greater 
interaction and allowing 1-3 residents to serve as voting members of the Board 
could help with this. 

7. To catch up with other CCRCs, and to be appealing to future residents of 
CCRCs, Oak Hammock needs to implement technology. Wi-Fi 
throughout common areas is a must, and new technologies prolonging 
independence in independent living, or assisting staff in skilled nursing and 
assistant living is available and being utilized elsewhere. Examples are described 
here. For more information, refer to the "Technology" sections under LINKS. 

8. To both benefit current members and to retain our competitive edge for new 
members, the Trends section has recommendations for appeal to future 
residents. Briefly, there needs to be FLEXIBILITY (apartment design, contracts, 
home health care options, etc.); QUALITY (building design and materials, 
technology, staffing, commitment to continuous improvement); INPUT into 
decisions that affect affordability and quality of life; ENVIRONMENTAL 
RESPONSIBILITY; and AFFORDABILITY. 

9. The committee recommends that the concept of "world class" in reference to 
Oak Hammock be dropped, and instead, replaced by some measurable 
characteristics that ensure Oak Hammock is routinely taking steps toward 
continuous improvement. 
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THINGS THAT OH DOES RIGHT 
Oak Hammock, through its original design and programming, does many things 
right, and should continue doing these things for its future success. 

• Oak Hammock excels by being located in Gainesville, deemed a desirable 
location for retirement 

• Occupancy above 90%. This is crucial for survivability. 
• Underground parking. 
• Activities and programs that appeal to a varied membership. 
• ILR and emphasis on life long learning. 
• Dining plan that is flexible, has open seating, offers variety and has take 

out. 
• Gated community with 24/7 security. 
• Fitness center with trainers offering personalized attention, indoor pools, 

classes and the Function Fitness Assessment program. 
• Customization of living units. 
• Flexible, convenient transportation policy. 
• Other amenities, such as on-site banking, beauty/barber shops, sundry 

store, 
• Health center with dental, on-site lab draws, highly rated skilled nursing 

with private rooms. (However showers in these private rooms are wanted.) 
• Natural environment, walking trails , pleasant views from window. 
• Friendly and attentive staff. 
• Attractive website featuring ambassadors that give good overview of life at 

Oak Hammock. 

When the Long Range Planning committee first started, members were asked to 
generate a list of what they liked about Oak Hammock. The ideas generated 
were compiled and returned, then LRP members were asked to rank their 
ideas. What 12 members of our committee who responded to this survey liked 
about living at Oak Hammock is shown in the STATUS section under "World 
Class" 

With few exceptions, Oak Hammock is reasonably well positioned to appeal to 
"boomers." (See "Boomer Positioning" located under TRENDS) 

UNIQUE AT\TD NOTEWORTHY AMENITIES 
Taken in aggregate, Oak Hammock fares very well in amenities and activities 
compared with other CCRCs. But, other than being a 3-level CCRC in 
Gainesville, having an official affiliation with the University of Florida, and a vet 
clinic once per month, we are not unique, and none of our amenities are 
distinctive. Our official affiliation and ILR does not separate us from other 



CCRCs in that the college and university agreements among the Florida CCRCs 
with neighboring schools closely parallels our official affiliation, and although 
there are some differences in the amenities offered by over 33 CCRCs officially 
affiliated with universities, we do not stand out as unique. 

We did take note of some interesting things going on at other CCRCs. Some of 
these noteworthy amenities could be implemented here, but in the least, they 
did cause us to "remember" the CCRCs among all the others we studied. To 
stand out among the rest from a marketing standpoint, as well as a service to our 
members, we do recommend some noteworthy and unique amenity. The 
challenge is doing this without adding debt. Possibilities include: 

1. The Board re-examine the original affiliation agreements between Oak 
Hammock and UF. This had the potential of uniqueness, but most never 
took off or are now defunct. 

2. The affiliation between OH and UF could become an industry model if 
partnerships were agreed to by UF academic departments for active involvement 
in research that improve the aging process - implementing leading edge 
practices, new technology, healthcare, etc. With the number of retirees located in 
Florida, it seems appropriate for UF to be involved in such research. Research is 
reportedly being done at the Smart House, but we see no evidence of it being 
implemented at Oak Hammock. The university affiliated CCRCs we researched, 
like us, appear only to be offering access to athletic events, medical staffing, and 
some lesser amenities. Only Kendal Corporation, through contracts with 
various universities, seemed to be actively engaged in research to improve aging. 

At its May meeting, the LRP committee participated in a creative brainstorming 
session to generate ideas for a Blue Ocean strategy. Maybe these can act as 
a springboard for developing something unique. 

INCREASE REVENUE I CONTROL COSTS 
Newer CCRCs on our targeted list, with the exception of Kendal at Granville, are 
weaker financially compared with many (but not all) more established 
CCRCs. Oak Hammock's debt is not the highest among those we analyzed. 

Residents at some CCRCs pay their own property tax. However, among our 
targeted Florida CCRCs, only the residents of the Mayflower paid individual 
property tax. (See copy of this spreadsheet in UNDERSTANDING THE 
NUMBERS.) Oak Hammock stood out as being the highest, even though our 
millage rate is comparable. 

The cost of marketing was over $40,000 per move-in and this seems out of line 



with 87% of other CCRCs in the nation, according to a Ziegler report (scroll to 
p2) in December 2012. (ON WEBSITE ONLY BECAUSE OF COPYRIGHT.) 

We see no evidence that competitive bids are issued for major purchases, nor do 
we know if management/purchasing fees are attached to purchases made by 
Praxeis on OH's behalf, and whether those expenses are competitive. We do 
know that some of these services are being done by Praxeis related companies. 
Determining actual costs in order to make specific recommendations has not 
been possible. 

A case in point is the marketing costs. On the IRS 990 in 2011, marketing costs 
are not listed per se, but $255,934 in advertising and promotion are listed. On 
the OIR annual report for 2011, $247,580 is listed for marketing which 
presumably is for advertising and promotion, but not salaries and 
commissions. For 2012 OIR Financial statement, $248,192 is listed as marketing, 
advertising and collateral materials. The OIR annual report for 2012 lists 
$235,765 for marketing. In addition to advertising and promotional materials, 
there are salaries, commissions and benefits for the Director of Marketing (a 
Praxeis employee but with benefits paid by OH), and OH staff that consists of 1 
to 3 marketing personnel, move-in coordinator and secretary, all of whom are 
eligible for commissions in addition to salary and benefits. We are told that 
salaries and commissions are confidential information and cannot be shared with 
our committee. 

Then, there is the management contract (AVAILABLE IN LIBRARY) that states 
Praxeis receives $150,000 marketing fee, plus 3% commission on any sales over 
$5 million. In 2012, OH received new entrance fees of $6,827,748, which would 
entitle Praxeis to a 3% commission of $54,832, which presumably is in addition 
to any commissions paid to OH marketing staff. The draft copy of OH's Financial 
Report presented to the PCA Finance committee for EOY 2012 shows marketing 
costs at $744,031. Based on assumed salaries, assumed commission structure, 
and a firm figure for advertising and promotional materials, our best guess is that 
$744,031 includes advertising, promotion, salaries and commissions to OH staff, 
but not Praxeis fees. However, we cannot confirm . 

A similar scenario could be outlined for true costs in information technology, 
which causes us to shake our head when realized that cost is over $700/day for 
a system that is down much of the time, outdated computers in the member 
business office, dining balances that are often not accurate or up to date. We 
have been told the cable hookups with GRU are under utilities, not IT. 

We are equally unsuccessful in chasing down raw food costs, equipment, 
salaries, etc. included on dining expenses although we have tried. We have 
learned that "restaurant supplies" can end up in "office supplies," which was 
offered to us as an explanation of why office supplies were more expensive than 
maintenance costs on the OH audited financial statement. That didn't help us in 



defining true office costs. 

What, exactly, does the $471,000 in fees to UF cover, and how much is 
reimbursable by Medicare and our insurance payments? And, other than the 
CEO's salary, what are the costs and breakout of other reimbursables to 
Praxeis? The CEO told this committee chair that Oak Hammock books would not 
be open to members, including this committee. Andrew Davey has been 
somewhat cooperative in answering our questions piecemeal, but the answers 
do not always shed light on the topic under study by our committee, and 
sometimes we are told the information we are seeking is business confidential or 
proprietary. 

The state Office of Insurance Regulators requires that all contracts between the 
CCRC and outside vendors be on file with the state. Contracts between the 
management company and vendors are not required to be on fi le. Consequently, 
only the Praxeis contract is on file with the state OIR for Oak Hammock. 

Hence, our recommendation that the Board examine the procedures by which 
goods and services are obtained, and insist on more openness and consistency 
in accounting/reporting of these costs than this committee has achieved. In the 
words of Benjamin Franklin, "A penny saved is a penny earned." 

Some ideas generated by the group, but not explored in any detail as to 
feasibility, to increase revenue include: 

1. Adopt an Early Acceptance Program (p17) (ON WEBSITE ONLY) similar 
to that offered by Carol Woods in Chapel Hill, NC to get up front money to reduce 
debt. 

2. Luxury 55+ apartments/condos/midrise townhomes. It could be developed on 
OH property which we already own. Local agencies could sell the units, thus no 
selling or marketing costs to OH. Architect fees are lower for this type 
construction. Condo association would pay OH for gate, security and tennis 
facilities and lower OH operating costs. An over 55 community could be a feeder 
community for OH. The projects could be done in phases, thus lowering 
risk. There is minimal competition for a 55+ luxury condos in the area and could 
be ideal for senior UF faculty, or boomers who feel they are not ready for a 
CCRC. Sales prices in the range of $350,000 should return 40% profit. And, our 
current permits could be adequate for this project. This project would not put a 
demand on OH's common areas, interrupt current members pleasant views and 
community size. 

3. Requiring a greater outlay for property purchase, the 55+ luxury 
apartments/condos could be built on "Gate Street" (SW 29th), in conjunction with 
a small number of retail stores on the ground level that could add revenue, attract 



customers from the larger community, and provide a walking destination to Oak 
Hammock residents for shopping. 

4. Pursue agreements with the UF Institute for Food and Agricultural Sciences to 
have a truck farm that grows our own (organic) food, and/or raise sheep and get 
an agricultural exemption on our taxes! 

5. Offer home health care in independent living. Services can be contracted for 
in 15 or 30 minute increments up to 3 hours per day. Oak Hammock receives 
the revenue, members receive a valued service, and the expense of expansion 
of assisted living is mitigated. 

6. Convert empty house into 24/7 Alzheimer's care center to serve OH couples 
who need respite care as well as the Gainesville community. 

MANAGEMENT 
Not all members are dissatisfied with Praxeis, but since only 50% indicated that 

management met their expectations in the recent on-line survey (See survey 
results under STATUS) conducted by the Long Range Plan committee, we 
recommend the board evaluate this situation. Is it perception, or based on 
reality? Perception is reality, and if only perception, then it is a management 
issue. If reality, then improvement is needed. Members want in their 
management: 

-Transparency- Respect - Honesty - Communication 

- Answers to questions that should be public information for a non-profit 
CCRC, not "business confidential" or "proprietary information" as a response. 

Current members and future consumers desire 
- Participatory management. 
-Abi lity to give input that is respected and given meaningful consideration. 
- Management that is visible- monitoring the facility, supervising staff, eating and 

socializing with residents. 

EXPANSION 
Regarding the expansion, the Board is referred again to questions asked early 
on in this committee's efforts. (Letter to Board included in UNDERSTANDING 
THE NUMBERS section. 



Planning Manager Ralph Hilliard spoke to Oak Hammock's membership in 
mid May, and stated that it was almost automatic --especially given the recent 
economy-that a five year extension could be obtained to maintain our current 
building permit. Cost for doing this is minimal. He advised, however, to do it 
sooner rather than later because personnel and conditions have a way of 
changing. 

In evaluating an expansion, it is interesting to note in University-Affiliated 
Retirement Community Development: A Resource for Universities, p. 32 
(ON WEBSITE ONLY) of the document stated a preliminary market study 
concluded that the community could sustain a project of approximately 250 
independent living units with additional Assisted Living, Memory Support and 
Skilled Nursing units. OH was marketed as a "target destination" to appeal to 
alumni and others to relocate to Gainesville, but (p. 34) 45% of the sales in 2003 
came from the local market rather than the projected 60-70%, with approximately 
half having some type of UF affiliation, raising questions about the draw for 
alumni and former faculty to return to Gainesville for retirement. Studies show 
that most people want to retire in their own community, and has the Gainesville 
market been saturated? Hence our committee believes the board should do 
feasibility studies to study its target market. And, it should assure that the 
minimum occupancy includes the current residents as well as new entries to 
account for any drop, and loss of revenue, in current occupancy. 

In addition to having a risk analysis as part of any (independent) financial 
projections for an expansion, these projections should include total project costs, 
not just building cost provided by the architect. Without total project costs, 
overruns are much more likely. 

As far as an expansion leading to economies of scale, Glenridge at Palmer 
Ranch, the other Praxeis managed facility, has experienced four expansions, of 
which two independent living buildings were under the original bond issue. An 
additional independent living building and skilled nursing expansion occurred in 
the recent years. Glenridge now has a debt near $130 million including swap 
liabilities, and their monthly fees have closely paral leled Oak 
Hammock's. Furthermore there appears to be no correlation between size and 
cost in Florida CCRCS. (See "Does Size Matter" under STATUS.) 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
The oversight and management of a CCRC is a tremendous responsibility, and 
undoubtedly difficult, requiring a knowledge of the retirement industry, risk 
protection, government regulation, actuarial accounting, financing, technology, 
management techniques, interpersonal ski lls, and others. Anyone not willing to 
seriously take the responsibility of safeguarding seniors' assets and well being 
should not accept a position on the board or management. For those who do 



take seriously their responsibilities, we owe them a deep sense of gratitude and 
our cooperation. 

The recent Long Range Plan survey included an open ended question "If the 
Board of Directors could do one thing during the coming year to make Oak 
Hammock a better place for me to live, it would be the following:" . Of the 180 
verbatim responses, 25 were directed to the Board. Fourteen of these wanted 
more direct interaction between the members of the Board and the membership, 
some voicing without Praxeis intercession. Seven wanted 1-3 OH members to 
have voting positions on the Board, two involved more transparency by the 
Board, one wanted more resident choice in the CEO, and one wanted the board 
to act more responsibly in fiscal matters. 

In this regard the committee recommends: 

1 . The Board interact more with the membership at large, attending OH 
events, dining with members, socially interacting, in order to get a direct 
feel for member satisfaction rather than being dependent on management 
reports, and to communicate to members what the Board is doing on their 
behalf. 

2. The Board amend its bylaws to allow up to 3 voting residents as voting 
members on the Board - the PCA president, the past PCA presidents, and 
a resident voted on by the membership at large that has qualifications to 
serve as a Board member comparable to any other Board member. 

3. Consider CARF-CCAC certification or Ziegler A2Z to gain access to 
industry's financial benchmarking services, and benchmark membership 
surveys as is done by the Halloran Group to other CCRCs, not 
commercial entities such as Publix grocery stores. 

We believe this will increase communication, understanding and trust between 
the Board and the members they serve. Although CARF-CCAC certification is not 
without controversy as to its value, it is generally perceived by "blue-ribbon" 
CCRCs to be worth its cost because of its value in 1) benchmarking and 
planning 2) educating the Board on financial matters, according to Kendal 
Corporation (LINK on Website only), and 3) as a marketing tool to signal 
prospective members that an independent agency has examined the finances 
and amenities, and "certified" that the CCRC met their qualifications. 

See ACCREDITATION PROS & CONS (Website link only) for more discussion 
on this issue. 



STATUS REPORT 
EXECUTIVE SUl\1MARY 

Are "\\' e There Yet? 

It has been widely reported that UF President John Lombardi instructed his initial 
planning team for Oak Hammock: "Make it world class or go home." This report 
of the STATUS Subcommittee reviews Oak Hammock (OH) on quantifiable 
dimensions so that its status as a CCRC can be directly compared to similar 
entities within Florida and across the US. As our summary data will show, OH 
clearly ranks highly on many dimensions but on several others there is some 
distance yet to travel. 

Initially, we compare OH to sister institutions across the country examm1ng 
findings using a broad national sample, but focusing on a select group of 
university-based CCRCs that we believe may be exemplars of Dr. Lombardi's 
goal. These include Carol Woods, The Forest at Duke, Kendal at Granville, 
Kendal at Hanover, Longhorn Village, Orchard Cove, and The Village at Penn 
State, three of which were selected because of their younger age. 

Then we focus more locally, selecting a Florida target cohort that emphasizes 
lifelong learning and represents comparatively high-end CCRCs. This group 
includes Covenant Village, Florida Presbyterian Homes, Freedom Pointe, 
Glenmoor, The Mayflower, Moorings Park and Oak Hammock. 

Because the published survey data aggregated across the Florida and non
Florida samples do not include exactly the same criteria, it is not always possible 
to make parallel observations across these two samples. Furthermore, because 
the published reports upon which this report relied rarely reported standard errors 
of measurement or any index of variability in the data, it is not possible to 
determine whether any numerical differences are statistically reliable. 

To complete our mission to gauge whether we are yet world-class, we initially 
analyzed attributed of that concept and conducted a pilot survey of LRP 
members (see, World Class?, below) and subsequently conducted a 
professional-grade Internet based anonymous survey of current members of Oak 
Hammock for their opinions about the matter (see Members' Survey: The Ideal 
CCRC) .. 

We conclude with observations in Looking Ahead about what might be done to 
reduce the gap between our current status and our goal. 



Sections within the report, immediately below, can be read in any order. Clicking 
on a bulleted subject will immediately branch to the appropriate section. At the 
end of each section, clicking on the word "Back" will return the display to this 
page. 

Analysis of ... 

Community Types, Sizes and Mixes 
Ownership & Management 

• Accreditation 
• Age of Communities & Members 

Payment Plans & Contract Types 
• Targeted Florida & Non-Florida CCRCs 

Entry & Monthly Fees 
• Occupancy 

Health care 
Lifelong Learning 
OH-UF Affiliations-- Reality or Mirage? 
Services & Amenities 
Boards of Directors 
Health Center Beds as Percentage of Independent 

Our Data 

The data used in this report were compiled from personal telephone calls to 
members and marketing representatives at the CCRCs studied and from 
published reports that are attributed when they are referenced. 

The annual reports that each Florida CCRC submits to the Office of Insurance 
Regulation were also important data sources. Links to these reports from 2007 to 
2012 are included in our report. 

COMMUNITY TYPES, SIZES AND MIXES 
Recently, LeadingAge (formerly the Association of Homes and Services for the 
Aging), with the sponsorship of Ziegler, published a comprehensive 2011 survey 
of its members who are a subset of all US-based CCRCs[1 ]. This survey 



included data from 157 (of approximately 1900) CCRCs. Unless otherwise 
indicated, all references to "national" or "US" CCRCs derive from data first 
reported in the LeadingAge profile. 

The majority of US-CCRCs (80%) are 3-level communities, accommodating 
independent living (IL) and assisted living (AL) members as well as those 
requiring skilled nursing (SN). Less than 15% offer only IL and SN facilities and 
less than 6% support only AL and SN members. 

Most (51%) 3-level US CCRCs included between 251-500 units, including IL, AL, 
and SN. The balance was nearly equally divided between communities with 101-
250 and 500+ units. 

The table below shows how residential units are distributed within CCRCs 
nationally, Florida and Oak Hammock. Proportionally, OH allocates more 
residential units for IL and AL than the aggregate of the LeadingAge national 
sample and correspondingly fewer to SN. 

Distribut ion of Residential Units in 3-level CCRCs 

CCRC llunits Alunits SN beds 

Oak Hammock n % 16 % 11% 

7 Targeted Flo rida n% 16% 11% 

Al l Florida 72% 16% 11% 

All Repor1ing US 64% 11% 15% 
CCRCs 

At its present size, OH has slightly more residential units (#IL + #AL + #SN = 
372) than the median of the 3-level US CCRCs reporting in the LeadingAge 
study (357) but slightly less than for all Florida CCRCs (381 ). 

OWNERSHIP & MANAGEMENT 
About 74% of the reporting 3-level CCRCs were owned by entities claiming 11 or 
more like properties in their portfolios. OH belongs to the smallest category (6%) 
that includes an entity owning only one property. 

The majority (62%) of 3-level CCRCs were owned by non-profit entities. More 
than 67% of these were self-managed with the balance managed by third-parties. 
OH is a non-profit CCRC managed by a for-profit company. 

Forty percent of 3-level CCRC respondents were managed by operators that 
managed more than 25 properties, followed by those with 11-25 properties (33%) 



and those with 2-10 properties (19%). Oak Hammock is managed by a company 
that currently operates one other community, Glenridge in Sarasota. 

The Links tab identifies some of the operating companies that operate other 
"high end" communities. 

ACCREDITATION 
Accreditation is a voluntary program that provides an independent, equitable and 
objective evaluation process by an outside organization (typically, the 
Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities known by its acronym, 
CARF). Many CCRCs incorporate CARF-CCAC accreditation into their 
marketing promotions, implying an equivalency to a Consumer Reports "Best 
Buy" or a Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval , although concerns have been 
voiced about the reliability of the CARF designation owing to the fact that the 
data submitted by CCRCs are taken at face value by the Commission. 

Of the nearly 1900 CCRCs nationwide, 14% are accredited by CARF. Within 
Florida, 29% of the 70 CCRCs are accredited. 

Five of 7 (71 %) in the targeted sample of university-based CCRCs outside of 
Florida are CARF-accredited (Carol Woods, The Forest at Duke, Kendal at 
Granville, Kendal at Hanover and Orchard Cove), as are 5 of 7 of the targeted 
Florida CCRCs with a focus on lifelong learning (Covenant Village, Florida 
Presbyterian, Glenmoor, The Mayflower and Moorings Park). 

Oak Hammock is not presently accredited. 

AGE OF COMMUNITY & MEMBERS 
The median age for 3-level CCRC targeted university-based communities was 20 
years in 2013. In Florida, the median age for the target group was 24 years. At 
that time, OH was 9 years old . 

The median age for IL members in the national CCRC Continuing Care Profile[1] 
was 85. Within the southeast US, where most 3-level CCRCs are located, the 
median was 84 years. 

For our target group of university-affi liated CCRCs, the median age also 83, and 
for the Florida targeted CCRCs, it was 85. 

In 2011 , the average age of IL members in OH was 80.6 years, making its 
members the youngest of all but one Florida CCRC. During the period January 
2012- May 2013, the new members moving in were between 62-89 years old, 
but their average age was 77. 

[1] See Continuing Care Profile , p. 39. (Report can be purchases from Leading Age .) 



PAYMENT PLANS AND CONTRACT TYPES 
There are three basic types of CCRC contracts, all with variations permitted 
consistent with governing state law. A CCRC might offer some or all of the 
contract types. The type of contract a CCRC will offer to a prospective resident 
depends on the CCRC's assessment of risk in the individual case as well as the 
resident's preference. 

Life Care Contract (also referred to as Type A contract) 

These contracts establish an entrance fee and monthly maintenance fee for 
housing, meals, activities, transportation and a continuum of care usually 
including assisted living, skilled nursing and specialized dementia care. The key 
feature of the Life Care contract is a guarantee by the CCRC provider to 
guarantee services and care for life, with only annual increases in monthly fees 
to meet rising costs and fees for incidental products and services not covered by 
the contract. The Life Care contract typically carries the highest entrance fee 
because it places the risk of bearing the cost of future care on the CCRC as 
opposed to the resident. While Life Care contracts were once the norm, their 
availability in the industry has declined because of rising life expectancies and 
rising costs of long-term care. 

Modified Contract (also referred to as Type B contract) 

These contracts involve entrance fees and monthly maintenance fees with a 
guarantee of access to higher levels of care. The key in these contracts is the 
guarantee of access, but not necessarily at a pre-determined rate. With the 
Modified Contract, there is risk-sharing between the CCRC and the resident. For 
a reduced entrance fee compared to a Type A contract, the CCRC guarantees 
the resident access to higher levels of care at a below-market rate or for a set 
period of time (or both) before market-rate fees are assessed. Most residents 
with the Modified contract fund their risk with a combination of Long Term Care 
Insurance and self-insurance. 

Fee-For-Service Contract (also referred to as Type C contract) 

These contracts usually involve the lowest level of entrance fees because, while 
residents with these contracts are guaranteed access to higher levels of care, 
they are required to pay market rates for such care. Although most CCRCs do 
not differentiate programs and services among residents with the various 
contracts while they are in Independent Living, a growing number of CCRCs are 
implementing a fee-for-service model that allows residents to pay a lower 
monthly maintenance fee and then pay for items such as meals, housekeeping 
and assigned parking spaces on a fee-for-service basis. 



Rentals 

Rental agreements, such as The Village in Gainesville, a Santa Fe Senior Living 
Community, do not require substantial entry fee deposits, but do operate 
otherwise like a Type C contract. There is usually a monthly fee that includes 
certain amenities, similar to CCRCs, and entry to higher levels of care is at a 
market rate, similar to Type C contracts in a CCRC. Higher levels of care vary 
according to the community, and at present, The Village offers assisted living and 
memory support, but no skilled nursing. A resident can move from the facility with 
a 30-day notice, losing only an application fee, typically under $2000. 

Although the CCRC industry is highly regulated, it does not appear that industry 
regulation extends to the labeling of contracts. Some CCRCs call their Modified 
Contract "Modified A," (or "Modified Life Care") when it is not a Life Care contract 
but, instead, provides for a hybrid approach to risk sharing between the CCRC 
and the resident. Other CCRCs call the same type of contract "Modified B." 

There also appears to be a wide variation among CCRCs in caps contained in 
the Modified Contract regarding days and fees for higher levels of 
care. Regarding the number of days of care at a pre-determined rate, these are 
generally allotted annually, and some contracts allow unused days to accumulate 
(for a set period or indefinitely) while other contracts do not, with price points 
based on risk assessment set accordingly. 

For 3-level CCRCs, the most common payment plan was a Type A contract 
(43%). A distant second (24%) were rental contracts. Per the 2011 year-end 
financial report, 74% of OH members have chosen Type A contracts. Rental 
contracts are not presently offered to IL members at OH. 

The trend in CCRC contracts appears to be contracts with greater choice for the 
residents, and appear to be moving away from Type A contracts because of risk 
to the CCRC .. 

OH currently offers 40 contract variations: 

• Life Care contracts guarantee long-term care at the highest discounted 
rate. For couples, there is no change to the normal monthly fees that both 
pay to reside independently when one of them requires care in the Health 
Pavilion. There are 12 variations of this plan that combine three refund 
options (no-refund Standard , 50%, 95%), two service options (full or 
unbundled meals/housekeeping for residents in club homes and villas, 
which reduces the monthly fee), and two monthly fee increase options for 



club homes and villas (standard or guaranteed annual monthly fee 
increase limited to 1% for 10 years). 

• Lifestyle contracts are available for those seeking a smaller entrance fee 
in return for higher long-term care fees, appropriate for those with long
term care insurance policies, who can underwrite the higher cost of long
term care or cannot qualify for a Life Care contract. There are two basic 
Lifestyle contracts, differing in the entry fee/long-term care fee ratios. Each 
of those two contracts is available with the three refund options and two 
service options and two monthly fee increase options, resulting in 24 
unique variations. 

• Health Reserve contracts are designed for those with long-term care 
insurance policies who can underwrite the higher cost of long-term care or 
may not qualify for a Life Care contract. They have the lowest entry fees. 
Although there is only one fee option (Standard), this OH contract is 
available either with full or unbundled services and, for club homes and 
villas, with two monthly fee options (yielding four variations). 

ENTRY & MONTHLY FEES 
COMPARING APPLES TO APPLES 
We established an objective, statistically valid basis for comparing the entry and 
monthly 2013 fees for the CCRCs studied. That basis involved multiple steps, 
beginning with a determination of the fee for the smallest two bedroom/two 
bathroom apartment occupied by a single individual. When a CCRC offered 
multiple price points for this unit, depending upon its location, we selected the 
least expensive. 

Entry fees also varied as a function of type of contract. We chose the so-called 
"standard plan" that offers a declining refund over a 5-year period because it is 
currently the most popular option of the newest OH members. When a CCRC did 
not offer this plan, we used its closest plan to another that OH offered, then by 
linear interpolation, computed a statistical best-estimate of their fee for their 
standard plan, were they to offer one. 

Even then, the fees could not be directly compared across CCRCs because the 
size of target units varied substantially. Accordingly, our fee comparisons are 
based on the amount paid per square foot. 

Thus, everywhere in this report where entry or monthly fee comparisons 
are made, the values should be understood as representing the amount per 
square foot in the least expensive two bedroom/two bathroom apartment 
occupied by one person who has a Type A contract with a "standard" 
refund option. The original values without this manipulation are shown on the 
CCRC Amenities Comparison for targeted Florida CCRCs and non-Florida 
CCRCs. 



Our treatment of fees is organized as shown below. Click on any bullated item to 
branch to its corresponding content. 

ENTRY FEE COMPARISONS 
This graph compares the 2013 entry fees for 6 targeted Florida CCRCs to those 
at Oak Hammock. The CCRCs are vertically arranged according to the age of the 
community, progressing from bottom to top with increasing age . 

The blue bars reflect the percent by which the entry fees (adjusted to reflect the 
price per square foot) differ differ from that at OH. 

With the exception of Moorings Park, where the entry fee equals that at OH on a 
price per square foot basis, the entry fee is less at every other targeted Florida 
peer than it is at OH. On the average, this discrepancy is -26.7%.Targeted 
Florida CCRCs 

2013 Entry Fees: OH vs Targeted Florida CCRCs 
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Targeted Non-Florida CCRCs 
When the 2013 entry fees at Oak Hammock are compared to these 7 university

based peers, the picture is not as clear-cut as it was when the comparison 
CCRCs were all within Florida. 

Here, there was considerable variability, but the non-Florida CCRCs, as a group, 
required a 2.6% larger entrance fee for comparable square footage at Oak 
Hammock. 

Pricing was unrelated to the age of the CCRCs. 
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MONTHLY FEE COMPARISONS 
Targeted Florida CCRCs 
This graph compares the 2013 monthly fees for 6 targeted Florida CCRCs to Oak 
Hammock. 
The blue reflects the percent by which the fees, adjusted to reflect the price per 
square foot for each of the group of 6 differ from OH. Thus, there is no bar 
displayed for OH and, because the monthly fee at The Mayflower (per square 
foot) is virtually identical to that at OH ($2.83/sqft vs $2.85), there is no blue bar 
visible for The Mayflower either. 
With the exception of The Mayflower, the monthly fee for a 2 bedroom 2 bath 
apartment for a single person is most expensive at Oak Hammock, regardless of 
whether the metric is an absolute (number of dollars/month) or a relative (fee per 
square foot) value. 
The average monthly fee at these targeted Florida CCRCs are 12.2% less per 
month than they are at Oak Hammock. 



2013 Monthly Fees: OH vs Targeted Florida CCRCs 
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Targeted Non-Florida CCRCs 
This graph, presenting a comparison of current monthly fees at OH to the 
targeted non-Florida CCRCs, presents a different picture from the comparisons 
to the Florida CCRCs, where OH monthly fees were consistently higher. 

Here, with the exception of The Village at Penn State, the monthly fees per 
square foot for the non-Florida CCRCs were greater at all of OH's targeted 
peers. On the average, the monthly fees at these peers were 23.6% greater. 

The age of the community did not appear to have any consistent effect on this 
pattern . 

Please note that during the past 5 years, Oak Hammock tied with the Forest at 
Duke for the largest average annual increase in monthly fees (4.5%). With the 
exception of Orchard Cove, for which an average increase could not be 
determined, for the remaining targeted non-Florida CCRCs, the average annual 
increase was 3.4%. 
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Oak Hammock vs All Florida CCRCs and the CPI 

40 

Between 2004-2008, the rate of increases[1] in monthly fees for all Florida 
CCRCs closely mirrored the Consumer Price Index. These began to diverge in 
2009 when the CPI went slightly negative, as illustrated in this figure. Since then, 
the rates exhibited similar increases through 2012. 

Rate increases at OH[2] have tracked neither the CPI or the trend for all Florida 
CCRCs. By 2012, the average monthly fees for all Florida CCRCs were 23% 
greater than they had been in 2004 and the CPI had increased 21%. 

In contrast, OH monthly fees grew 43% during the same period and Glenridge, 
another Praxeis-managed company, grew by 41%. 
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[1] The raw data underlying this figure come from The Florida Continuing Care Retirement Community 
Summary of Financial Benchmarks 2011 published by LeadingAge, the US Department of Labor Statistics 
and the 2012 Annual Reports of Florida CCRCs to the Office of Insurance Regulation. 

[2] Our reported values for compounded annual monthly fee increases are based on assumptions different 
from management's. The major point of discrepancy is management's claim that there was a zero increase 
in monthly fees on January 1, 2004. We note that because the first fee-paying members moved into the 
facility later that year, the first opportunity for a fee increase actually occurred on January 1, 2005. As a 
result, only the years from that date forward are valid for calculating fee changes. On this basis, we have 
determined that the increase in monthly fees at OH between 2005-2013 has averaged 4.5%, some 0.5% 
greater than the value reported by management. 

Two Siblings 
Glenridge at Palmer Ranch was constructed about the same time as OH and 
both CCRCs have been continuously managed by Praxeis, Thus, Glenridge is 
close peer to Oak Hammock even though it does not have a focus on lifelong 
learning. 

The monthly fees at Glen ridge increased more than OH between 2004 and 2009, 
but the rate of increase at Glenridge began to moderate in that year, so that by 
2013, the fees at OH had grown 5.4% more than Glenridge. 

In 2012, Glenridge completed a 20-bed addition to their skilled nursing unit and 
renovated the IL and AL facilities. 
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DOES SlZE MA ITER? 
Claims have been made that, owing to the economies of scale, enlarging a 
CCRC could help to moderate increases in monthly maintenance fees. We 
examine these claims in four different ways, focusing exclusively on CCRCs 
within Florida to reduce to a reasonable minimum the effects of US geography: 
(1) studying the effects of size on current monthly fees for the 7 targeted Florida 
CCRCs, (2) calculating the correlation coefficient between facility size and the 
most recent publicly available rate increase for all 3-level Florida CCRCs, (3) 
comparing the 2007-2012 increases in monthly fees for the 5 largest and 5 
smallest Florida 3-level CCRCs, and (4) comparing the same increases between 
2007-2012 for the 3 smallest to the 3 largest of the targeted Florida CCRCs. 

2012 MONTHLY FEE INCREASES FOR TARGETED CCRCS 
The 7 targeted Florida CCRCs, including Oak Hammock, are arranged from 
bottom to top in increasing order of size (i.e., number of IL units). 

These data do not support the claim that the size of larger CCRCs enables them 
to impose smaller fee increases than do their smaller counterparts. 
If anything, these data suggest the opposite: the average fee increase in 2012 
for the two smallest CCRCs was 2.8% vs. 4.1 % for the two largest facilities. 
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2012 MONTHLY FEE INCREASES FOR ALL 3-LEVEL FLORIDA 
CCRCS 
This graph exhibits the fee increases experienced by members of all 3-level 
CCRCs in Florida. Each red diamond represents a single CCRC. The nearly 
horizontal line in the middle of the graph is the only line that best fits all of the 
data points. 
The correlation coefficient calculated for these data equals 0.06, which indicates 
that whatever trend may appear to the viewer can be best explained as a 
purely chance (i.e., random) occurrence. [Befuddled readers may want to 
spend a few moments reading our Statistics for the Befuddled: 
Correlation, available as website link.] 
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2007-2012 MONTHLY FEE INCREASES FOR THE LARGEST AND 
SMALLEST 3-LEVEL FLORIDA CCRCS 
The 5 Florida CCRCs with the smallest number of IL units that were operational 
during 2007-2012 were Park of the Palms (45 units), Alliance (1 06), Meese 
Manor (113), Canterbury Towers (124) and Gulf Coast/Care (143). 

The 5 largest Florida CCRCs, by number of IL units, were Freedom Village (492), 
Bentley Village (563), Indian River (565), John Knox Pompano (729) and Shell 
Point (1213). They averaged nearly 7 times as many IL units (712) as the 5 
smallest CCRCs (1 06). 

Nevertheless, their average increase in monthly fees during this 6-year period 
was not statistically different (smallest = 3.67% vs largest = 3.72%). As in the 
previous analyses, we have found no evidence to support the thesis that 
increases in monthly fees at Florida's largest CCRCs have been be smaller than 
at the very smallest CCRCs. 

During the 2007-2012 period, the monthly fees at OH increased at an annual 
average of 4.4% (4.9% compounded), only slightly less than for the period 
beginning with its inception (4.47% or 5.3% compounded). 

OCCUlANCY 
TARGETED NON-FLORIDA CCRCS 
These data were collected during the 1 Q 2013, and is very fluid and 
changing . Longhorn Village is now over 90%. Carol Woods told us occupancy is 



over 95%, yet they have a 10 year waiting list. So, just how much over 95% is 
unknown. Data for The Village at Penn State could not be obtained. 
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TARGETED FLORIDA CCRCS 
Below, we display three graphs that display the occupancy rates within the 
targeted Florida CCRCs in Independent Living, Assisted Living, and Skilled 
Nursing units during the period 2007-2012. Following those graphs is a table that 
provides a detailed snapshot of occupancy data for the targeted Florida CCRCs 
in 2012. The underlying data were harvested from the reports every Florida 
CCRC makes annually to the Office of Insurance Regulation (OIR), the primary 
regulating body for CCRCs in the state. 

Readers should recognize that occupancy information that CCRCs report doesn't 
reflect the average number of units occupied during the year, but rather the 
number occupied on December 31 . 

NOTE: Within the legend of each graph, adjacent to the identifier for each 
community is a parenthesized number. That number is the occupancy rate 
for that CCRC averaged over the six-year period. 

2007-2012 OCCUPANCY RATES IN TARGETED FLORIDA CCRCS: 
INDEPENDENT LIVING 
Five of the 7 targeted Florida CCRCs maintained an average IL occupancy rate 



of 90% or better. One exception was Freedom Pointe, which did not begin 
operations until 2009, but by 2012 reported IL occupancy at 98%, matching The 
Mayflower. The other exception was Covenant Village, which began the reporting 
period with a 95% IL occupancy, but has fallen to 69% in their 2012 report. 

Only The Mayflower and Oak Hammock were able to achieve average IL 
occupancies of 95% or more during these 6 years. The Great Recession, which 
began in 2008, seemed to have little effect on the pattern of IL occupancy for 
these CCRCs 
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2007-2012 OCCUPANCY RATES IN TARGETED FLORIDA CCRCS: 
ASSISTED LIVING 
As with the IL occupancies, 5 of the 7 targeted Florida CCRCs averaged better 
than 90% occupancy rates for their Assisted Living units. Covenant Village and 
Oak Hammock did not reach that benchmark. 

Occupancy percentages for Assisted Living are clearly more volatile than seen 
for Independent Living units, perhaps because the number of AL units is very 
small in comparison to the number of IL units. Thus, vacancies of a small number 
of units have a much greater influence on the computed percentages for AL than 
for IL. 
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2007-2012 OCCUPANCY RATES IN TARGETED FLORIDA CCRCS: 
SKILLED NURSING 

Generally, Florida CCRCs have fewer Skilled Nursing beds than even AL units, 
so the problem that arises in computing percentages when a very small number 
of vacancies occurs can produce disproportionately large changes in a 
percentage applies here even more than it did in the case above, for Assisted 
Living comparisons. 

Perhaps as a consequence, only 3 of the 7 targeted CCRCs were able to 
achieve average occupies of 90% or more averaged over the 6-year window: 
Florida Presbyterian, Freeedom Pointe, and Glen moor. The other 4 CCRCs 
reported average SN occupancies of 86-89%. 
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A DETAILED SNAPSHOT OF FLORIDA CCRC OCCUPANCY IN 20 12 
The occupancy data reported in the table below were derived from the 2012 
annual reports to the Office of Insurance Regulation submitted by the 7 targeted 
Florida CCRCs. Here are the major takeaways: 

• The current size of OH (372 units) is slightly greater than the median 
number of units found in the targeted Florida peers (359). 

• The ratio of the number of ALto IL units at OH exactly or closely matches 
the median reflected by these peers. 

• OH has fewer SN units relative to its IL units than its Florida targeted 
peers. 

• OH occupancy rate in IL corresponded to the median of the peer group. 
• OH occupancy rates in AL and SN were lower than the median. 

The Wait List% (described in a note below the table) at OH was larger than the 
median. 



Targeted Total Ratio of Ratio of %1L %AL %SN % 
Florida Units. fJJ.. to IL SN toIL Occupancy Occupancy Occupancy Wait 
CCRC Urits Units IJst * 

Covenant 404 0.13 0.10 69 70 B7 12 
Village 

Florida 244 0.20 0.26 93 97 96 41 
Presbyterian 

Freedom 357 0.11 0.30 98 96 94 95 
Point e 

Glenmoor 21 9 0.18 0.19 90 96 93 14 

The 359 0.10 0.23 98 100 93 39 
Mayflower 

Moorings 545 0.20 0.29 93 92 82 58 
Park 

Oak 372 0 .14 0.16 93 91 92 55 
Hammock 

Median 359 0.14 0 .24 93 96 92 40 
Value 

• The "Wait List %" refers to the percentage of units for which prospects have left deposits for a 
potential move-relative to the total number of IL units. We consider it a rough index of the relative 
competitiveness/desirability of a CCRC. Although this is often a very "soft" number, because 
prospects may be on multiple wait lists simultaneously, we see no reason to expect that t he 
number is any softer for a given CCRC relative to its competitors. 

HEAL TliCARE 
For our committee, the State and US News and World Report ratings were our 
best source of information in comparing skilled nursing faci lities. Data for each of 
the targeted communities in this report can be found here for the Florida CCRCs 
and for the Non-Florida CCRCs, here. Unfortunately, no such ratings exist for 
Assisted Living, so we were were unable to make any comparisons for that. 
Helpful information for understanding nursing come comparisons is presented 
here. 

SKILLED NURSING COMPARISONS FOR TARGETED CCRCS 
Ratings from Florida inspections of nursing homes (found here) and ratings from 
US News and World Reports (found here) were used to evaluate nursing care 
among the targeted CCRCs. Arguments can be made that these ratings do not 
give an accurate assessment of the quality of care in each of these faci lities, but 
such ratings were our only available tools for comparing CCRCs. 

Oak Hammock's ratings among the Florida targeted CCRCs fared better than 
they did among the CCRCs targeted outside Florida. Details of the Florida 
CCRCs can be found here and the non-Florida CCRCs here. Out of the 6 
targeted CCRCs in Florida, 2 had earned Florida's Gold Seal rating. 



FLORIDA 5-STAR RATINGS SUMMARY, 20 13 
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Oak Hammock earned 5 stars in all 8 categories in the Florida inspections, as did 
3 other CCRCs. 

US NEWS & WORLD REPORT 5-STAR RATINGS SUMMARY, 201.3 
The US News & World Report ratings include the 7 university-affiliated CCRCs 
outside Florida as well as the 6 targeted Florida CCRCs and Oak Hammock. 

INSPECTION CATEGORY NUMBER NUMBER TOTAL(out OAK 
FL TARGETED TARGETED NON of 13> HAMMOCK 
(m;u6> WITH FL (max 7> TARGETED 

EARNING. 
5-STARS WITH 5-STARS 

5-STARS 

5 SUlrs overall 4 7 11 4 SUlrs 

5 Stars Health Inspections 4 5 ll 5 SUlrs 

5 Stars Nurse Staffing 3 5 8 4 Stars 

5 Stars Quality Me:~sures 3 4 1 Star 



"Quality Measures" reflect the status of each individual Medicare and Medicaid 
community on 18 indicators, such as the percentage of residents who had urinary 
tract infections, were physically restrained to keep them from falling from a bed or 
chair, showed weight loss, etc. Of our targeted CCRCs, 4 earned 5 stars in this 
category, 5 received 4 stars, 2 each received 3 and 2 stars. Oak Hammock was 
the only targeted Florida CCRC receiving 1 star on Quality measures in the US 
News & World Report for 2013. 

LIFELONG LEARNING 
Oak Hammock is the site of the Institute for Learning in Retirement (ILR), a 
lifelong learning program run by an elected Board comprised of members from 
Oak Hammock and from the Gainesville community. Speakers for the ILR 
include people throughout the Gainesville community and sometimes from other 
areas as well. Finances for the ILR are run through Oak Hammock although 
there is an elected Treasurer. Sara Lynn McCrea, an Oak Hammock employee, 
is the primary paid staff member and is assisted by other Oak Hammock 
staff. Those connected with the ILR have expressed pride in it and most 
members of the LRP have participated in the ILR as Facilitators, Guest Speakers, 
etc., but the Oak Hammock ILR is not unique. The Mayflower, near Orlando, a 
CCRC that has classes on site taught by faculty at Rollins, recently won an 
award for its lifelong learning program. FAU, FlU, USF, UNF, Miami, Georgia, 
etc., all have lifelong learning programs and senior communities are heavily 
involved in the programs. The Kendal communities, several of which were 
researched by the LRP, have longstanding relationships with nearby academic 
institutions that have been a model for other communities. 

Although there are literally hundreds of lifelong learning programs now in 
existence, links to only a few are included below: 

• http://wise.fau .edu/divdept/lifelong/LLSBoca/Faii2013CourseSchedul 
e_Web.pdf 

• http://cdn.umb.edu/images/olli/OLLI_Fall_2013_course_catalog.pdf 
• http://olli. uga.edu/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/2013-06-26-0LLI

Course-Catalog-Fall-2013.pdf 
• http://continue.miami.edu/assets/pdf/olli/olli_summer_2_catalogue_2 

013.pdf 
• http://www .conted.usf.ed u/pdf/evergreen .pdf 
• http://olli.fiu.edu/files/pdf/OLLI_catalog.pdf 
• http://www.unf.edu/ce/ollifcourses/OLLI_Courses_for_Spring.aspx 
• http:l/advanced.jhu.edu/wp-

content/uploads/2013/06/F all13 _Osher _BaltCoi-CS _Combined. pdf 
• http://www.cgs.pitt.edu/sites/default/files/89498_0SHER_Summer201 

3CatalogFINAL.pdf 



In the years since Oak Hammock opened, Santa Fe has become a four year 
college and now offers four year degrees in such areas as health care 
administration and clinical laboratory studies as well as a number of two year 
degrees and well regarded courses in such areas as dance, paramedic studies, 
etc. Of particular interest is that Santa Fe trains RN's, LPN's, and CNA's. As far 
as the LRP is aware, although Santa Fe occasionally attempts to solicit OH 
patrons for their performing arts programs and there have been some Santa Fe 
faculty members who have participated in the Institute for Learning in Retirement 
(ILR), there has been no concerted effort to establish relationships with Santa Fe 
either through having their faculty offer classes at Oak Hammock in areas such 
as dance or working with their students in areas such as accounting, business, 
health care administration and nursing. Currently, Santa Fe offers classes 
specifically geared for seniors at the Gainesville Senior Center many of which 
might be of interest to Oak Hammock members and which might have sufficient 
enrollment at Oak Hammock to justify running a session on site. Details of the 
summer program are here. 

OH-U:F AFFILIATIONS 
REALITY OR MIRAGE? 
Many current residents moved to Oak Hammock in part because of the proximity 
to and relationship with the University of Florida and its institutions such as the 
Phillips Center and Shands (now UFHealth) as well as their interest in Lifelong 
Learning. 

A review had been conducted of the current affiliation agreements between Oak 
Hammock and the University both as to scope and implementation as well as to 
begin to brainstorm on how we might grow and strengthen our academic 
affiliations. The Status Subcommittee has also surveyed other retirement 
communities and discovered that many "high end" retirement communities have 
relationships, formal or informal, with nearby schools that offer their residents 
similar advantages to those offered to Oak Hammock members. 

"University Affiliated Retirement Community Development: A Resource for 
Universities" by Christopher Helsabeck and David Ritchey (the report) , was 
accepted by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology as part of the 
requirements for a degree in September 2004. The information contained in the 
report was obtained by the authors from Leslie Bram, who was involved in the 
planning and building of Oak Hammock and is now with the University of Florida 
Foundation, and was among the most interesting source material 
reviewed. Since that research was done ten years ago, the area of senior 
housing has matured and the generation shift of those retiring has driven 
providers of senior housing to replace bingo games with lectures at nearby 
academic institutions or inviting the institutions to use the senior community for 
classroom space. A link to that report is found below and the reader is urged to 
take the time necessary to read this excellent report. 



The reader is reminded that it is anticipated that the advantages of a University 
Affiliated Retirement Community will flow both to the senior retirees and the 
University in the form of activities for the former and financial benefits for the 
latter. Although we are unable to assign a number to the support given by Oak 
Hammock residents to the University, we know it to be substantial and anticipate 
that it will increase over time, particularly as residents become more involved 
with the University. 

* * * * 

A summary of the status of the various OH affiliations follows. 

THE SMART HOUSE 
When Oak Hammock was built, it included a "Smart House" which was a 
University of Florida laboratory for assistive technology for seniors to permit 
seniors to live independently for a longer period of time. Various schools at the 
University were involved and the understanding was that as "Smart House" 
technology was tested and perfected, it would be adopted by Oak 
Hammock. Unfortunately, residents at Oak Hammock have heard nothing about 
the "Smart House" for several years, no tours have been available in recent 
years and residents are unaware of any technology that had been studied at the 
"Smart House" and subsequently implemented at Oak Hammock. Residents are 
under the impression that the University is no longer involved in the "Smart 
House. At a minimum, it is recommended that an inquiry be made by the Board 
as to whether or not the "Smart House" can be reinvigorated and, if not, to what 
use it can be put. It is also recommended that the members be advised of the 
status. For more information on the promise of the "Smart House" and why the 
concept was so attractive as a lure to prospective residents, please read the 
article from the Gainesville Sun reported here and in UF news 

THE GATOR ONE CARD 
As planned and outlined in the report and in the original Affi liation Agreement, 
Oak Hammock members have a "Gator One Card" which provides access to 
events, library book checkout and faculty rate at the University golf course. It 
also permits Oak Hammock members to audit courses subject to approval of the 
faculty member. Several members of Oak Hammock routinely audit courses but 
others have been unable to obtain permission to audit courses or take for credit 
courses of interest to them, particularly in the arts, creative writing, etc. which has 
been a source of frustration to members who have volunteered their opinion. 
Although OH members can take leisure courses at Reitz Union, the Gator One 
Card provides no discount in pricing. OH members pay the same as town 
residents. Some universities apparently offer affiliated CCRC's or nearby senior 
communities greater access to classes, some with discounted tuition on classes 
taken for credit. 



THE UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
The University Athletic Association does schedule Oak Hammock Day for minor 
sports (not basketball or football). It does not provide multi-sport passes for 
residents, occasionally provides a video feed and has a contact person for Sara 
Lynn McCrea, the Oak Hammock staff member titled "the Dean of Residents"
but none for residents. Other university-affiliated CCRC's, such as Penn State, 
provide greater ticket access including tickets for football and basketball, 
handicapped seating, etc. 

UF LIBRARIES 
The George A. Smathers Libraries still offers borrowing privileges and access to 
the music collection but no longer does workshops on genealogy, various 
classes including how to use the Internet nor does it offer any volunteer 
opportunities for residents. 

THE UF MUSEUMS 
The Florida Museum of Natural History has not recently provided any lectures at 
Oak Hammock. It will welcome residents (and anyone else) to be a volunteer or 
attend public lectures. 

The Harn Museum's Curator of Photographic Art recently spent an hour giving an 
ILR talk attended by approximately 50 people and offered to act as a docent for 
an Oak Hammock group. Although the Harn presented a few programs for 
residents in Independent Living in the early years of Oak Hammock, thanks to 
the influence of Harn docents who reside here, it is the policy of the Harn to take 
programs only in to Assisted Living and Skilled Nursing, which they do 
periodically. The Harn welcomes residents (and anyone else) to volunteer or to 
attend public lectures. 

THE COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
The College of Health Professions offers occasional lectures and internships in 
occupational therapy, physical therapy, speech pathology, and audiology but 
none in clinical psychology which was one of the areas where it was anticipated 
(see Addendum to Affiliation Agreement, Exhibit A dated November 15, 2000) 
and an area where it is needed, particularly in dealing with transitions. The 
College of Health Professions no longer provides physical and occupational 
therapy services to Oak Hammock members and these services are provided 
through an outside vendor. 

There are no professional physical therapy or occupational therapy services 
offered on weekends, although some members attempt to do exercise under the 
supervision of a CNA. Although many members appreciate the current therapists, 
others are disappointed that UF is no longer providing these services. Members 
who are recovering from hospital stays (knee and hip replacements, etc.) would 
benefit greatly from professional seven day a week physical and occupational 



therapy as is offered at other top notch nursing homes/rehab facilities. We would 
recommend that staff schedules be shifted so at least one professional physical 
therapist is regularly scheduled to work on Saturday and Sunday, in addition to 
providing services during the week by the other therapists. 

THE COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS & THE PHILLIPS CENTER 
The College of Fine Arts and Phillips Center for the Performing Arts provide 
some student and faculty musical performances at Oak Hammock. Neither the 
College nor Phillips Center provide the other bulleted items contained in the 
affiliation agreement (public presentations of artistic events at OH; courses at OH 
in photography, painting, pottery, ceramics and other visual arts; internship 
program as part of MA Administration degree program; establishment of OH as 
additional venue for cultural events; continuing education courses such as piano, 
painting, special packages to designated events at Baughman Center, Philips 
Center, etc.) and the Philips Center does not provide public presentations at Oak 
Hammock (other than sales for tickets). Art classes were requested but the 
College was unwilling to provide even a11 undergraduate student to teach 
them. The Art League was informed that Faculty members or graduate students 
would consider speaking at ALAOH events only if paid substantial fees. 

In addition to teaching art classes at Oak Hammock, another opportunity for 
interaction would be for graduate students to work with residents on making 
future arrangements for the residents' art collections. This could be beneficial 
both to the residents and perhaps to the Harn and the College. 

THE COLLEGE OF MEDICINE 
The College of Medicine provides lectures for mini medical school. The College 
of Medicine also provides Medical Director Services for which it is paid. On July 
1, 2008, the College of Medicine entered into an amendment to its agreement 
and agreed to offer Clinical Physician and Nursing Assistant Service. The 
agreement was subsequently amended on July 1, 2009. On August 1, 2009, 
Oak Hammock and UF also entered into a contract for the College of Medicine to 
provide Nurse Practioner services. 

One area in which a number of members wish to see improvement is that the 
physician assigned to the Skilled Nursing area, Dr. Sandesera, is the only 
physician that UFHealth has assigned to that area. Although Dr. Nayfield is 
currently the Oak Hammock Medical Director and sees patients in the Out 
Patient Clinic, she has told members that she does not see even her own 
patients if they require Skilled Nursing (unless covering for Dr. 
Sandesera). Members have stated that they would prefer to have a choice of 
UF faculty members if they are in skilled nursing. We are aware that other 
physicians can apply for credentialing but what is being requested is that at a 
minimum, Dr. Nayfield, as well as Dr. Sandesara, be available to members in 
Skil led Nursing. 



The "Oak Hammock Advantage" was designed as a program to offer a better 
experience to Oak Hammock members in their encounters with both physicians 
and hospitals within the UFHealth system. Although Oak Hammock members 
are supposed to be assigned a private hospital room if one is available and 
expedited appointments, the system does not work as well as hoped. The 
hospital staff is frequently not aware of the private room priority (it should be easy 
enough to code Epic) and appointments are not as easy to obtain as they once 
were now that Gator Advantage is also competing for priority appointments and 
the access center has taken over primary respons ibility for scheduling. Oak 
Hammock Advantage still provides more expeditious scheduling than is available 
for the general caller but could be tweaked to be even better. 

If a problem arises, Oak Hammock members do not have a contact person with 
whom to work. As an example, a recently widowed member was charged by 
UFHealth for a private room for her deceased husband and spent months making 
numerous phone calls after receiving collection letters even after explaining that 
her husband should have a private room at no charge because of Oak Hammock 
Advantage and that her husband had been in the South Tower where there are 
only private rooms so there should not have been a surcharge. She could find 
no one to talk to who was at all responsive for months until someone finally 
agreed to "write it off' after she went through a great deal of aggravation . 

There should be a contact person for Oak Hammock to resolve administrative 
issues with UFHealth as well as a Nurse Navigator for members who have 
multiple or serious illnesses or otherwise need assistance. Oak Hammock 
members, including some retired UF health profession faculty, are starting to 
seek medical care out of the UFHealth system because they are not able to 
obtain the level of care they expect. Members who might make gifts to UF or 
UFHealth are not going to do so if they have to go to Mayo, Moffat or North 
Florida for medical care! We recommend that UFHealth assign both an 
administrative person to handle administrative issues such as the billing issue 
detailed above and a Nurse Navigator to work with any Oak Hammock member 
with multiple or serious health issues. 

THE COLLEGE OF NURSING 
The College of Nursing was much more involved at start up than it is now. As 
examples, it is no longer involved in nutritional assessment, health risk 
assessment, medication management, grief/stress/coping support groups or safe 
proofing for home and travel . Residents report that the original plan for Oak 
Hammock had been for the School of Nursing to operate the skilled nursing 
facility as a model nursing home. At present, the relationship between Oak 
Hammock and UF is set forth in an agreement dated June 1, 2008, in which Oak 
Hammock agrees to be the site for the clinical rotation of nursing students. Very 
occasional lectures are offered . Many members would be interested in involving 
the College of Nursing in the process of setting goals for continuous 
improvement and a model ("state of the art") skilled nursing and assisted living 



facility. 

THE COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE 
The initial contract was entered into on March 1, 2004 and on March 1, 2007 
renewed for a period of three years. If there is a more current contract, it is not in 
the library where management has stated copies of all UF contracts can be found. 

The College of Health and Human Performance still places interns at Oak 
Hammock in exercise and recreation and occasionally offers leisure 
programs. Student interns assist members in all levels of care with exercise 
programs. Lectures arranged by the College of Health and Human Performance 
are occasionally offered in Independent Living. 

There is a significant need for evening and weekend recreation activities in 
Assisted Living and Skilled Nursing that is not now being met and that might be 
an excellent opportunity for undergraduate or graduate internships for students 
seeking degrees in Recreation. Members who moved from Independent Living 
to Assisted Living complain that "there is nothing to do", particularly evenings and 
weekends and request activities. Undoubtedly part of the problem is that the 
three full time activity staff members are scheduled for Monday- Friday during the 
day only. In addition to offering student internships in Recreation for evenings 
and weekends, we recommend that staff schedules be shifted so that at least 
one of the three recreation staff members is scheduled to work and provide 
recreational opportunities Saturday and Sunday as well as until 8pm. 

THE COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY 
Although the initial plan was that the College of Dentistry would be a research 
site for Oral Facial Pain, that plan has not been implemented. Neither has the 
plan to have residents or dental students rotated through the Oak Hammock on
site dental clinic been implemented. The Dental School is rethinking its 
relationship and may arrange for a dentist practicing in town, rather than a 
tenured or clinical faculty member, to provide dental services but that revised 
plan, at the time of this writing, has not yet been communicated to Oak Hammock 
residents. 

THE COLLEGE OF PHARMACY 
The College of Pharmacy offers occasional lectures and once a month 
consultations with members. 

THE COLLEGE OF PUBLIC HEALTH AND HEALTH 
PROFESSIONS 

On July 1, 2006, Oak Hammock and the College of Public Health and Health 
Professions of the University entered into a contract to provide audiology 
services which services would be billed to members who sought such services 



pursuant to a price list made part of the contract. There is no indication on the 
contract available to members that this price list has been amended since 2006 
so it is assumed that the prices quoted in the contract are still in effect. 

THE INSTITUTE FOR FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES 
The initial plan for the interaction of IFAS and Oak Hammock was very 
comprehensive. There is at present no interaction with IFAS other than 
occasional lectures in connection with the ILR. Several Oak Hammock members 
have become beekeepers, but this activity is not at all connected with 
IFAS. Although there at one time had been access to UF's Natural Area 
Teaching lab and some interaction with Victory Garden, there has been none in 
recent years. 

IF AS is one of the premier training schools for dieticians. Praxeis management 
refuses to make available to IL residents the dietician paid by Oak 
Hammock. Her/his identify has not been revealed to members even when 
requested by the Dining Committee so it is not known whether she/he is an IF AS 
graduate. Members have been very vocal in their desire to have more 
involvement with dieticians and to have dieticians more involved with Oak 
Hammock's food services so that healthier and better tasting food could be 
provided. Although IFAS has the capability to analyze Oak Hammock recipes 
for nutritional content so that sensible food choices can be made by individuals, 
Oak Hammock fails to do that and make the information available to 
residents. Members are also interested in obtaining some beef and pork, at least 
for "chefs specials" from the UF meat store and to explore other ways we can 
work more closely with IFAS. This is clearly an opportunity to strengthen the 
relationship. At a minimum, the contract dietician should be replaced with an 
agreement with IFAS to provide analysis and counseling, perhaps by graduate 
students as part of their internships, for members in all levels of care . 

THE COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM 
The College of Journalism was to provide student clerkships to develop a student 
run Oak Hammock newsletter, special programming for residents by UF's TV and 
radio station, volunteer opportunities for residents at WUFT and Journalism 
rotations through Oak Hammock. There has in recent years been no interaction 
between the College of Journalism and Oak Hammock. 

THE COLLEGE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE 
The College of Veterinary Medicine coordinates pet sitting by students, conducts 
research that includes Oak Hammock pets, and provides a Vet Clinic at Oak 
Hammock every month as part of wellness rotations. A number of vet students 
are also privately employed by Oak Hammock residents to walk their dogs/feed 
their cats, etc. 

THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES 



The planning for Oak Hammock assumed that the College of Liberal Arts and 
Sciences and the Center of Gerontology would have a close relationship with 
Oak Hammock but the Center no longer exists. The College occasionally offers 
lectures by the Center for Women's Studies and trips to the astronomy 
observatory (in connection with ILR) as well as lectures on religion, ethics and 
the sciences (also with ILR). It no longer offers online participation in college 
activities, travel tours and classes, poetry readings, political science opinion 
surveys and never offered student counseling opportunities for residents. An 
attempt to get more information from some of the original residents as to whether 
it had ever taken place yielded no information. From comments received from 
members, such activities, readings, counseling, workshops, etc. would be 
welcomed. 

THE COLLEGE OF LAW 
To the regret of many residents, the Levin College of Law does not provide 
opportunities for law faculty and student to interact with seniors. There are no 
regular presentations regarding estate and elder law planning law issues and the 
recent ILR Course in Elder Law that was offered in Spring 2013 was in 
connection with the Eighth Circuit Bar, not the College of Law. The Center for 
Estate Planning which advertises on the UF Law website that it works closely 
with the ILR on Adult Education in Estate Planning courses has not in recent 
years had an active role at the ILR or OH. There have been several programs on 
legal themes presented by OH residents including the late Justice Overton and AI 
O'Neil but these were done in response to requests and at the initiative of 
members and were independent of the Law School. The Law School has recently 
offered several faculty members for lectures (Mini Law School) and it is hoped 
that this will be continued. It is also hoped that in the near future the College of 
Law will offer courses at Oak Hammock in Estate Planning and other areas of 
concern to seniors such as Guardianship. 

THE COLLEGE OF DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND PLANNING 
The UF College of Design, Construction and Planning does not have an affiliation 
agreement with Oak Hammock of which the members are aware. Its Interior 
Design program is ranked very highly nationally and is currently working with the 
Village, the largest senior community in the Gainesville area and a competitor to 
Oak Hammock, on a program to establish an enhanced independent living area 
so that seniors can safely remain in their independent living apartments for a 
longer period of time, reducing the need for assisted living/skilled nursing. It 
also has the expertise to assist in selecting materials suitable for seniors. As 
examples, the carpeting recently installed at a cost of approximately $275,000 is, 
according to the Oak Hammock Low Vision Group, not suitable for the visually 
impaired, and skilled nursing rooms do not have washable floors so that they can 
be kept sufficiently clean to properly house patients with pulmonary impairments, 
some of whom have been sent by their physicians to their own apartments with 
home health care instead. Residents of Oak Hammock, who are aware of UF's 
involvement at the Village, are interested in having the Oak Hammock Board 



investigate involvement with U F Interior Design to explore the establishment of 
Enhanced Independent Living as well as to design Oak Hammock so that it is 
more navigable in all levels of care to the visually impaired and has washable 
floors in skilled nursing. 

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
Similarly, there is no affiliation agreement with UF Information Technology, of 
which the members are aware, although the new UF CIO sits on the Oak 
Hammock Board. When the plans were made for Oak Hammock, technology did 
not have the reach it does now. This is also an excellent example of an area in 
which the relationsh ip between Oak Hammock and UF could be 
strengthened. As examples, the current technology at Oak Hammock, some of 
which we have been told is not owned by Oak Hammock, fails to provide current 
totals for the POS system. There is no wireless in Assisted Living and in most of 
Independent Living and that which exists is questionable much of the time. The 
IT available in the Member's Business Center is outdated and not always 
reliable. There is no "help desk" available to members, many of whom could 
benefit in their social interactions with children and grandchildren from reliable 
computer access. Several CCRC's are now offering IT services to residents and 
finding it very beneficial. (For example, see this link. Not only would Oak 
Hammock benefit greatly from closer interaction with UF IT, but Oak Hammock 
could provide a laboratory in "real world" computer problems for IT grad students. 

* * * * * 

Are we there yet and, if not, how do we move in the direction of "there"? As 
stated elsewhere in the report, we will never be there so long as we hope to 
continue to learn and grow. Members of our community who retired as faculty 
from UF remind us that there are increasing pressures on current faculty 
members to produce work that will "count" towards tenure and raises- and that 
giving lectures at Oak Hammock is not the type of work that is valued by 
University Administration in that way. We are also aware of significant financial 
support offered by Oak Hammock members to UF and believe that increased 
interaction stands to benefit both Oak Hammock and UF. Even keeping in mind 
the pressure on faculty to "produce" in ways valued by university administration, 
we believe that the issues that we have started to uncover with lifelong learning 
and the affiliations are amenable to improvement. There are many areas where 
there could be cooperation that we have not adequately explored such as the 
connections between The Forest at Duke and the colleges in its vicinity detailed 
here. 

A manageable way to handle the material would be to ask each Board Member 
to select a school or function (Law, Medicine, IT, etc.) to examine along with the 
assistance of that school's Dean or the Dean's designee and three members of 
the long range planning committee to represent the residents. The resident 
members of the committee would ask for an open meeting of residents and solicit 



ideas from other residents to take back to the planning group. Once the planning 
group met to discuss what the School could do and what the OH residents wish 
could be done, the Board's lawyer could update the affiliation agreements and at 
that point management could implement the agreement. Additionally, a Board 
Member should chair a planning group with Santa Fe College, which offers 
courses that UF does not in such areas as preparing students for careers as 
CNA's, LPN's, in Health Information Technology, etc., and three members of the 
long range planning committee that would function in the same way to explore 
how we could mutually benefit. 

SERVICES & AMENITIES 
Most of the CCRCs we surveyed had the following as typical amenities: 
Housekeeping - Security- Emergency response system- On-site medical 
clinic- Physical, occupational, and speech therapy- Taxes- Utilities
Insurance and maintenance- Guest suites- Cable TV- Monthly dining credit
Pool(s)- Fitness center- Pets- Transportation- Bank- Hair salon
Concierge - Ample activities - Sundry shop - Woodworking - Art/pottery 
studios - Gardens 

If a CCRC did not offer one of these amenities, it was included in this file, CCRC 
Amenities Comparisons (LINK HERE). Several CCRCs had unusual, noteworthy 
amenities and these are listed in the Executive Summary. 

The frequency or intensity of these typical amenities vary by community. 
Housekeeping may be biweekly rather than weekly. Although most offer free 
transportation to medical appointments and scheduled shopping, some may 
charge a nominal fee for personal transportation. Some may offer physical 
therapy 6 or 7 days a week, or equipment and/or staffing in the fitness center 
may differ, etc. These variations make direct comparisons of monthly fees 
problematic. 

One of the most important aspects of a CCRC to members is the reduction 
(sometimes, total elimination) of their meal preparations. Some CCRCs provide 
one meal per day as part of the monthly fee and some as many as three meals. 
Some CCRCs offer little flexibility in food choices (e.g., a choice between two 
entrees at cafeteria-style dinner) and dining venues. Some offer complimentary 
coffee/muffins/bagels in the mornings, some offer diets with whole grains, gluten
free, lactose-free, diabetic, low salt, and heart healthy choices. The dining 
services at OH offer a choice of open-seating venues with a choice of several 
different entrees at lunch or dinner. The side dishes available each evening can 
be prepared to accommodate each member's taste preferences.[1] 

Unlike some other CCRCs, there is no dietician available at OH to consult with 
independent living members without an additional charge. 



No specific number of meals is included in the monthly fee for IL members at 
Oak Hammock. Rather, each person is allocated a specific dollar allowance that 
they can spend as they please on any combination of food and beverages. 

[1) For example, on request, the OH kitchen will prepare asparagus or spinach steamed, sauteed in butter or in olive oil with or without garlic, grilled, roasted or blackened and cooked a/ dente or 
soft. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
See Executive Summary 

WORLD CLASS 
What does "World Class" mean? 

The LRP committee defined it as "Ranks among the world's best, one of the top 
few, unrivaled in quality and excellence." Does being identified as significantly 
exceeding industry benchmarks constitute "world class?" In March 2012, LCS 
published a white paper Developing a Rich Resident Experience: Resident 
Satisfaction and Benchmarking (free download) that looked at five CCRCs who 
significantly exceeded industry benchmarks on resident satisfaction surveys. In 
the table below, the 8 common characteristics of these outstanding CCRCs are 
listed, and whether or not Oak Hammock shares these same criteria. 



INSIGHTS FROM 5 HIGHLY OAK HAMMOCK 
SUCCESSFULCCRCs SHARES THIS 

CRITERION? 
CCRC emphasizes core benefits to 

potential and current residents: 
Mostly yes housing. access to health services and 

financial secLCitv 
Stable open management teams-

Mostly no trans_parency , visibilitv. respons~e 
Programs that str~e to reach a social 

good. Management should be 
Mostly yes supportive. fi nd ing ways to enable 

residents' ideas 
Achieving high satisfaction among 

residents- increases referra ls, Mostly yes 
lowering marketing costs 

Incorporating 8 dimensions of wellness 
into community programing: physical, 

.emotional. intellectual, sp irftual , Yes 
vocational . environmental, hea lth 

services 
Satisfaction surveys Yes, but quallie·d 

Al lown g residents to recognize the 
Not measured work of staff increases satisfaction 

Exce llence in core memberservic·es: 
nutritious dining, housi'lg , low-

maintenance lifestyle, transportation, Mostly yes 
social interaction, continuum of care . 

wellness programs 

The scores from the LRP Member Survey on which the table above was 
determined, appear later in this section. 

The Mather Lifeways Institute on Aging/Ziegler/Brecht Associates did an 
extensive study National Survey of Family Members of Residents 
Living in Continuing Care Retirement Communities, (free download) 
December 2011, involving 221 CCRCs and 3,700 family members from 49 
states and the District of Columbia. The study (page 55) points out that 
"willingness to recommend" correlates positively to business growth in 
organizations, and that their study respondents ' willingness to recommend 
their family members' CCRCs to others as good places to live was the 
strongest predictor that respondents would select a CCRC lifestyle for 
themselves. Key factors that show a "willingness to recommend" are listed 
in the table below in order of importance. Oak Hammock members' 
positive response to these features on the LRP Member is shown below. 
There were a few features not included on the member survey because it 
was totally obvious OH met the criterion. If again a two-thirds positive 



response is indicative of meeting the criteria, Oak Hammock meets 
approximately half of the key factors in "willingness to recommend." 

PERCENTOFOAKHAMMOCK 
KEY FAClORS IN "WILLINGNE.SS MEMBERS GIVING POSillNG 

TO RECOMMEND'' RESPONSE TO RELATED 
FEATURES 

Not measured but maintaining greater 
Quality reputation compared vvith other than 90% occupancy since inception 

CCRCs may be indicator of quality reputation 
compared with other CCRCs 

Safety and physical security of 90%- "Adequate Security" residents 
Services provided reflect good value 60% - "Good value in entry ard 

for fees. paid monthlY fees" 
Appearance of amenity areas 83% - "Buildings we ll ma intained" 

67% - "Quality Skilled Nursing 
Variety of wellness programs ard 53%- "Quality Assisted Living" 

activities 54%- "Supportive Services" 
Excellent- Fitness Center 

64% - "Quality food at reasonable 
Quality of the food "prices 

Responsiveness of managers to 50%- "Management meets 
expectations" concerns 

40% - "Member have meaningful input" 
One of OH's strong po ints-

Variety of social events Activities ranked #5 on graph• of 
committee "likes" 

One of OH's strong points-
ILR ranked #3 on "likes" graph• and 

Variety of educational programs and "top 29 likes ~ st" ""' li sts educational 
activities opportun ities, art in the corridors, 

concerts & cultural programs, cultural 
and recreational opportunities 

Variety of dining venues 
From "top 29 likes fi st"- Dinillj open 

seating, choices& take out 

Availability of hea~h care services 72%- "Easy access to med ical 
services" 

see the *Sum of "Likes" graph and ** "top 29 likes" on next page. 



SUM OF LIKES 

--- ·-- - -- . 

SUM OF "LIKES" CATEGORIES 

Committees 

u F Affilati::m 

starr 

Dlnng/Food Se!VIce 

Fitness Center • No Answer 

' ampus, Woods & Trees 

Apartments & il 
Don't /ogree 

Pet Friendi~Dog Park 

Heath Center 

Ri!tlt Size 
• Really Ag-ee 

ActMti es & Programs 

TransportatiOn 

iLR 

People/Residerts 

Garage Parkng 
--.- - --, 

\1.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 -+.0 5.0 o.~ i.O 8.0 <>. •) 
MEAN NUI\IBER OF RESPONSES 

Members of the Long Range Planning Committee were each asked to generate a list 
of what they liked about Oak Hammock. The 84 ideas generated were comprled, and returned, 
then LRP members were asked to rank their ideas. This data shows the top 
29 "likes" which had no dissenting "don't agree" votes. (number rcspondcnts=12) 

1.2+ (number really agree+agree) 

Variety of dining choices. formal, Bar 
Open seating in dining room 
Courtesy ohvait staff in dining rooms 
Transportation to events, health care & local 
Knowledge and experience of residents 
Sense of community 
Availabiilty of health care (Shands,other) 
Security 
Common areas 
Convenient parking 
Educational opportunities 
FLICRA 
Friendly atmosphere 
Lifetime care 

11+ (number really agree+agree) 

Concerts/cultural programs in Oak Room 
Walking trails 
Secluded 
Take-out-dining 
friendly staff 
lntergenerational diversity 
PCA & committees 
:>lot too big 
Cultural & recreational activities 
Art in the corridors 
Housekeeping services 
Library 
Barber /Deauty shop 
On site banking 



The bottom line is that Oak Hammock is good, but when comparing its amenities 
and finances found in other sections of this report, Oak Hammock is not uniquely 
good. Is it "World Class?" To this question: "Ranks among the world's best, one 
of the top few, unrivaled in quality and excellence," 59% of the members 
responded positively 

A related, but different question 
on the member survey 
addressed "State of the Art" 

Totally meets the criteri on 
1'-·lo stly 1neets the criterion 
Ne-utral 
Mostly fails this a·iterion 
Totally fails this crit·erion 
D mr t kt1 Oi/v 

No ansvver 

12% 

37% 
15% 
19% 
8% 

6~··o 

2% 

defined as: "Fully utilizing the very best, most effective and beneficial practices 
and technology. " Forty-nine percent of the members responded positively. 
Is perception reality? Does 50-
60% represent concurrence on 
these questions? Probably not. 

Some other considerations worth 
noting: 

The technology being developed 
at the Smart House could be of 
use at OH, but there is no 
evidence it is being implemented 
here. 

Totally meets the criteri on 
1.,.1 o stly n1eet s the critEnio n 
Neutral 
1'-1 o stly fails this cirite 1io n 
Totally fails this aite ri on 
Doujt knov~· 
No .a1.1svv•er 

22% 

37% 
10% 
16% 
6% 

7 % 
2% 

To "catch up" with existing CCRCs, we need an overhaul of our computer 
software that continually has problems, Wi-Fi available in common areas and 
assisted living , and the newer technologies promoting independence, fall 
prevention, etc. 

Although we rate well on lifelong learning and activities, and a well-equipped, 
staffed exercise facility, we are not looking as good in the wellness category 
when it comes to emotional and psychological support. Nurse Navigators, 
licensed social worker in independent living, greater patient-centeredness in the 
health center consistent with the "Greenhouse" concept could help address this. 

A large bus that allows wheel chair accessibility (even a "kneel ing bus" with no 
steps like that used at the Village) would move us closer to "State of the Art." 



To be among the best in skilled nursing, we need private showers in the rooms, 
and to accommodate those patients with asthma and other respiratory problems, 
the availability of washable floors rather than carpeting. 

Kendal Corporation, not university affiliated CCRCs, is the largest contributor 
we've found of new research to improve the aging process. Many residents at 
Oak Hammock would welcome the involvement of UF academic and research 
departments at Oak Hammock in such matters. Why is The Village, but not Oak 
Hammock, partnering with UF's Design Department to research new home 
design to accommodate aging and the disabilities that come with it? 

UF's Departments of Law and Accounting could be involved in problem solving 
financial reporting of CCRCs, and maybe influence legislation. e.g. see GAAP 
Accounting and the Regulation of CCRCs, publication pending, authored by 
Jack Cumming, a board member for the National Continuing Care 
Residents Association . Other academic departments such as sociology, 
psychology, physiology, College of Law, etc., could be contributing to "State of 
the Art" research on aging . 

Finally, is the term "world class" a realistic goal to compare ourselves to? The 
subcommittee chairs recommend the Board, in conjunction with the membership, 
set some realistic, measurable goals to assure that Oak Hammock is routinely 
taking steps towards continuous improvement. We want to BE, and STAY, 
"BEST OF THE BEST'. Criteria might include the following: 

- A ranking in the top 10% of CCRCs on member satisfaction, e.g. 
"would recommend this CCRC to a friend." And "I am a satisfied resident." 

- Member surveys conducted with good survey design and execution by an 
independent company, not the management company, with results compared to 
other CCRCs, not Publix and other commercial enterprises. The Holleran 
Group, and perhaps others, do such surveys. 

- A ranking in the top quartile of CCRCs according to an independent 
benchmarking evaluation (e.g. Ziegler A2Z or CARF-CCAC) on financial stability, 
perhaps adjusted according to age of facility. 

- CCRC clearly desired by potential residents as evidenced by new-entry
deposits on hand equivalent to, for example, 67 deposits at Oak Hammock 
representing 25% of 269 independent units. 

THE MEtv1BERS' SURVEY 
Is Oak H?mrnoc!~ a ·.vorld-class CCRC yet? A simple compilation of features, 
amen itic~ , services, prices, etc. ca n speak substantia lly about an entity, but 
it d lesn't tell t he whole ~ to!y . t .s the late L£ e AtwJtc t one said, 



"Perception is rcalily. · W ith thnt in mind, we :::et out to measure the 
perceptions/op inions of the current members of the Oak Hammock 
community in a n anonymous , Internet-based survey conducted May 15-22, 
2013. 

The members were presented V\. ith 22 items that dealt specifically with the ir 
opinions about t he extent to which Oak Hammock met criteria that had 
been developed v ia our own research into what future prospects w ould be 
seeking in an "ideal CCRC." The fi nal item was open -ended, giving 
members an opportunity to identify "one thing that the Board could do in 
the coming year that v:r ld m< k< Onk Hammock a better place for rne to 
live.'' 

The language • nd structure of the survey were vetted by a team that 
included Michael Levy, Midge Smit h and Carl Wisler, each of whom had 
professional <..xpericnc~ in survey design and analysis. The online survey 
was \ldministercd by an independent company that could assure the 
anonymity of the data and also prov ide reliable scoring and data analyses. 
Substantial effort was expended to fac ilitate and encourage the maximum 
number of membc s to complete the of survey. By the end of the open 
w indow fo r the d1t3 collection phase, 209 members, representing 71% of 
the potential r cc:-r ondents, had submitted their opinions. Owing to tile 
excellent respon se rJte, the margin of error in our data is plus or min11s 2%. 

The first 22 survr- items and a graphical representation of the members' 
responses to arc m this report. 

The la:.t item, "If the Board of Directors could d o one t iling during t he 
coming year t makr- Oak Hammock a better place for me to live, it w ould 
be the following:" y i0 ided abo 1t 180 verbatim rcc; pollses that we sorted 
into ~ 3 ca~ :::~o rit ~ ba. '"'d upon thei r content. {When members provided not 
on. , lrut rnut , iple, n::sponse-., we • ssumed that the alternative most 
importa nt to t hem vvas the one first mentioned and assigned their enti r~ 
vHbat im response to the category appropriate for that factor. ). These 
verbatim respon ·cs arc present f'd HERE. 

SUMMARY OF MEMBERS' SURVEY RESULTS 
In their responses to the first 22 6-alternative response items, members indicated 
that Oak Hammock best met the criteria for 

• Being in a desirable town, 
• Having opportunities to enjoy the natural environment, 



• Offering attractive designs with options in IL units, 
• Providing all of the special services and amenities they need, 
• Having flexible and convenient transportation policy and 
• They were generally satisfied with their lives at OH. 

For each of these criteria, the net response (% positive responses minus % 
negative responses) was +65% or more. 

In contrast, members judged Oak Hammock failing to meet their ideal criteria for 

• Having meaningful input into policies and procedures that affected their 
everyday well-being, 

• Having food choices that made it easy to meet special dietary needs 
• Being financially able to meet current and future obligations. 

Although 50% of the respondents indicated that management met their 
expectations, less than 50% indicated that Oak Hammock was a State of the Art 
CCRC and 59% thought it was World Class. 

Nevertheless, 74% of the members indicated that they were satisfied residents 
and only 10% were dissatisfied. 

The members' responses to the first 22 individual items are displayed on the next 
page. 



MEMBER SURVEY - 22 QUESTIONS 

Number of Responses to Each Question 

IM = -otal l y meets th ' s crite(on I F = Tota l 1y fa ils til ' s mteri o 

Green =top seven: Blue= middle eight; Black= !}ottom seven MM = 1\•lostl y meets this criterion MF =Mostly fai l s th ·s criteric 

according to weighted ranking score DK =Don't Know NA =Not answered 

SCORE• TM MM Neutra : MF IF DK NA 
80 Located in a desireable t:)~·. n for reti rement 1.12 45 11 3 1 2 5 

76 Many opportunities to enjoy the natural environment (e.g. pleasant views.. trails, landscaping: 117 78 6 2 1 1 
H Adequate security 120 63 6 6 3 1 5 

66 Flexible, c.onvenient transportation policy 97 72 14 6 A 11 5 

64 Quality care in Skilled ~Jur;irg 8£ 56 19 6 2 37 5 

59 Attractive designs •Nith options in living units 82 89 19 1C 3 1 5 

58 Quality care in Assisted Living 22 58 15 7 1 63 8 

51 Easy to access medical services 58 82 22 17 3 9 8 

51 Buildings are w ell maintained. 61 112 9 15 6 2 A 

49 Overall, tam a satisfied resident at Oak Hammock 71 85 26 1.:1 7 1 5 

48 Everything I need in the way of special services and amenities provided on-site 53 107 .23 1C 6 6 .:1 

42 Flexible dining pfan options 73 72 18 21 16 L. 5 
36 Good job implementing environmentally responsible policies 37 84 37 16 7 23 5 

31 Quality food at reasonable prices 49 84 26 30 1~ 1 5 

29 "Ranks among the worfd:'s best, one of the top few, unrivaled in quality and excellence" .!5 78 21 3" 12 14 5 

2.8 Supportive services/assistance programs in independent living 37 75 23 32 9 28 5 

2.4 Exhit:rits- good value in entry and monthly fees 25 100 22 37 11 9 5 

15 "Fully utilizing the very best, most effective and beneficial practices and technology" .25 78 32 39 17 13 5 

14 Financially able to meet current & future obligations 18 63 18 31 14 55 10 

7 Management meets my ·expectations 22 82 17 .!9 25 :_ 10 

1 Food choices- makes it easy to meet special dietary restrictions 19 57 39 A6 23 22 3 
-3 Members have meaningful input into policies- and aspects of everyday living t hat affect well-I 24 59 3J 51 33 8 A 

• weigh ts "totally" responses twice as heavi ly as "mostly"; converted to scale where 100 is most positive and -100 is most negative. 



We viewed the last survey item as a way to gauge the members' chief concerns 
that the Board might be willing to address. More than 80% of these concerns fell 
into just 5 categories. The largest single category addressed issues with 
Management (20%). The proposed Expansion and the Food category were next 
most frequently expressed (17% each) followed by Finances (15%) and Board 
Interactions (14%). Although these percentages may appear low, it should be 
remembered that members were invited to list only ONE factor and if they listed 
more, we assigned their response to the single category that best fit the first 
factor they mentioned. 

The intensity of members' level of concern is best understood and interpreted by 
a review of their verbatim responses. We leave this activity to the reader. You 
may review the categorized verbatim responses below. 

VERBATIM SURVEY RESPONSES TO OPEN-ENDED 
QUESTION 

This questions was: " If the Board of Directors could do one thing during the 
coming year to make Oak Hammock a better place for me to live, it would 
be the following:" The verbatim responses are displayed below. The principals 
on the survey team, together with the PCA President, created the ad hoc 
categories into which they sorted the individual responses. When a member's 
response seemed to span multiple categories, we assumed that the first
mentioned factor was that which was most important to that member and used 
only that one to identify the category for placing the complex response. 

AFFILIATION 

• Make more effective collaboration with the University of Florida to take 
advantage of opportunities to improve the environmental footprint, 
landscaping, technological advancements & education . 

• The Board would create a strong, integrated, substantive relationsh ip with the 
University, not just the patchy one we have now, so that OH would be the 
nucleus for best practices in all fields . 

AMENITIES 

• As we age there are more and more demands on the transportation services. 
They should consider an additional driver for Dr's appt. , particularly since 
the Spring Hill facility is so far away. 

• Replace our pendants with devices that alert security, not only to our need for 
assistance, but also to our exact location at that time. Thank you . 



• add a family restroom near public rooms 
• More activities in assisted living especially weekends and evenings 
• Relegate the canines to homes or villas. 

BOARD INTERACTION 

• An individual rotating member of the Board should sit down monthly, at random, 
with members for a meal at OH. This would provide insight into members 
views about OH & insight into food service/quality 

• Make the PCA President a voting member. 
• Change their by laws to allow one or two residents to join the Board as voting 

members. 
• Meet with and understand the members situation. Make themselves available. 
• Allow a member of Oak Hammock membership on the Board of Directors with 

full voting privileges. 
• Make BoD more accessible to OH. Board members should make regular visits. 

Fees paid warrant this action. 
• Get & keep in touch with the members & listen to & respond to their concerns. 
• Get in touch with the members, get out from under Praxeis's thumb. 
• CHANGE MANAGEMENT. IMPROVE ACCESS TO BOARD. 
• ALLOW MEMBERS TO SERVE ON THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
• More transparency in Board operations. More contact between board and 

members. Keep the members more informed about what is really going on. 
• Have a town meeting with the Members. 
• Provide for more resident voice in choice of our CEO. 
• Have a meaningful on-going relationship with OH Residents/Members, in a 

two-way manner, regarding matters directly and financially impacting said 
Members, considering the Members' input and worries! 

• Act more responsible in fiscal matters and allow a member or members of the 
PCA to participate in their deliberations in an official member capacity. 

• The Board of Directors could alter its bylaws to permit an Oak Hammock 
member to be a voting member of the board . 

• Allow all members to observe board meetings if they so choose and allow two 
or three members to speak to the Board. 

• Get a resident or 2 on the Board 
• It would be to meet socially and at business meetings to get feedback from the 

members. 
• Provide OH member participation on the board, including at least one voting 

member. 
• Meet directly with residents ( no Praxeis or Management present) 
• Encourage a close and ongoing positive relationship between members and 

the Board of Directors . 
• The Board should pay more attention to the wishes of the members as 

opposed to the wishes of Praexis. 
• Make themselves available to the members and listen more to our positive input. 



• The Board needs to have better access for the members of Oak Hammock. 
The "Berlin wall" which has been erected by management MUST BE 
TORN DOWN. Management needs to be changed. Fire management 
team. 

ENVIRONMENT 

• Incorporate renewable energy wherever possible. 

EXPANSION 

• Abandon plans to expand the wings of Buildings I and II. 
• Find a way to ensure OH's financial stability withOUT enlarging its size. 
• Stop consideration of Independent living expansion. Oak Hammock is the right 

size today! 
• It would be to decide not to expand so we would not have to live through 

months/years of construction but yet live within our means with the current 
resident population. 

• Vote "No" to expanding Independent Living @ Oak Hammock. 
• Not add additional units to the existing buildings. 
• Make sure that the costs of expansion count ALL of the financial implications, 

such as dollars lost due to potential IL apartment vacancies as a result of 
the major construction going on. 

• finalize the expansion plans 
• The Board should ask members to vote YES or NO to two questions: #1 Do 

you favor expansion of independent living units? #2 Do you favor 
expansion of pavilion facilities? 

• Forget about expansion. The Gainesville economy has just barley met the 18 
or so vacancies each of the past years. Adding another 200 units will 
about double this. 0 . H. could be bankrupt. 

• Do not go forward with any plan for expansion. This is the major concern and 
opinion of the vast majority of residents. 

• If expansion is decided , then all the various common area will be expanded as 
well. 

• Control the escalating costs without exspansion of the present plant 
• If the Board of Directors would insure the financial stability of Oak Hammock in 

it's decision to expand or not to expand this would be great. 
• Table the plans for expansion. 
• Make a decision to postpone any plans for expansion of Oak Hammock. 
• meet with the residents and explain options on possible expansion plans 
• I am really very happy here. My one concern is about the prospect of adding to 

the present building. I understand the concept of economy of scale but life 
in a city is not as good as a village. 

• Give the members input to the Board of Directors of Oak Hammock so they will 



fully understand the degree of objection by the members to any further 
additions or expansions to Independent Living units 

• Assure me that the beautiful view from my windows, the tall trees and the 
peace and quiet will not be disturbed and the trees chopped down to make 
way for construction . That would cause me to move . 

• Recognize the detrimental effect expansion would have on the current 
residents and the destructive overload it would create on the available 
facilities as well as overwhelming our Security. 

• do not go forward with expansion 
• The Board of Directors should come to the conclusion that expansion should 

not occur. Listen to the Members who are paying the bills. 
• Forget about expansion. 
• Drop the plan to enlarge the buildings 
• I feel that with the present housing market, we do not need to be thinking about 

expanding Oak Hammock except possibly the Skilled and AL areas. 
• Fill up the houses and villas, plus only expand the skilled nursing and assisted 

living areas at this time. 
• Listen to the residents views on the expansion program. Most residents are 

against the proposed expansion. 
• Do not vote to expand the facility. 
• give up the idea of increasing capacity by adding on to building 1 and 2 wings. 

Consider carefully income lost during any construction that disrupts 
current quality of life issues and consider unin 

• Stop any plans for expansion 

FINANCES 

• Stabilize our financial situation. Invest in improving common areas. 
• find a better use of the single family homes that are empty and therefore a 

financial drag. on our operation. 
• Give close or closer supervision over the finances that management incurs so 

as to possibly slow down the rate of fee increases per year. Our fee 
increase in 8 years appears unjustifiable. 

• Diminish the size of future fee increases. 
• keep monthly fee increase to less than 2% 
• Balance the budget. Oak Hammock cannot survive now that we are not 

meeting our budget by $225,000.00 a month! This drain has to stop 
immediately. We are 3 million dollars in the hole every year! 

• Thorough analysis of how costs can be controlled to reduce annual fee 
increases. Do we really need night & weekend receptionists in Commons 
and Health Pavilion? Reduce lighting levels at night etc. 

• Establish reasonable measures to cut waste and reduce unnecessary costs as 
a way to keep fees below 4% per year without building additional units. 

• tighten up on expenses 
• Be financially responsible so that we would feel safe, and communicate that so 



we can understand. 
• Upgrade finances and reduce annual increases. 
• Not to continue with large raises in monthly fees each year!!! 
• Complete openness of Financial status, no information withheld under the 

guise of proprietary data. 2) completely independent audits with 
managem't comp'y having no direct or indirect influence. 

• Demand independent audit of Oak Hammock financials including those of 'for 
profit' management company Food and service is subpar too but audit is 
most important one thing. 

• reduce our monthly fee! 
• Improved management that would employ meaningful cost controls and 

strategies to keep fees in line with or preferably less than recognized 
indices e.g . CPl. Increases since 2004 are excessive. 

• To avoid costly internal moving to smaller apts. in IL to avoid large fees for very 
small apts. when moving to AL - set an average fee for each apt. in AL. 
Right now the cost to each members differs. 

• Develop a plan for controlling annual maintenance fee increases so that they 
will not exceed the cost of living increase each year. 

• prevent over-extension of budget that will be result of adding more units. do 
NOT increase debt with new construction 

• Reduce monthly fees to entry level fees as promised 
• Retain systems analyst who would do comprehensive performance and output 

audits of all personell and cost centers to reduce/avoid the need for ever 
increasing monthly fees .. 

• Control the escalating maintenance costs 
• Lower the monthly fees and improve the food 
• Reassure convincingly about the financial future. 
• I would have more peace of mind if I knew fees would not go up as much as 

they have in the past. 
• Reduce unnecessary expenditures on lighting in the corridors and in many 

unoccupied rooms. Also, the automatic "off " switch in the Library Annex 
doesn't work. 

• Keep the monthly fees as low as possible while NOT sacrificing quality of living 
and skimping on selection and quality of food. 

• Clear and comprehensive information about Oak Hammock's present financial 
status, and about the costs/benefits of the various options for the future 
currently being discussed. 

FOOD 

• Make dining services more receptive to suggestions of the members in 
planning the menus, canceling regular meals in order to have buffets, etc. 

• I would like to have more food of the plain variety and not so much exotic 
experiments but this is a minor concern. I am very happy here. 

• Improve food quality. 



• Establish more varied dining menus and change menu more often. 
• Improve the management of the kitchen and present items consistently 

prepared via the same recipe - care what they serve to the "captive" 
diners- (members). The cooks should be better educated. 

• Change the food menu, simple doesn't mean high price 
• Many people use only one meal a day so they loose a lot of money. Different 

meal plans should be available 
• Hire a professional who knows how to run a kitchen. 
• Improve menus by offering more elegant entrees and fewer everyday meals

i.e. steak diane vs italian sausage over angel hair pasta or lasagna 
• Improve food by serving fresh/local fruits and vegetables and better quality 

meat and fish and better prepared food. 
• Provide nutrition information for meals. 
• Better quality and preparation of food-more fresh/local fruits and vegetables, 

meat and fish 
• Hire a professional chef, or if OH has one, replace him/her. Quality of food, i.e. 

flavor and quality of some meat cuts is erratic and sub par. The regular 
menu should change periodically. 

• Improve the food. Stop the over usage of sugar in foods that need no sugar. A 
new Chef or decent cook would be worth a try since the present one is 
inflexible . Omit fancy names and glazes. 

• Provide better options for those with certain dietary restrictions. 
• Improve Dining Room Service. Featured Menu Items are Frequently not 

available early in the Evening. 
• Provide healthier food choices & take action to secure the financial future of 

Oak Hammock. 
• Hire a professional chef who is a food service manager that can both cook and 

supervise the kitchen operations. We need a chef who is sensitive to the 
requests of residents and open to suggestions. 

• Come up with a plan the make a more restful (Quiet) d ining venue. 
• to make a more flexible food plan so I would not lose so much money because 

I can 't eat most of the food as presented . 
• Improve the cooking. 
• Hire a new chef who prepares more meals that take in account that older 

people need less salt, more regular food with fewer calories and less 
strange spicy dishes that have too much fat and seasoning. 

• No buffets, provide special sit-down dinners 
• Greatly improve the quality and variety of the food. Very occasionally the food 

is really good, but most of the time it is sub par. Many times the leftovers 
are recycled many times in a week, such as 

• improve quality of food in the dining room. 
• One thing? Well-1 would like to see healthy, less fattening food in the dining 

room. 
• Eliminate the unfair, ridiculous guest meal surcharge. 
• Hire a chef (as opposed to a cook) so that food would be improved and there 

would be oversight in the kitchen and purchase software needed to 
implement a well run kitchen. 



• Make management more responsive to resident's concerns regarding menu 
selections and food pairings with meat offerings. 

• In Independent living and gone three months in summer. Would like to see a 
reduction in meal cost for those three months. 

• better tasting food in assisted living and new aids should be better trained. 
• A registered dietician and nutritionist for independent living. food is lethal. More 

drivers needed in transportation so shopping time extended. 

HEALTH CARE 

• I would like to see them replace Dr. Sandesara with another Dr. in Skilled 
Nursing. 

• concentrate on the best care when we cannot take care of ourselves 
• Consider aging in place for the early residents of OH Seriously consider a new 

management co. More dietary choices for vegans. 
• Have the professional staff provide greater encouragement for independent 

members to be more physically active 
• in assisted living, have designated staff member responsible/oversee my care 
• Have an MD 24/7. More transportation drivers. Much larger art studio so can 

leave work up and have elbow room. 

INFORMATION 

• Go beyond a total reliance on Management and the PCA President for 
information about how members view their life here. Prospects rely upon 
our views to a great extent in their decision-making. 

• Stop the bickering and conflict over the potential faculty expansion. It appears 
that the "experts" writing page long pronouncements lack the experience 
and background to support their position! 

MAINTENANCE 

• Get rid of poison ivy along pathways. 
• Keep the "woodwork", elevator trim, walls, and halls free of chips, marks, 

laundry cart, and walker/electric chair damage. 
• Increase the temperature in public rooms and hallways. It is much too cold and 

the chill makes the dining room unpleasant. 
• Replace the upper level of the management of the maintenance department. 
• We are new here and our experience is limited, but I feel that maintenance 

needs and requests could be handled in a much more timely and efficient 
fashion, with better communication and follow through 

• We are too new, but found untimeliness in correcting deficiencies in our villa. 



New move-ins should have a positive priority experience with concerns 
promptly addressed-need a happy customer at first 

MANAGEMENT 

• I would hope that they would stop treating independent residents as if they 
were already senile. They do no have the right to dictate how one should 
live their life as long as they are independent! 

• Instruct Praxeis not to reply "proprietary information" when asked about costs, 
what included on certain line items- to be totally transparent about what 
they are charging OH. 

• Fire Praxius. 
• allow more transparency with finances so that we could be assured that they 

are protecting our best interests. 
• Make the selection of a management company competitive by issuing a 

nationwide RFP. 
• Replace Praxeis with management that was transparent in its dealings, 

welcomed member participation and focused on responsible financial 
management. 

• Continue to have excellent Management and Staff. 
• Hire a qualified "Manager". Cathy Ferguson does not "manage". She should 

have to eat here so she knows how the quality of our food has 
deteriorated to be almost totally unacceptable. 

• Find another management company. 
• I would change the CEO. In my estimation our present CEO is not a people 

person. The CEO appears at PCA meetings and at a CEO forum to give 
reports, but doesn't socialize with members. 

• Be more transparent and attentive to resident's input about living conditions. 
Investigate the management that we now have and determine if the 
increases in monthly fees are legitimate. 

• I think that those who reside here are not being informed about purchases, 
such as new carpet and decisions being made, until after the fact. WE 
SHOULD HAVE REPRESENTATIVE MEMBERS TO BE INCLUDED. 

• change the management company and ceo. 
• Find another management team that is honest 
• Get competitive bids from other management companies. 
• Get rid of Praxeis 
• Make use of the expertise of the residents by being willing listeners to seek 

input in order to make this the place that the residents were led to believe 
it would be. (Hire a more compatible CEO.) 

• Fire Praxeis! 
• Members should evaluate Staff performance ... . WE pay their salary .... yet have 

NO say .... to demands made to us. 
• listen more attentively to what people either complain about or praise the 

establishment about. Give us honest answers more often 



• Re-evaluate its policy on admissions bias based on pre-existing health 
conditions. 

• get a new CEO 
• Change management to a less authoritative one to a more people friendly and 

willing to accept suggestions from others. 
• Find a better management team that will not spend unnecessary monies. 
• Listen to resident's suggestions as opposed to management- new 

management is needed! 
• Bring us under a better management company 
• remove Praxeis and hire a CEO who reports to the Board and hire an 

accounting firm to run the business aspects, 
• seek new management 
• fire praxeis hire competent management. more supervision of departments 

more experienced cooks. not commercial trained 
• Remove the present management team and bring in an honest group. Also 

allow more input from the residents and do not discount opinion from 
residents. 

• Fire Praxeis! 

RESIDENT ISSUES 

• Stop the bickering among SOME of the residents who do not represent the 
main body of residents. 

• Arrange for the negative complainers who contribute nothing positive to the 
community to go elsewhere. (Written with tongue-in-cheek!) 

• We have not lived at Oak Hammock long enough to complete the survey fairly. 
I would add, however, the design and order of questions of the survey 
projects a cloud of negativity. 

STATUS QUO 

• Keep doing what it's doing now. 
• Continue sound fiscal policies that benefit all Oak Hammock residents, while 

not being swayed by a few vocal critics. 
• Continue to take responsible positions to ensure financial stability. 
• Continue their excellent job of overseeing the management and operation of 

Oak Hammock. Their job is to keep us "World Class" and financially stable. 
• Don't listen to the whining and bitching of "entitled" residents and do what is 

necessary to keep 0/H running smoothly and fiscally sound. 
• Adding services or facilities implies additional cost. Since I am mostly satisfied 

with the services and facilities, I could not suggest adding new features 
without knowing the cost to me. 

• Continue as is. 



LOOKING AHEAD 
At the beginning of this report of the Status subcommittee, we asked "Are we 
there yet?" The answer may be that it may be impossible to ever be "there" for 
more than a brief moment in time. 

World-class athletes understand that the next world record may be just one 
Olympic event away. Silicon Valley entrepreneurs recognize that today's new 
innovative smartphone is tomorrow's commodity. So, for a wide range of efforts, 
including the CCRC industry, perhaps there's no there there[1]. Far from being 
static, the destination goal is in constant movement ahead. Continuously smart 
innovation and improvement may be the key for staying at the forefront. These 
can be hugely expensive, but they need not be, as University Village-Thousand 
Oaks has shown by promising no corkage fee in their dining rooms or, as other 
non-profit CCRCs have done, by installing a leased thin-film solar energy system, 
requiring no capital investment by the CCRC .. 

The Trends section of this report highlights several additional innovations that 
may capture the attention of prospective Boomers. 

For Boomers who compare Oak Hammock to its strongest university-based 
CCRC national competitors, life here clearly is a financial bargain. However, 
Boomers who closely examine monthly expenses at Oak Hammock relative to 
CCRCs solely within Florida will discover that these fees are significantly greater 
here (see Oak Hammock vs All Florida CCRCs and the CPI - see below) and 
the growing magnitude of the difference shows no sign of reaching a plateau. 

Although there are many things that Oak Hammock does well, it offers no truly 
distinguishing feature or unique amenity that can enable future prospects to end 
their exploratory visit here with a memory sufficiently intense to distinguish this 
CCRC from its competitors. 

In addition, other factors will come into play that can influence the relative 
attractiveness of OH as a destination for future prospects. For example, during 
2012, despite a statewide occupancy rate of 82.6%, three entirely new CCRCs 
were under construction[2] in Florida which, combined with expansions 
elsewhere in Florida, will increase the number of available CCRC units by 4.6% 
units.[3] 

[1) With apologies to Gertrude Stein, who was referencing her hometown, Oakland, CA. [2] These 
include Arlington at Naples, Sinai Residences of Boca Raton, and Terraces at Bonita Springs. [3] 
Florida Office of Insurance Regulation presentation to the Governor's Continuing Care Advisory 
Council, September 24, 2012, pp 11-12. 



OAK HAMM.OCK VS ALL FLORIDA CCRCS AND THE CPI 

Between 2004-2008, the rate of increases[1] in monthly fees for all Florida 
CCRCs closely mirrored the Consumer Price Index. These began to diverge in 
2009 when the CPI went slightly negative, as illustrated in this figure. Since then, 
the rates exhibited similar increases through 2012. 

Rate increases at OH[2] have tracked neither the CPI or the trend for all Florida 
CCRCs. By 2012, the average monthly fees for all Florida CCRCs were 23% 
greater than they had been in 2004 and the CPI had increased 21 %. 

In contrast, OH monthly fees grew 43% during the same period and Glenridge, 
another Praxeis-managed company, grew by 41 %. 
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HEALTHCARE BEDS AS PERCENTAGE OF 
INDEPENDENT UNITS 

Since the expansion of skilled nursing is a topic of immense interest to OH 
residents, the following graph isolates the number of health center beds in our 
targeted CCRCs and compares it to Oak Hammock. We indicated the average 
age of the residents at each of these CCRCs, which ranged from 79-88 years of 
age. Oak Hammock has one of the younger resident populations at 81. 
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The percentage of Health Center beds at Oak Hammock is roughly in the 
middle. The range for the 14 CCRCs is 32-53% of the IL units, with Oak 
Hammock at 38%. 

Although we gathered data on the number of IL, AL & SN units, which can be 
viewed on the amenities spreadsheet highly regarded CCRCs (see 
spreadsheet in Executive Summary) 
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• Placement of memory support varies from CCRC to CCRC, and we did not ask 
each of the CCRCs we contacted how thy dealt with this. Hence, we also 
combined the number of AL + SN units, and looked at this as a percentage to 
IL units. 

• We did not identify which of the CCRCs gave greater support to local 
townspeople, rather than being used strictly or primarily by the CCRC's 



residents. 
• We do not have enough information to break out the number of IL units with 

non-life care contracts vs. life care (type A or B) contracts in the targeted 
CCRCs. It is known that many of the CCRCs with non-l ife care options specify 
that non-life care residents have priority entrance into the health center, but it 
is not guaranteed, and will not take preference over life care residents' 
needs. This could potentially affect the demand on health center beds. 

• We have assumed 100% occupancy in all cases. 

A.V. Powell benchmark studies (b!!P:/Lwww.al{powell.com/knowleQ_g_e:base/ ) 
"Number of Health Care Residents per 100 ILU Residents" shows an industry 
average of 24 residents in healthcare per 100 IL residents . If 40% of Oak 
Hammock's IL units are occupied by couples, which is typical in the industry, thus 
OH with 377 IL residents, then if "average" OH would be occupying 94 of our 103 
healthcare units. In December 2012, average occupancy for SN+AL was 93.8 
(11% occupied by non-members, thus 83.5 occupied by members). In August 
2013, average occupancy was 91.5 ( 5% occupied by non-members, or 86.9 
occupied by members). Hence, even with townspeople occupancy, we are 
below the industry average of occupancy in health care units, which might be 
expected given the younger age of our population (81) and new entrants (79 vs 
industry average of 81 ). 

* In August 2013, number of OH residents was 361. 

OUR DATA 
The data used in this report were compiled from personal telephone calls to 
members and marketing representatives at the CCRCs studied and from 
published reports that are attributed when they are referenced. 

The annual reports that each Florida CCRC submits to the Office of Insurance 
Regulation were also important data sources. Links to these reports from 2007 to 
2012 are on the website: 

Covenant Village - 2007 - 2008 - 2009 - 2010 - 2011 - 2012 Florida 
Presbyterian- 2007 - 2008 - 2009- 2010 - 2011 -2012 Freedom Pointe -
2007-2008-2009- 2010- 2011 - 2012 Glenmoor - 2007- 2008 ·- 2009 
(n/a) - 2010- 2011 - 2012 Glen ridge at Palmer Ranch -2007- 2008-
2009- 2010- 2011 - 2012 Oak Hammock- 2007- 2008 - 2009 - 2010 -
2011 - 2012 Moorings Park- 2007- 2008 - 2009 - 2010- 2011 - 2012 
The Mayflower- 2007 - 2008 - 2009 - 2010- 2011 - 2012 



AFFILIATIONS 
Affiliation Agreements (Available in OH Library) 

• University of Florida 
• Medical Residents 
• Nurse Practitioner Services 
• Medical Director 
• Institute for Learning in Retirement 
• Fitness Center 
• Dental Hygienist 
• VA Hospital 

Correspondence between UF Foundation and Osher Lifelong Learning Institute 
Program 10/16/2008 ilr0001 Summary Report of PCA Ad Hoc Finance 
Committee September 2006 (Complete Report not available in Library and 
cannot be located). 



'fR:ENDS 

The Trends study teams produced six summary reports. 

• Recommendations Regarding Trends (Catherine Morsink) 
• Consumers of the Future (Anne Shands and Wayne Forehand) 
• Aging in Place: Within a CCRC or at Home (Gene Anderson and 

Carol Ash) 
o Effects of Economic Tre nds (Joan Dewey and Catherine Morsink) 
• Innovations in Solar/Green Technology (Don Collier and lee 

Bidgood) 
• Boomer Positioning (Margaret Zircher) 

These summaries were completed after extensive reading, writing, discussion 
and re-writing of relevant information on the topic of trends in retirement living. 
They are intended to serve as discussion pieces for the Long Range Planning 
Committee and as information sources for Oak Hammock's PCA, Board of 
Directors, Administration, and members. They are not intended to be scholarly 
documents, given the citation of a number of secondary references; they are, 
however, believed to represent general trends that are presented frequently in 
the media and discussed regularly by the professional groups specializing in 
various aspects of senior housing. Further review of primary sources, along with 
analysis of these findings as they relate to our target marketing group, is 
recommended as part of a current feasibility study. 

RECOl\IIMENDATlONS REGARDING TRENDS 
Which trends might be incorporated into recommendations that would give Oak 
Hammock a distinctive market edge with consumers? 

Potential residents evaluate options for senior living using a list of "must haves." 
Oak Hammock has most of the items on the list derived from the research on 
trends. Although it does not have a unique amenity, it does have a combination 
of noteworthy attributes that form a distinctive "Gestalt." These strengths can be 
enhanced and expanded through a process of continuous improvement. 

Examples of continuous improvements related to the trends research might 
include the following: 

* Oak Hammock's beautiful acreage has safe walking trails; its water features 



would be improved if maintained without algae. 

* Its collegial governance structure would be more appealing if it provided 
members with formalized opportunities for input into decisions that affect 
affordability and quality of life . 

* Current and future members would be more satisfied with upgraded technology, 
including universal wifi and available technical assistance. 

* Cost-conscious consumers with projected longevity would appreciate the 
economies that can come from sustainability, including environmentally friendly 
buildings and long range savings from alternative energy sources. 

* Current and future residents would welcome the availability of flexible home 
health care, enabling them to receive some CCRC-provided services in their own 
living units to prolong their independence and sustain their financial resources. 

Oak Hammock is the model for senior living, provided it engages in 
continuous improvement. It is small enough to be a family in which no 
member ever needs to feel alone, stimulating enough to encourage lifelong 
growth through activities for physical and mental fitness, yet secure 
enough to sustain its members through extended longevity in semi 
independence. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 
TRENDS IN SENIOR HOUSING 

Americans who are retired or approaching retirement want to live out their years 
in a physically/mentally stimulating environment that provides security, as well as 
freedom from fear of becoming a burden or outliving their money. Most retirees 
want to live in the least restrictive environment possible, preferably remaining in 
their family homes or living independently in apartments. Those considering a 
CCRC are projected to look for a complex in the range of 150-250 units, where 
their lifestyle is enhanced through socialization as they become part of a 
residential community. 

When choosing a CCRC, seniors consider price (affordability) and perceived 
value(amenities, availability of desired services). Price is defined as long range 
price with predictable increases over the time of their life expectancy. Studies of 
the risks/rewards in a CCRC caution consumers to investigate its financial 
stability so that unexpected costs do not negate affordability. 

Financial issues raised by the recent economic downturn have intensified the 
cost concerns of retirees. Lower interest rates, pension problems, and 



escalating healthcare costs create uncertainty, while longer lifespan with poorer 
health than the previous generation may delay retirement or increase its cost. 
Dramatic increases in the incidence of Alzheimer's and related dementias cause 
particular financial concerns, both for families and for senior living facilities with 
large numbers of aging residents. 

The small percentage of the population that can afford a CCRC's entrance fees 
and escalating monthly payments will be very particular about what they want. 
They prefer homelike residences and will tolerate neither shoddy construction nor 
poor management; participants will demand a voice in the decisions that are 
made about their healthcare and housing facilities. Their priorities will include 
energy efficient, environmental ly friendly buildings with open free flowing floor 
plans. Technology, including wifi and designated workspaces will be standard 
expectations for lifestyles that simultaneously emphasize assistance in 
healthcare, efficiency and social connectedness. Choices in lifestyle and 
healthcare options will be required both because of individual preferences and 
the changing needs that accompany aging . 

Younger retirees are seeking facilities in a secure environment with natural 
features such as trees, water, walking trails and facilities for exercise. They want 
access to transportation and would like to live in close proximity to medical 
facilities and shopping areas. They value lifelong learning and socialization, and 
prefer bright homelike buildings with natural sunlight and covered parking. They 
also want high quality construction, state of the art appliances, technology 
enhancements, and decorative upgrades such as granite countertop and 
hardwood floors . 

CCRCs and assisted living facilities have begun to adapt their previously rigid 
contractual models to attract seniors who prefer greater flexibility. These include 
the Green House model - a small dwelling with a high level of care for a group 
of 10 to 12 seniors; the CCRC without walls - a plan in which a CCRC offers a 
contract for specific services to residents in the community; and a limited "floating 
bed" license - the provision of temporary nursing services delivered to CCRC 
residents in their independent living apartments. 

Innovations often show long term savings even though they increase initial 
construction costs. The installation of CCRC wide Healthsense technology to 
provide remote monitoring using pendants and motion sensors can increase staff 
efficiency and reduce accidents requiring hospitalization. The construction of 
environmentally friendly buildings using LEEDS standards can lower long term 
utility costs. Solar power, available in abundance in Florida, has been shown to 
reduce long term utility costs following its installation in several CCRCs 
throughout the nation. 

Recommendations from leaders in the senior housing market (Published on 



Building Design + Construction (http:www.bdcnetwork.com) January 3, 2013, 
Peter Fabris, Contributing Editor ) suggest several ways for CCRCs to remain 
competitive in this market: 

• "Provide unique - or at least distinctive - amenities 
• Overcome the negative perceptions of senior housing 
• Enable seniors to age in place 
• Provide memory care services 
• Integrate seniors into the larger community 
• Accommodate ancillary services 
• Play up the marketing value of sustainability 
• Look into the Greenhouse Project model" 

These "trends" seem particularly timely and relevant to high end CCRCs. 

Boomers are vocal about what they WANT in retirement living; they are less 
aware of what they will NEED as they age, which is a facility that is designed to 
accommodate disabilities. Although the actuarial data suggest an extension of 
lifespan, the realities indicate overall increases in poor health, including obesity, 
diabetes and Alzheimer's disease for the next generation of retirees. Additionally, 
facilities will need to provide accommodations such as elevators and ramps for 
those with limited mobility, acoustical adjustments such as muted background 
noise and loop systems for those with hearing impairments, and adequate 
lighting with clutter-free backgrounds for persons with visual limitations. 

CONSUMERSOFTHEFUTURE 
Two of the most important factors in deciding to move to a CCRC are related to 
cost and perceived value of the community. Entrance fees and monthly fees for 
residents are expected to continue to increase over the next ten years with health 
care costs bringing significant upward pressure on independent living 
prices. Future residents of CCRCs will need to have minimum annual incomes of 
$75,000 or more but it is predicted that only about 1 in 10 over the age 65 will 
have an annual income of that much.[1] The pool of middle to upper income 
seniors able to afford the CCRC concept is anticipated to shrink.[2] Currently 
there are 28,362 total CCRC units in Florida and 3430 of these are vacant.[3] 

Those in the silent generation (born 1901-1945) will continue to be the target 
market for the next ten years. Baby Boomers are just beginning to think about 
their retirement plans and where they will live. The economic downturn has 
forced 73% of middle class Baby Boomers to rethink when they can retire, with 
79% saying they will delay retirement by an average of five years. This group 



won't be in the target market for another decade but in the meantime the desires 
and interests of this group will be influencing the decisions of their parents who 
are currently considering a move to a CCRC. [4] 

CCRC providers will need to pay attention to changes in caring for and housing 
this new generation alongside the Silent Generation in terms of desired living 
preferences and programs. Many senior living communities in the near future 
could find themselves in a catch-22 situation in which the resident population 
ages to the point that the community is not attractive to younger seniors in their 
70s. Stemming "age creep" requires communities to make dramatic changes in 
the way they attract younger retirees.[5] The main issue with this is that of 
affordability. While it is recognized that changes could attract a younger and 
wealthier crowd, they will be skeptical about who ends up footing the bill for them 
and how they will be sustained in the future. Because of declining home values a 
top concern was the demand from CCRCs for high entrance fees. In their minds, 
the Boomers are the customer and they want to be in control of their consumer 
decisions. One report sites communication as key so that residents have a voice 
in all decisions. 

Capitalizing on economies of scale is not the answer it once was and research[6] 
indicates senior living communities, such as those above 150 units are less 
attractive to consumers of the future. A typical CCRC today has fewer than 300 
total units, only 35% have more and only 8% have more than 500 units.[?] Many 
of those who move to CCRCs have traditionally come from the upper middle 
income to wealthy segments of the population and this will likely continue. It is 
expected that new residents will continue to be more demanding. The next 
generation will want more choice and control in their living 
situations. Expectations will result in less tolerance for poor quality. They will 
look for energy efficient and environmentally friendly buildings with open free 
flowing floor plans. Residents will want to participate in decision-making even if it 
is not an equity property. CCRCs that focus on offering services such as boomer 
friendly technology making life easier, access to the greater community to 
stimulate more social connectedness and varied educational opportunities will 
draw in a new wave of retiring residents. Many residents will want adequate 
computer hookups, enough outlets, data ports, and designated workspaces for 
computers, and WiFi as a standard amenity. They will look for partnership with 
resources in the greater community and volunteer opportunities to allow them to 
contribute their resources to society. Boomers will demand choices of financial 
options which will require unbundling of services or alternative contract 
arrangements that will afford more choice and flexibility in financing. 

Boomers want Lifestyle options to be flexible and targeted to individual 
desires.[8] CCRCs have a decade to reinvent the services and cost models 
before the Boomers begin to move to in. Then, as studies show, only 10 % of 
the Boomers will be able to afford a CCRC and "the proliferation of health care 
options may reduce the demand for full care residency agreements" [9] even if 



they could afford CCRC living. 

Key findings: [1 0] 

• The age becomes 85 instead of 75 over the next decade (need to recruit this 
niche before the Boomers arrive 10 years from now) 

• CCRC entrance age increasing at 80 basis points per year[11] 
• Growth in technology 
• Consider intergenerational campuses 
• Focus on wellness 
• Apply Green Design 
• Amenities and Demand for open dialog with providers 
• Significant growing need for memory care services[12] 
• Proportion of Nursing bed is declining[13] 
• Projected significant growth of "Green House" models[14] 

Who is most likely to move in? Survey data suggests that family members who 
are very likely to consider CCRC lifestyle for themselves in the future tend to be: 
[15] 

• Widowed or single. 
• Childless. 
• Earning $75,000 to $100,000 per year. 
• Reporting an estimated home value or net worth of $800,000 or more. 
• In excellent health. 
• Had an elderly parent in a CCRC. 

[1 ) The Consumer of the Future page 6 (Nielsen 2016 population estimates) 
[2) The Consumer of the Future page 9 
[3) LeadingAge presentation to FLiCRA Annual Meeting, November 2012 
[4) Brecht Associates: Visions of the CCRC of the Future 
[5) The Consumer of the Future page 6 
[6) Senior Living for the Next Generation: A view through the Lens of the Experienced Adult Child 
7 Senior Housing and Care journal page 49 
[8) LeadingAge: The Consumer of the Future 
[9) The Consumer of the Future pages 6 and 9 
[1 OJ Mather Lifeways Institute on Aging, Zigler and Brecht Associates 
11 Age Creep in Senior Housing Nov 2012 page 1 
[12) Age Creep in Senior Housing Nov 2012 page 9 (numerous other references) 
[13) Senior Housing and Care Journal Nov 2012 page53 
[14) Senior Housing and Care Journal Nov 2012 page53 
[15) Brecht Associates 



AGING IN PLACE: WITHIN A CCRC OR AT 1-IOME 
The oldest and most common form of aging in place has traditionally occurred at 
home in a familiar community with family and close friends providing help as 
needed. With increased longevity, the aging process can last for decades, with 
the ability to live independently gradually becoming characterized by a prolonged 
semi-dependent ("gray") stage.1 (trend 3) To meet the increasing needs of this 
more difficult stage, formal assisted living facilities (ALFs) have been established. 
However, 80-90% of current and future retirees want to remain in their homes 
and familiar communities, either because they prefer this life-style to that of a 
CCRC or because the cost of a CCRC is beyond their means.2 

AGING IN PLACE AT HOME 
Home remodeling. Although seniors are reluctant to borrow money to build new 
structures, proactive home remodeling to meet anticipated needs of aging in 
place can be an excellent investment.3 Admission to an ALF or CCRC can be 
delayed and even prevented with cost-effective remodeling such as an outside 
ramp for wheelchair access to the home, wider inside doorways, lowered sinks 
and countertops, an elevator to access the second floor, a master bedroom on 
the first floor, and updated electrical connections. 

Health monitoring technology in the home enables seniors to communicate with 
healthcare professionals. improves medication management, monitors seniors' 
movements and vital signs, sends help in emergencies, and uses GPS tracking 
devices if a senior is lost. LivHOME CareMonitor is a web-based, touch-screen 
service, powered by GrandCare Systems, that enables seniors to relay data to 
professional care providers remotely. This technology was developed to help 
seniors keep track of their health in independent settings, thereby delaying the 
need to transfer to an assisted living facility.4 

COMMUNITY AGING IN PLACE 
Senior housing models ranging from independent living communities to public 
housing with services provided have been developed to assist seniors already in 
community housing or who leave their homes to age in the community. 5 These 
facilities are in serious short supply and are already viewed as a crisis in 
affordable housing for seniors. Construction and remodeling are occurring at a 
rapid pace but cannot meet the ever increasing need.6(trends 5,7) 

The Green House Project is a popular model of assisted living that features small 
shared dwellings with a high level of care.? Groups of 10 to 12 seniors share 
kitchen, dining, and common areas but have their own bedrooms and bathrooms. 
Residents are taken care of as though they are a big family. Staff members 
attend to residents' activities for daily living and cook meals within the Green 
House living unit.? The term "Green House" refers to the goal of encouraging 
continued growth for the residents by creating a nourishing environment.? 



The "Village" model is a non-profit common sense movement that comes from 
elderly organizers themselves.B The goal is to promote aging in place through a 
combination of member supports, service referrals, and consumer engagement. 
Although this model is popular and has spread across the country, financial 
sustainability is apt to be a challenge unless Villages secure more stable sources 
of fund ing. Organizational sustainability may be promoted through affiliations with 
social service agencies and other sources of technical and financial assistance. 
Future evaluation is needed long term.B 

CCRC WITHOUT WALLS 
Although many CCRCs provide in-home services, the "CCRC Without Walls" is 
distinctively different.9 This model, which has much lower entrance fees and 
monthly fees, takes the concept of the CCRC Type A life care contract, including 
a bundle of services, and the CCRC health and wellness lifestyle to a larger 
group of seniors who would not otherwise have this opportunity. Regulatory 
issues have been an impediment in many states, but this is improving. Florida 
was one of the first states to pass the necessary legislation (Chapter 2011-193). 
Because the current and future market for these services is huge, an additional 
revenue stream for a CCRC without walls is a reasonable expectation, provided 
recommendations for the operational and financial structure are followed.9 This 
model is still considered risky because it is so new (n =19). Already observed is 
that a large amount of startup money is needed because it takes about three 
years to produce cash flow and five years to show a profit.9 

AGING IN PLACE IN A CCRC 
Aging in place in IL apartments. Until recently, aging in place in a CCRC has 
routinely occurred in ALFs; however, this practice requires the affected spouse to 
relocate, leaving the other spouse behind. The current trend is to allow seniors, 
as they begin to require more care, to remain in their IL apartment and be 
assisted by their spouse and family if available, by caregivers from the 
community, and by the technologies mentioned earlier. This is preferable to the 
trauma of relocation and separation, because research supports the value of 
maintaining a familiar environment for the elderly, especially for those with 
memory problems or sensory disabilities.1 0 

Pending legislation. The solution to avoiding this separation is to license a 
designated number of IL units so that AL services can be provided therein. The 
license that is requested is often called a "floating license" (also referred to as a 
"flexible bed" license) because the location of the IL units where aging in place is 
occurring will change from time to time. Currently a bill, not yet numbered, is 
about to be submitted to the Florida legislature and is likely to be approved.11 If 
this bill passes and is adopted by Oak Hammock, this would lessen the need for 
Oak Hammock to expand its ALF. With this legislation, no longer would one 
spouse needing AL care have to be admitted to a separate area of the CCRC. 
When this dilemma is removed by this licensed flexibility, potential CCRC 



residents will experience perceived value and will want to sign a contract, and the 
CCRC can allow this couple to move into an IL apartment without fear of 
separation even though one of them needs some degree of AL care. Sales of IL 
apartments, which plummeted during the economic downturn and did not recover 
as quickly as ALFs, have now become competitive.1 (trend 3) 

Aging in place in CCRC villas and houses. A Green House Project has been 
developed even with limited acreage, by resorting to buildings which house two 
separate self-contained Green Houses on each of three floors, and in an urban 
20-story high-rise with two Green Houses on each of 11 floors.1 (trend 8) At Oak 
Hammock, space permitting, two-unit villas could be expanded and converted to 
form Green Houses. Another use for stand-alone houses would be to allow live-in 
adult caregivers to assist parents to age in place. 

CCRC-wide technology installation. Health and safety for CCRC residents, staff 
efficiency, occupancy rates, and other cost-savings can be enhanced by CCRC
wide installation of Healthsense technology (remote monitoring using pendants 
and motion sensors)12 and Verizon FiOS (Fiber Optic Service).12 The Verizon 
service includes TV, phone, and the Internet; this broad package of technology is 
a key enabler that allows residents, even those with higher acuity, to age in place 
in their preferred locations and with greater safety and satisfaction .12 Closed 
circuit broadcasting might allow individuals to access group meetings and 
educational events from their preferred locations, which in turn might reduce the 
need for new meeting rooms. Technology that increases staff efficiency is 
becoming more important for another reason: looming ahead is a severe 
shortage of hands-on caregivers - increased staff efficiency will surely lessen the 
impact of this dangerous shortage.6(trends 5,8, 1 0) 

KEY FINDINGS 
More than 10,000 baby boomers are turning 65 every day; this is an 

extraordinary demographic shift with serious ramifications: 

• Already a crisis in affordable housing for low-income seniors 
• Looming crisis - shortage of hands-on caregivers 
• Shortage of persons prepared at supervisory level 
• Technology is advancing and continues to amaze13 
• Wired throughout CCRC with all necessary apps 
• Will attract younger age group of residents 
• PERS was worn only17% and button must be pressed; now is an 

accelerometer integrated into a larger activity monitoring system; can 
predict falls , automatically alerts to pending or actual falls 

• Needs and wants of seniors change as they age, requiring flexibility 
• Floating (Flexible Bed) license for aging in place in IL 
• Resulting in increased sales of Independent living units 
• States seem receptive; some states have this already 



• Technology to facilitate needs of seniors also adds flexibility 
• Green House Project homey and apparently a winner- on all the lists? 
• Create setting to help seniors grow- goal is capability, not disability 
• Feasible - new if space, build urban high-rise, convert old buildings 
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EF:FECTS OF ECONOMIC TRENDS 
Research indicates that many economic factors will influence the next 
generation's plans for retirement in communities such as CCRCs. Fewer people 
will have high incomes that enable them to retire well, and many others will delay 
their retirements. While the number of persons with poor health and disabilities 
increases, the costs of health care and supportive technology to meet their needs 
becomes more expensive. 

Lower retirement incomes, caused by changes in pension plans, low interest 
rates, job layoffs, and decreased savings, may lead to modified plans for 
retirement ( 1 ). Incomes of 55-64 year olds have declined almost 10% in the past 
3 years, from $61,716 to $55,748, according to current analysis of demographic 
and income data by Santier Research (2). According to a February, 2013 
summary in the Wall Street Journal, 2/3 of Americans plan to defer retirement. 
That number increased from 42% to 66% in the last 2 years (3). Changes in 
pension plans, including their elimination or replacement with "defined 
contribution" plans that pay out according to stock market variability, lead to 
income uncertainty. Many employers have also dropped or reduced their health 
insurance for retirees. Additionally in 1990, 24.5% of retirees relied on income 
from investments, but only 11.3% did so in 2010. At the same time, the number 
planning to continue to work full time during retirement jumped from 18.4% to 
31.2% (4). 

Even if interest rates rise, entitlement reforms and rising inflation in health care 
costs will hurt retirement income (5). More aging boomers are less healthy, 
despite medical advances. Many have high blood pressure, diabetes and obesity. 
Many now use walking devices to assist mobility. Health self rating is lower for 
baby boomers, with only 13.2% reporting excellent health compared with 32% in 
the previous generation (6). Additionally, it is projected that the numbers with 
dementia will triple as the baby boomer population ages and their care cost 
reaches $1 trillion a year by 2050 (7). 

Changes in regulations that reduce Medicare payments to nursing homes by 
billions of dollars over the next 10 years, as well as additional cuts proposed in 
the affordable healthcare law could further destabilize the senior housing industry. 
(8) Health care costs cut into spendable income and increase costs for facilities 
to provide needed care. These costs could grow from 5% of GOP to almost 10% 
by 2037 and even higher in the future(9). Cost concerns are magnified by 
statistics from the 2010 Census (there were 53,000 centenarians, a 66% 
increase since 1980); the cost of assisted living is now $4,000- $10,000 per 
month, and the price of nursing homes is more than $5,000 per month, while the 
current maximum for Social Security payments is $2,500 (10). 

Current economic issues and their future projections have led many boomers to 



consider choosing a CCRC as a hedge against future longterm healthcare costs. 
This is particularly true because many insurers have stopped issuing long term 
care policies. The CCRC industry reports that entrance costs for an apartment or 
villa now average $280,000, while monthly costs have risen 17% since 2008 to a 
current average $3,500 for rent (11 ). These costs will seem affordable only to a 
small portion of the population. If CCRC's offer (what consumers want) new 
energy efficienUenvironmentally friendly construction that incorporates the latest 
technology, these initial costs could price CCRCs above the present market. 

Many seniors chose CCRCs in the early years of the 21st Century to remove the 
fear of outliving their money. In 2013, however, much of the cost/longevity data 
used in analyzing feasibility has changed (12). Determining "how long they will 
live" and "how much it will cost" has become an unpredictable projection for 
seniors, even in a CCRC. For the CCRC, accurate projection of the 
costs/benefits of any new construction will require a current feasibility study, 
including a marketing analysis of the small subgroup of retirees who want - and 
can afford- these amenities. Such a study is beyond the scope of this 
subcommittee. 

Key Findings: 

• Fewer people can afford to retire well 
• Delayed/altered retirements 
• Higher costs of health care 
• More expensive construction 
• Need for new feasibility study 
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INNOVATIONS IN SOLAR/GREEN TECHNOLOGY 
CCRCs face fierce competition to entice wealthier baby boomers who can afford 
a CCRC. Oak Hammock can compete effectively. Our beautiful woods with birds 
and other wildlife are highly attractive. Our IRL plus a close relationship with the 
U of F add more appeal, as included in the illustrated winter 2013 brochure 
Choices (source). 

OH could become the first Florida CCRC to display solar power by installing a 
solar powered canopy over our Health Center parking lot. Our canopy, in addition 
to providing much-needed shade and electricity could also have plug-in 
recharging for electric vehicles, to meet current and future needs. Well-educated , 
well-off baby boomers would appreciate such forward-thinking and action. 
(source: Gary Conway letter June16, 2011 with diagram of possible plan for solar 
parking lot cover). 

At least seven CCRCs in other states use solar power for electricity and/or solar 
thermal for hot water and interior heating. Masonic Village in Elizabethtown, PA 
(source: lntelligencer Journal Lancaster New Era, Jan.3,2013); CherryWood 
Village Retirement Community, SE Portland , Oregon (source: Oregon Live.com, 
Feb. 15, 2011 ); Country Meadows Retirement Communities in Bethlehem, PA 
(source: the installer's undated Home Slog 877-ESI-powr.); Stonegates 
Retirement Community in northern Delaware with a system from bankrupt 
Solyndra. No media sources reported how the system was performing. I spoke 
with Stonegates' maintenance manager two weeks ago. He assured me the 
system has performed well, despite some unfavorable weather, including a 20-
inch snowfall.; Carleton Willard Village CCRC in Bedford, Mass. (source: today's 



energysolutions magazine, March 18, 201 0); Friends Homes Inc. CCRC in North 
Carolina (source Senior Housing News, March 30, 201 0); San Clemente Villas by 
the Sea in CA. (source: blog by AILEEN BRAZEAU Aug. 12, 2012). 

By using solar power, OH can help to reduce the gravest of all threats to future 
generations worsening climate chaos. Record heat last year in the lower 48 plus 
record wildfires, drought, floods and storms ought to have awakened our nation 
to lead in the fight to restrain accelerating climate changes and sea-level rise. 
Instead we continue to set a very poor example for all nations by opposing 
effective international measures needed to curb climate changes. (sources: 
widespread coverage by TV, internet and newspapers). 

Florida is highly vulnerable to accelerating sea-level rise. Even the lower 
predictions of sea-level rise this century could doom Florida's economy and 
ecology. We have over 8,400 miles of low elevation waterfront lands along tidal 
lagoons, canals, estuaries and tidal streams or rivers. (source: Florida Coastal 
Resources, book published by Sea Grant of Florida in 2002). Much of these tidal 
waterfronts are heavily developed with structures only three or four feet above 
the water level. Coastal counties where over 75% of Floridians live and work 
could be quickly bankrupt if hit by normal storm surges arriving on top of three
foot higher seas. It would not take a superstorm to ruin our coastal counties 

Did you know that renewable energy in Texas, mainly wind and solar has created 
more jobs than the entire US coal industry? Texas has created 144,000 green 
jobs, while according to The National Mining Association 136,000 people work in 
the coal industry. Furthermore New York has 185,000 green industry workers 
and California leads all states with 318,000. (source: usgreenenergy.com by 
YaShekia King). 

OH can increase its attractiveness by demonstrating the value of renewable 
energy that brings jobs and reduces greenhouse gas emissions which worsen 
climate chaos. 

UOOMER POSITIONING 
This article explores what we know about "boomers" or future consumers of 
CCRCs, and what we know about CCRCs in an attempt to deduce the demand 
for expanded CCRC units, and how well Oak Hammock is positioned in regard to 
the expectations of the "boomers". In summary, there is likely to be more 
demand for a CCRC than there is capacity in 1 0 years, and Oak Hammock, 
given its current size, amenities, and location needs to do very few things based 
on today's criteria to be attractive to the "boomers." Areas needing improvement 
are technology, more participatory management and transparency, private 
showers in skilled nursing, and home health care. This section does not address 
issues such as construction quality, green building materials, apartment design, 



etc. that would be important in expansion considerations, but such can be found 
elsewhere in the "Trends" section of this report. 

What we know about Boomers 

Boomers, Boomers! Will they be (retired) everywhere? According to the AAHSA 
CCRC White Paper (p26) pretty certain is 

- 10,000 to 15,000 are reaching the age of 65 every day. 

- There will be a doubling of the number of aging Americans in the nation's 
total population by 2030. 

-Those 85 and over, most likely to move into CCRCs, could leap from 5.8 million 
to - 8.7 million by 2030, and then soar to 19 million by 2050. 

- The proportion of those age 65 and over will remain relatively stable after 2030. 

Now the question, how many will be headed for CCRCs? Industry experts have 
been looking at the potential, but none have dared to forecast that this writer has 
found. 

Again, what we do know from the Pew Charitable Trusts research on 
Retirement Security Across Generations 

- Before the recession early boomers (born between 1946 and 1955) were 
approaching retirement in better financial shape than older Americans at the 
same age. 

- Early boomers, Gen-Xers (born between 1966 and 1975) and late boomers 
(born between 1956 and 1965) were all affected negatively by the recession at a 
critical point in their lives, losing 28-25% of the median net worth from 2007-
2010. Gen-Xers lost nearly half of their wealth. 

- Early boomers may be the last cohort on track to retire with enough savings 
and assets to maintain their financial security in retirement. 

- Baby boomers are approaching retirement with higher levels of debt than their 
predecessors, suggesting historical increases in the use of debt in later in life in 
contrast to war babies and depression babies who are unlikely to seek debt in 
retirement and would rely on their assets for living expenses. 



- Median financial net worth in 2010 for early boomers is $55,850, for late 
boomers, $32,135, and for Gen-Xers $14,500. (So, by this deduction, we know 
over half the boomers cannot afford CCRCs in retirement!) 

- Median home equity in 2010 for early boomers was $112,000, for late boomers 
was $90,000, and for Gen-Xers $18,052. (Question: "Will the market conditions 
be favorable and will there be enough time for boomers to 'catch up' on home 
equity to make the initial down payment for a CCRC?") 

- Not all households lost net worth during the recession; some actually gained 
during this period. 

Pew research concludes that late boomers and Gen-Xers do not have adequate 
resources for retirement and are facing possible downward mobility. 

Ameriprise Financial 2013 survey on Retirement Derailers reported only a third 
of boomers surveyed say they are extremely or very confident they would be able 
to afford an unexpected expense such as long-term care or major home repairs . 

Gains in retirement income are largely going to higher socioeconomic groups 
(whites, the college educated, high earners, and workers with strong labor force 
attachments), than to lower socioeconomic groups, leading to rising retirement 
income inequality, according to This is Not Your Parent's Ret irement. 

Most researchers are pessimistic about the secure retirement for the majority of 
the baby boomers, but clearly there wil l be a segment of that population that will 
have the wealth to afford CCRCs. So now the question becomes, will they 
choose CCRC over other retirement options. The National Survey of Family 
Members of Residents Living in Cont inuing Care Retirement 
Communities (free download), surveyed (p.51) interest in alternatives to 
CCRCs, which is presented in order of desirability. 

-"Smart Homes" which are technology-adapted homes that can be up graded 
over time to meet the needs of older adults as they age. (81% very interested or 
moderately interested) 

- "Village Models" which is a membership program with neighbors organizing to 
provide services and programs to facilitate older adults continuing to live in their 
own homes. (69% very interested or moderately interested) 

- CCRC affiliated with a college or university campus that promotes lifelong 
learning. (57% very interested or moderately interested) 



- "Affinity-style Living" which is a community based around common interest of 
residents such as arts, sports or travel. (40% very interested or moderately 
interested) 

- "Fractional Ownership" which allows residents to live in more than one 
community during the year. (36% very interested or moderately interested) 

- "Co-housing Model" which is a small, purpose-built community where residents 
actively participate in operations. 32% very interested or moderately interested)) 

The National Continuing Care Residents Association (NaCCRA) states that 73% 
of retirees want to stay in their own homes, and that only 2.5 % of those eligible 
will choose the CCRC option. (see "Imagining the Future for Continuing Care 
Retirement Communities".) 

One factor favoring a move to a CCRC is its resemblance to insurance, and as 
continuing care insurance increases in cost and unavailability, the CCRC 
becomes an attractive option. 

What We Know About CCRCs 

According to the Ziegler National Database, December 2011 , (scroll to page 3 
of the link) there are 1904 CCRCs, 80 (or 4%) of which have opened since 
2009. The typical CCRC has less than 300 total units; about one third have 
more. Only 8% have more than 500 units. Expansion over the past 10 years 
has averaged around 3%. This writer's observation, based on Senior Housing 
reports of new construction is that the considerable slow down in expansion 
since 2009 is starting to pick back up now that the housing market is improving, 
and that there is more expansion going on in Assisted Living and Nursing Homes 
than in CCRCs. 

There are approximately 72,000 total units (Continuing Care Retirement 
Communities Profile, p. 12), and the median number of units in 3 level CCRCs 
was 357-which puts Oak Hammock at 372 units slightly over the median size. 

If growth of CCRCs continues at 3%/year, the number of total units will be just 
under 100,000 in 10 years. 

If 42% of units are inhabited by married couples as stated on p39 of the 
Continuing Care Retirement Communities Profile 2011 , that equates to 72000 x 
1.42% = 102,240 industry capacity for individual residents. (Approximately 
137,402 residents in 10 years, a conservative estimate based on 3%/year 
expansion .) 



Ten of Florida's CCRCs have just completed expansions or expansions in 
progress for a total of 739 new independent living units. This represents a 4% 
increase in the 18,365 total units reported in the Moore Stephens Lovelace 
2011 report. 

Doing the Math 

Of the total 10,000 - 15,000 boomers retiring every day (approximately 4.5 
million per year), if 5 % can afford an upscale CCRC, then the potential is 
228,125 boomers. If only 25% choose a CCRC over alternatives, then the 
potential drops to 57 ,032/year. 

If current CCRC capacity now and next 10 years is 102,240-137,402 individuals, 
and there is a 13% annual turnover, that equates to 13,291 - 17,862 openings 
per year to house the "boomers" in CCRCs, which is about a third of the 
assumed demand. There are numerous assumptions by this writer, a non 
professional in this area, in getting to this number so the reader is advised to test 
this with their own assumptions. 

As cited earlier by ASHA, those 85 and over, most likely to move into CCRCs, 
could leap from 5.8 million to 8.7 million by 2030. 

If 5% of that number can afford a CCRC, then potential boomers could be 
290,000 to 435,000, 3 times the estimate above. Given that some of those who 
can afford CCRCs opt to stay in their homes, or choose an alternative to a CCRC, 
then 

If 50% choose alternatives: 145,000 - 217,500 potential boomers in CCRCs 

If 75%: 72,500 - 108,000 potential boomers. (in line with current CCRC 
capacity if no growth.) 

Or, if NaCCRA's prediction is correct that 2.5% of those that can afford a CCRC 
are interested, then we could expect, based on the ASHA numbers, 145,000 -
217,000, potential boomer residents. This is approximately half the CCRC 
capacity that continues a 3% growth. 

As with any new venture, there is a risk/reward profile. The "best" are most likely 
to survive. Clearly, those who have the most to profit from building/expansion of 
living units for the retiring baby boomers are the developers and construction 
industry. Those who build CCRCs and receive their development fees upfront 
have less at risk than builders of residential units and rental apartments who 
have their own funds at risk until a unit or development is sold. For CCRCs, the 
greatest risk is on the residents if assumptions are wrong or market conditions 



change. 

It is clear from the research that those for whom a CCRC is unaffordable will 
most probably experience financial trouble in retirement in a manner not seen in 
many years in this country. But there are those who will be able to afford and 
choose a CCRC. So, now the question becomes, what is that contingent 
seeking? 

Boomer Expectations 

The generation behind the depression babies value independence, self 
determination and customization, are technologically savvy, and view themselves 
as being 10-15 years younger than their chronological age. According to a study 
" How 40+ Americans are Planning for LTC Needs" less than a quarter of the 
population believe they will personally need long-term care at some point as they 
age although 48% believe a majority of the population will need long-term care at 
some point as they age . 

The Trends section of this report goes into great detail on what characterizes 
"boomers", what they want, and the reality of what they will need in spite of their 
optimistic outlook about not needing long term care. 

There are numerous studies identifying the wants of "boomers." Confirming 
much of what is in the Trends section of this report, the table below lists what 
"boomers" are demanding in their retirement as found in three sources: LCS 
White Paper Consumer of the Future, published in October 2012; Mather 
Lifeways/Zeigler/Brecht Associate's National Survey of Family Members of 
Residents Living in Continuing Care Retirement Communities (free 
download); and Who Decides?: Planning Now for a New Generation of Older 
Consumers (June 2009) by AAHSA Cabinet on Future Needs of Consumers 
among other publications. How well Oak Hammock compares, as assessed by 
the LRP member survey and other information collected by the committee is 
referenced in the table below. If, on the LRP member survey, 

• greater than 75% of the responses were positive it is shown below as 
"EXCELLENT." 

• positive responses were in the 50-74% range, they are indicated as "OK"; 
• below 50% is "DEFICIENT." 
• Other comments are based on verbatim responses in the survey, and 

surveys done within the committee. The LRP member survey did not 
include features that were obvious, e.g. Wi-Fi, covered parking, etc. 

(See Table on following pages) 



. BOOMER CHARACTERISTICS & EXPECTATIONS 
I 

I Technically savy, Wi-Fi 

Socially responsible/work for social change 

I Want to be in charge: choices in long term services & 

support, empowered, customized & personalized services, 

Social interaction & meaningful activity 

Provider accountability, full information, transparency 

Enable & Empower -resident helps with design, options, 
involved in direction and decisions, 

Transportation options 

Home care options 

Homes with universal design 

HOW OAK HAMMOCK COMPARES 

NO 

Environmental = OK 

Other not measured 

"Meaningful input" =DEFICIENT 

OH does very well on this 

Needs improving 

Inconclusive 

EXCELLENT 

NO, unless contracted outside 

EXCELLENT 



Volunteer and work opportunities YES 

Social interaction OH does very well on this 

Disease prevention and management YES 

CCRC's cost & value OK 

I I Access to assisted living & long term care 

Reputation of the provider 
I 

OH does very well on this 

YES 

Availability of on site health care YES 

Location EXCELLENT 

Services and amenities on site EXCELLENT 

Preference for 2 BR or 2BR+den 

YES . Preference for non-profit CCRC 

I 
YES 

Preference for suburban location YES 



I Prefer to stay in current region 

Health clinic services 

Skilled nursing care 

I 
j Physician/Professional services 

I 
Grounds & building maintenance 

Housekeeping services 

Entertainment programs 

Wellness programs & services 

Fitness programs with personal trainers 

Walking or bicycle paths 

Choices in dining venues 

Library 

YES 

YES 

OK 

OK 

EXCELLENT 

YES 

YES 

No stated goals or organizational effort, but opportunitie: 

OH does very well on this 

OH does very well on this 

YES 

YES 



I Bank 
I 
Convenience store 

Emergency call system in homes 

Wi-Fi 

Patios/balconies 

Covered parking /garages 

Contractual agreement with upfront refundable entrance fee 
with lower monthly fees vs. annual lease with higher 
monthly fees 

Type A contracts preferred 

Ability to pursue hobbies and other interests 

Flexible dining plan option 

YES 

YES 

YES 

NO 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES, but modified 

OH does very well on this 

(member initiated & led) 

EXCELLENT 



j Convenience of stores and restaurants nearby 

I 
Multiple dining venues 

Home size 

. Expansive views from residence 
I 

I Custom finishes and upgrades 

I 
Green construction materials 

Natural Environment 

YES 

Yes, but menus same 

Options 

YES 

YES 

NO 

EXCELLENT 



Sources other than the LRP member survey include surveys done with limited 
numbers within the LRP committee of the top 29 "l ikes" 
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Members of the Long Range Planning Commfnee were each asked to generate a llst 
of what they liked about Oak Hammock. The 841deas generated were compfled, and returned, 
then LRP members were asked to rank their Ideas. This data shows the top 
29 "likes" which had no dissenting hdon't agreeh votes. (number respondents=12) 

12+ (number really agree+agrce) 
Variety of dining choices, formal. !Jar 
Open seating in dining room 
Courtesy of wait staff in dining rooms 
Transportation to events, health care & local 
Knowledge and experience of residents 
Sense of community 
Availablilty of health care (Shands,other) 
Security 
Common areas 
Convenient parking 
Educational opportunities 
FLICRA 
Friendly atmosphere 
Lifetime care 

11+ {number really agrce+agrcc] 
Concerts/cultural programs In Oak Room 
Walking trails 
Secluded 
Take-out-dining 
Friendly staff 
lncergenerational diversity 
PCA & committees 
Not too blg 
Cultural & recreational activities 
Art in the corridors 
Housekeeping services 
Library 
Barber /Beauty shop 
On site banking 

l 

and results of the "wishes" survey, where members of the LRP Committee 
were asked to list the things they wish were different at OH. The submissions 
were compiled and returned to the committee, hey they were asked to rate 
whether they "strongly agreed", "agreed", or "did not agree" with the items. From 
this the top 20 wishes were graphed, all of which were rated as "really agree" or 
"agree", none with "do not agree." 

The results are on the following page. 

Another confirmation that we are well positioned is based on p. 39 of the 
National Whole Person Wellness Survey which also shows what "boomers" 
are looking for, and again, we compare very well , and have everything on their 
list. 



3 . 4 -~ 
Nr. Really Number Nr. Don't -5 ~ ~ ~ No Answer SCORE 

6 ' RN 24n in health center 10 l 21 
? Showers in skilled nursing rooms 10 l 21 
8 ' Bigger/more closests in assised living 9 2 20 
9 l Better quality construction & ~pplianccs 9 2 20 ~ 
io • Seriously re·j!V~Iuate Praxels as man~gementco. 9 2 20 
Tt Improved commnications from Praxcis & board 9 2 20 -12 Transparency 9 2 20 
]3 8 less debt 9 2 20 
14 Covered entry Into assisted living 8 3 19 
15 BOO more visable, accessible, more active In management 8 3 19 
16 • More transparency & communication with board, mgt. 8 3 19 
17 . Help residents understand obligations & financial responsibility 
is ·· re: current & future debt, foreclosure 8 3 19 
19 Healthelr food, less salt & sugar, more whole 
20 5 grains, fresh, local produce 8 3 19 
21 Choice of doc in SN 8 2 1 18 
22 Consult members before major expenditures 8 2 1 18 

- 23 ~ Wi·FI throughout commons 01rcas and health center 8 2 1 18 
. -· 24 After hours nurse practioner services 7 4 18 

25 . On-site " Nurse Navigator" In IUSN/AL to navigate health svstcms 7 4 18 
is I 

Better designed floor plans In apartments·· openness, 
27 less chopped up, bener space utilization 7 4 18 

· z-8-: Building design friendly to aging population 7 4 18 
. 29 . 
- - J ~---"---~0 : 166 51 
31 
32 

-
TOTAL Really Agree = 326; TOTAL Agree =137 

33 

Nr. Really Number Nr. Don't Nr. No 

~ ~ ~ Answer SCORE 
7 CEO independent of management co: report d irectly to 9 1 1 18 

More transparency with financial matters 9 1 1 18 
Or~ly board certified MOs on staff 8 2 1 17 
Less junky appliances 8 1 2 16 
less juny kitchen cab; nets 8 1 2 15 
Shower without high step to enter 7 3 1 17 
Better insulation in houses & w indows 7 3 1 17 
Licensed social wor:'< in IL 7 3 1 17 
look at cost cutting practices 7 3 1 17 

5 Replace SN doc (Sandasara) 7 1 3 15 
Financial transparency including salaries and benefits 7 3 1 16 
CARF -CCAC Accreditation 6 5 17 
More consistency of information from management 6 4 1 16 
Food increCJses less than 20%, 25%, 33.3% 6 4 1 16 

3 More technology monitoring well be ing of residents 6 4 1 16 
Repair & mair~tain minor damage on walls & baseboard 6 5 15 
Better design of Assisted Living apartments 6 4 1 15 
Better quality food & consistency 6 4 1 15 
More transparency in food content 6 4 1 15 
Less breaded and fried foods 6 4 1 15 
More guest rooms 6 4 1 15 

5 Insulated window frames 5 5 1 15 
All of OH wired for high speed internet/C<Ible 5 5 1 15 
More classrooms of modest size 4 7 15 
Some assistance available in ll (medication, bathing) 2 5 3 1 15 

160 86 



UNDERS'I'ANDING 1.,1-IE N"UMllERS 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
We have read and analyzed various audited financial statements, annual reports 
to the State of Florida and other public data relating to CCRCs (located in Florida 
as well as out of state) that we believe may be comparable to Oak Hammock in 
an attempt to evaluate the current financial status of Oak Hammock. 

Based on this information, we compiled several reports summarizing the 
information obtained. Among the reports compiled are the following: 

1. Comparative Expenses (both aggregate amount and per unit) based on the 
Annual Reports submitted to the State of Florida. 

2. Key Financial Ratios 
3. Property Taxes 
4.1nterest and Debt Service Burden 
5. Occupancy and Basic Data 
6. Monthly Fee Increases as compared to other standards 
Because of various reasons described in more detail in our report, the data does 
not lend itself to many conclusions- there are simply too many variables. 

(These spreadsheets can be found at the end of these discussion pages .) 

There are, however, a few key observations and questions raised by the 
analyses and our review of other information, including the following: 

1. The debt service burden on Oak Hammock residents is extremely high and 
burdensome (of our Florida sample, only Glenridge and Glenmoor have 
anywhere near the same burden), although not much can be done about 
this at this time given the recent refinancing. However, we believe that, 
with the current debt level, any future financing and/or refinancing should 
be undertaken only if the benefits are assured beyond all reasonable 
doubt. 

2. The property tax burden on Oak Hammock residents is higher than other 
CCRCs, often by a very significant amount. The reason lies primarily in 
the fact that other CCRCs (but not Oak Hammock) are assessed at values 
substantially below what the CCRCs report as their estimated (and 
insured) value. A secondary factor is the higher millage rate in Alachua 
County. 

3. The unusually large burden that the debt service and property taxes place on 
the finances of Oak Hammock results in a reliance on high monthly fee 



increases and new entrance fees to break even each year. This reliance 
is particularly of concern when the fee increases continually exceed the 
inflation rate and social security benefit increases, and when entrance 
fees do not come in as expected because of economic considerations and 
the ones that are received are needed, among other things, to pay for 
capital replacements in an aging facility. 

4. The monthly rate increase at Oak Hammock has exceeded in most years the 
inflation rate, whether measured by the amount by which Social Security 
benefits are adjusted upward or by the Department of Labor Cost of Living 
Index for mid-sized southern areas. 

5.Marketing expenses for 2012 were approximately $758,000, or over $40,000 
for each of the 18 move-ins into independent units. A similar result 
appears to exist in 2013. Although there is some conflicting data in this 
area, one recent national survey indicates that these costs seem 
unusually high. 

6. We note that some of the more successful managed CCRCs are run by non
profit management entities or by a CEO hired by the 
Board. Consideration should be given, sooner rather than later, to the 
manager to be used when the current Management Contract expires at 
the end of 2016. 

DISCUSSION 
In order to determine the strengths and weaknesses of Oak Hammock from a 
current financial standpoint, we have looked at the Florida Annual Reports and 
audited financial statements from other CCRCs in Florida, as well as audited 
statements from out-of-state CCRCs. Other information provided by the 
respective CCRCs was also considered . 

CCRCS CONSIDERED 
The other Florida CCRCs taken into account included Mayflower (Winter Park), 
Glenmoor (St. Augustine), Covenant Village (Plantation), The Moorings (Naples), 
Florida Presbyterian (Lakeland), John Knox Village (Pompano), Village on the 
Green (Longwood), Indian River Estates (Vero Beach), Freedom Village 
(Bradenton), Freedom Pointe (The Villages), and Glenridge (Sarasota). 

Non-Florida CCRCs included Carol Woods (Chapel Hill, NC), the Forest at Duke 
(Durham, NC) Kendal at Hanover (Hanover, NH), Longhorn Village (Austin, TX), 
Orchard Cove (Canton, MA) and The Village at Penn State (State College, PA). 

Most of these CCRCs are non-profit organizations (Freedom Pointe and 
Freedom Village being the exceptions); many are affiliated formally or informally 
with a college or university, and most have a reputation of being at the top of the 
scale in terms of amenities provided. Glenridge (Sarasota, FL) was included 



because its manager is Praxeis. 

STUDIES UNDERTAKEN 
For background and detailed information, we have included with the report 
several of our analyses. These include the following: 

A- Expenses (excluding depreciation and amortization) as reported to the 
State of Florida for each of 2010, 2011 and 2012, broken down by the state 
reporting categories. See Select Florida CCRCs Expense Comparisons. For 
each expense category, we show both total amount and amount per unit at the 
facility. One problem with this analysis is that all wages and salaries are lumped 
together in one line item, and the amounts shown for individual cost centers 
(such as dining, housekeeping, maintenance, etc.) do not include these 
personnel costs. Note: we did not prepare a spreadsheet using audited financial 
statements, which would be more accurate from a cost analysis standpoint, 
because the categories used by many CCRCs are few and are not consistent 
from one entity to another, thus preventing any meaningful comparison. 

B -Key financial performance ratios for various CCRCs, including 
Operating Ratio, Debt Service Coverage Ratio, Cash and Investments to Long 
Term Debt, Cash and Investments to Total Liabilities, and Days of Cash on 
Hand. See Performance Measures. Specified definitions were used for each 
and may be different from those used by Oak Hammock and others. The linked 
analysis includes a definition we used for each performance ratio in the report. 

C - Interest Rate Analysis, showing the effective rate being paid by Oak 
Hammock and selected CCRCs. See Interest Rate Analysis. 

D - Basic Information for the Florida CCRCs, including occupancy, age and 
number of CCRC residents, valuation, debt and the like. See Select Florida 
CCRCs Basic Information. 

E - Property Tax Analysis, showing the values of the CCRCs as reported to 
the State of Florida, as assessed by the local county, the 2010 millage rate, taxes 
paid, etc. See Select Florida CCRCs Property Tax Analysis. 

We caution the reader that all of these reports and analyses must be taken with a 
grain of salt. We have previously noted some of the problems associated with 
using the State of Florida reports and/or using audited financial statements. 

In addition, there can be no assurance that the entities have used the same 
standards in reporting the information. As examples of the latter, for most years 
Oak Hammock (and only Oak Hammock among our sample) did not report any 



expense for non-facility insurance on the appropriate line in its reports to the 
State of Florida, but it did break out the numbers for the 6-month report in 2013; 
Oak Hammock includes certain kitchen supplies under office expenses rather 
than under dining; and in the 6-month report for the first half of 2013, Oak 
Hammock's management fees show a substantial increase, not only reflecting 
the new contract but also certain services were included in the category that 
previously were included elsewhere in the reports. For entities such as Oak 
Hammock and Glenridge who have or have had interest swap agreements, are 
the annual market-to-market adjustments included in expense (income)? 

Another major variable could be the relative percentage of health service units at 
a particular CCRC; obviously, the more health service units (whether assisted 
living, skilled nursing or memory units), the greater the need for individual 
attention and presumably the greater the cost. 

And while some CCRCs, including Oak Hammock, have an outside management 
company, others hire their own executive director, who reports directly to the 
Board of the CCRC. This certainly can impact the allocation among the various 
expense line items. 

Even if there were accurate cost accounting, what would the numbers 
mean? For example, Oak Hammock lags behind several of the other CCRCs 
reviewed in the amount spent on dining on a per unit basis. Is this because Oak 
Hammock does not offer as many meals to its residents as others? Because 
some of its dining expenses are included in one or more other 
categories? Because it does not buy as good quality of food or offer as many 
choices as others? Or because it buys more efficiently? 

Even though these considerations prevent reliable comparisons from being made, 
certain issues still stand out and need addressing. 

INTEREST EXPENSE AND DEBT SERVICE 
By far the largest financial concern for Oak Hammock at the present time is its 
very large debt service obligation -interest exceeded 18% of cash expenses in 
2012 (approximately $11,000 per unit), with this amount budgeted to increase to 
almost $16,000 per unit in 2013 as a result of the 2012 refinancing. Glen more 
and Glenridge are the only other surveyed CCRCs in Florida that seem to have 
anything close to this burden; Longhorn Village in Texas also has a very large 
amount of debt. 

It is possible that age of the facility is a key factor in the amount of debt and debt 
service. But, given the fact that Glenridge is also managed by Praxeis, it is 
probably not unfair to ask if this is merely a coincidence or if Praxeis is not 
providing the best advice for financing. 



In connection with this latter comment about financial advice from Praxeis, we 
also cannot help but note that some financings (for example, a new Cornerstone 
facility in South Carolina) and refinancings (including one at Longhorn Village in 
Austin, Texas) accomplished in the last 12 months seem to have resulted in 
lower interest costs than what Oak Hammock is paying as a result of its 2012 
refinancing . 

In any event, as a consequence of its current debt service obligations, Oak 
Hammock is forced to increase the monthly fees more than the cost of inflation 
(see the discussion under item 3. below) and to rely substantially on new 
entrance fees to cover the operating deficit that results when interest expense is 
considered. 

Such reliance on new entrance fees is not uncommon in CCRCs, but generally 
not to the extent that Oak Hammock must rely on them. And, as Oak Hammock 
gets older and its plant begins (actually, continues) to wear out, more and more 
of the new entrance fees will be needed for replacement costs. 

Obviously this is a scheme that will work only as long as there is a continuing 
stream of new residents paying substantial entrance fees. The only good thing 
here is that the scheme is not hidden from new residents, but is well known in 
CCRC literature to anyone wanting to understand the finances. 

This reliance on high monthly fee increases and new entrance fees is not healthy, 
and indeed is disturbing. As has been noted by our committee members, Oak 
Hammock has refinanced its long term debt with very high interest rates during a 
period of historically low interest income. Others, including Penn State, 
Devonshire and Chicago Water Tower (now known as The Clare), have failed 
under these conditions. Others appear likely to fail. As a result we have a very 
narrow margin of error here at Oak Hammock. 

At the same time, what has occurred has occurred and cannot be reversed. It 
does no good to point fingers, but we need to focus on the future. Hopefully the 
Board will be able to develop some programs to increase revenue, without 
increasing debt, to relieve the burden on monthly fees and undue reliance on 
entrance fees. 

In this regard, committee members strongly suggest that additional financing 
and/or refinancing is not the answer. The costs involved in these transactions 
and the potential for substantial cost overruns (see the result of the recent 
changes in the Glenridge debt) are simply not worth the risk. 

If at some point the Board decides that new debt or a refinancing is necessary, it 
is imperative that the decision be made only after the Board has determined that 



there is no realistic chance of a downside in the transaction and that the 
anticipated results of the proposed transaction can be attained beyond all 
reasonable doubt. 

Closely related to the discussion above is the topic of potential expansion . 

Whatever the Board decides, we believe that the decision will be much more 
acceptable to the residents if it is made only after a careful review by the Board 
based on reputable, independent (non-Praxeis) studies. 

For one thing, before the Board decides to move forward on expansion, we 
suggest that a feasibility study be made to determine if the local market 
(including any known plans by The Village and/or other local retirement facilities) 
will support an Oak Hammock expansion. 

Also, not only would there need to be financial projections showing no, or no 
significant, increase in debt, but the financial projections must include a risk 
analysis that would demonstrate the impact of not being able to achieve the 
anticipated results . 

In effect, if at some point the Board decides that expansion is necessary, it is 
imperative that the decision be made only after the Board has determined that 
there is no realistic chance of a downside in the transaction and that the 
anticipated results of the proposed transaction can be reasonably attained . 

PROPERTY TAXES 
The amount paid by Oak Hammock for property taxes to Alachua County and 
the City of Gainesville seems extremely high, especially compared to the other 
CCRCs. The expense comparison shows that Oak Hammock pays by far the 
most taxes of the CCRCs surveyed. 

We do understand that at some of the CCRCs, the residents are directly 
responsible for the taxes on their units, not the CCRC. But this only impacts a 
few entities (including The Mayflower of our targeted Florida CCRCs). 

It is also true that Alachua County has one of the highest millage rates in the 
state, but we believe th is is a secondary factor in the amount of taxes paid . 

If one looks at the experience of Oak Hammock as compared to Freedom Pointe 
and The Moorings (the two other very highly taxed surveyed CCRCs in Florida), 
one sees that, for example, the estimated value (and the insured value) of The 
Moorings is almost twice that of Oak Hammock, but the assessed values are 
substantially the same. Freedom Pointe and many others also receive 



substantial breaks on assessed value 

Thus a major question must be why Oak Hammock cannot get an assessed 
value of its property more in line with what other CCRCs seem to accomplish -
that is, at a substantial reduction from the estimated (and insured) value. · 

MONTHLY FEE INCREASES 
The concerns of many Oak Hammock residents about the financial condition 
of Oak Hammock have been magnified by the recent history of the annual 
increases in the monthly fee paid by each resident- increases that are in 
excess of the rate of inflation, Social Security benefits and what marketing 
has suggested should be expected when talking to prospective new 
residents during the sales process of many current residents (around 3%). 

For comparison purposes, we note the following for the last five years : 

Year Social Security Increase CPI Increase* OH Monthly Fee Increase 

2013 1.7% 1.5% 3.85% 

2012 3.6% 2.9% 3.90% 

2011 0.0% 1.5% 3.00% 

2010 0.0% 3.2% 5.25% 

2009 5.8% (0.2%) 4.75% 

* Based on December figures comparing prior two years for All Consumers, All 
Items, South Region, Size B/C 

The size of these increases are probably the result of the impact of high financing 
costs on the operations of Oak Hammock and may be justified under the 
circumstances. Nevertheless, the comparisons shown in the chart above are 
striking and add to some bad feelings of distrust by many residents. 

MARKETING EXPENSES 
In 2012, marketing expenses at Oak Hammock increased to $758,113, as 
compared to $557,079 in 2011 and approximately $350,000 for each of 2009 and 
2010. Through May 2013, marketing costs are on pace to be $670,000 for the 



year. 

The increase in the last two years may be a reflection of continuing hard 
economic times, especially in the real estate market, and the fact that the 
independent living occupancy at Oak Hammock has dipped down a few 
percentage points and has been under budget for many months. However, the 
increase is quite significant. 

With 18 move ins to independent living accommodations last year at Oak 
Hammock, the cost of marketing was over $40,000 per move-in and this seems 
out of line with the experience of many other CCRCs. 

In this regard, we note a survey taken by Ziegler Investment Banking late last 
year. It found that about 2/3rds of its respondents budgeted less than $20,000 
per independent unit sale for marketing ; only about 13% budgeted more than 
$30,000, and many of these were in a "fill-up" stage. 

At the same time, when one looks solely at the State of Florida reports, the Oak 
Hammock marketing numbers, both in total and per unit, do not look that different 
than those for the other facilities that we looked at. But, as pointed out previously, 
these report categories do not reflect wages and benefits, which are included in a 
separate line item, and it appears that the greatest increase in marketing 
expenses at Oak Hammock over the last couple of years is in wages and 
benefits. 

All in all, it may be that the recent surge in marketing expense at Oak Hammock 
may be necessary and not out of line, but some additional consideration should 
be given to the process in place to make sure that our money is being spent 
wisely in this area. 

MANAGEMENT 
Praxeis currently serves as the manager of Oak Hammock under an Amended 
and Restated Management Agreement, with a current term expiring December 
31, 2016. If this Agreement is not to be extended, a decision must be made and 
notice given no later than 90 days in advance of that date. 

Our review of other CCRCs indicates that many of the more successful ones are 
managed on a day-by-day basis by non-profit management entities or by a CEO 
hired by the Board . And, there are other successful for-profit companies that 
provide CCRC management services. 

Whether Praxeis should be retained or whether another option would be better 
for Oak Hammock is unknown. However, given the seriousness of this issue and 



the fact that action on the manager should not be forced by outside events (as 
was the case with the contract extension in 2012), it is not too soon for the Board 
to begin to consider what should happen in three years. 

At the least, if an outside management company is to be retained, we urge that 
the Board commission a RPF process at the appropriate time and carefully 
consider all options. 

EXPENSE ISSUES 
There may not be many areas where expenses can be reduced without 
impacting the quality of service provided to the residents. We have noted above 
two areas of concern- property taxes and marketing expenses. 

Of course, no hard and fast rule should be set forth - there must be room for 
discretion in this, and it is possible that competitive bidding or other Board 
approved exceptions would be appropriate in certain circumstances. 

CALCULATIONS & DEFINITIONS 
Definitions and the implications of the key financial ratios used in the LRP report 
are taken from the Moore Stephens Lovelace Report "Florida Continuing Care 
Retirement Community: Summary of Financial Benchmarks 2011" which can be 
found in the "financial" file . How the Long Range Planning Committee 
specifically calculated each of these ratios is explained below. 

OPERATING RATIO- Measures whether current year cash operating expenses 
can be covered by current year cash operating revenues. Ratio less than 100% 
is desired. If CCRC depends on cash from entrance fees to offset operating 
expenses, this can push the ratio above 100%. Newer CCRCs may nave higher 
ratios while they rely on entrance fees to subsidize early losses while in the fill-up 
phase. Factors to consider when reviewing the Operating Ratio include contract 
type, price structure, and refund provisions. 

For LRP calculation, we used: Operating Revenues divided by Cash 
Operating Expenses. 

Cash Operating Revenues = Operating Revenues, plus Entrance Fees actually 
received, less Entrance Fees Earned (Entrance Fees amortized.) 

Cash Operating Expenses = Total Expenses (including Entrance Fees actually 
refunded), less the sum of interest, depreciation and amortization 



DEBT SERVICE COVERAGE RATIO- Key ratio for lenders. This ratio reflects 
a provider's ability to fund annual debt service with receipts from cash revenues 
and net entrance fees. A debt service coverage ratio of at least 1.30 is a typical 
requirement for lenders. 

For LRP calculation, we used: Cash Operating Revenues less Cash 
Operating Expenses, with that number divided by Total Debt Service. Cash 
Operating Revenues and Cash Operating Expenses are defined above. 

Total Debt Service = the sum of the interest and principal payments made on 
Long Term Debt. For these purposes, any accrued gain or loss as a result of 
outstanding swap contracts are ignored . 

CASH AND INVESTMENTS TO LONG TERM DEBT: A measure of a provider's 
ability to withstand annual fluctuations in cash. Analysts use this ratio to help 
determine a provider's debt capacity. A ratio above 30% is generally considered 
a minimum for not-for-profit providers. 

For LRP calculation, we used: Current Cash and Investments divided by Long 
Term Debt (including Current portion thereof.) 

Cash & Investments = sum of unrestricted cash and investments treated as 
current assets. 

For Florida CCRCs, this is the sum of lines 1, 2 and 5 under the Balance Sheet 
heading Current Assets in the Annual Report to the State. Note that this may 
overlook cash held in reserve for purposes of the Long-Term Debt itself. 

CASH AND INVESTMENTS TO TOTAL LIABILILTY: 

LRP calculation used Current Cash and Investments divided by Total 
Liabilities. (See immediately preceding comments .) 

DAYS CASH ON HAND: Measures the number of days of operating expenses a 
provider could cover with Cash and equivalents and unrestricted investment 
assets (exclusive of the State of Florida mandated 

Minimum Liquid Reserve). This benchmark measures a provider's ability to 
weather difficult operational and/or economic times. 

For LRP calculation we used: Modified Cash and Investments divided by 
Cash Expenses per Day. 



Modified Cash and Investments = sum or unrestricted cash and investments 
treated as current assets. For Florida CCRCs, this is the sum of lines 1, 2 and 5 
under the Balance Sheet heading Current Assets In the Annual Report to the 
State. We would not use cash restricted for Long-Term Debt in this 

Definition. Cash Expenses per Day = Cash Operating Expenses divided by the 
number of days in he period. Cash Operating Expenses are Total Expenses 
(including Entrance Fees actually refunded), less interest, depreciation and 
amortization. 

NET OPERATING MARGIN RATIO - This ratio focuses on operational 
performance. It is calculated based on Resident Revenue less Resident 
Expense divided by Resident Revenue. This ratio looks at the core business 
of the CCRC, which includes healthcare fees and monthly fees. Not included are 
investment performance, depreciation, amortization and new proceeds from 
entrance fees. The purpose of this ratio is to provide a benchmark for the margin 
generated by cash operating revenues after payment of cash operating expenses. 
Better-performing entities have a higher margin. 

For LRP calculation we used: Resident Revenue = Operating Revenues 
less Entrance Fees Earned (Entrance Fees amortized.) 

Resident Expenses= Total Expenses less the sum of interest, depreciation 
and amortization. 

No entrance fee refunds, paid or accrued are included here. Interest on long
term debt is not included n operating expenses 

LINKS ON THE WEBSITE INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING 
DOCUMENTS & DATA WHICH THE COMMITTEE USED 
FOR CALCULATIONS 

IRS 990's 
Carol Woods, Covenant Village 2011, Florida Presbyterian Homes 2011 , 
Forest at Duke 2010, Glenmoor, Glenridge 2009-2010 -2011 John Knox 
of Tampa Bay 201 1 , John Knox Pompano 2009- 2010- 2011 , John Knox 
Village, Kendal at Granville, Kendal at Hanover, Kendal Corp, Longhorn 
Village , Moorings Park 2011 , Moorings Park , Oak Hammock 2009 - 2010 -
2011, Orchard Cove, Village at Penn State 2009 - 2010 - 2011 , 
Westminister Shores 2010- 2011 



Calculations & Definitions- Financial Ratios 

Florida Statistics to the Governor's Continuing Care Advisory Council 

2008"2009 Median Ratios 

More Stephens Lovelace FL CCRC Summary of Financial Benchmarks 
2006-2009 

Moore Stephens Lovelace 2011 FL CCRC Benchmarks 

NON"FL TARGETED CCRCS FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND 
DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS 

Carol Woods -"Disclosure Statement 2012 -Annual Report 2011 -Annual 
Report 2012 

The Forest at Duke -Disclosure Statement 2012 

Kendal Communities -Balance Sheet 2010 

Kendal at Hanover -Balance Sheet -Disclosure Statement 2011 -
Financial Statements 

Longhorn Village- Disclosure Statement- Financial Statement 2011-2012 
- Financial Statement 201 0-2011.pdf 

Orchard Cove -Disclosure Statement 2012- Financial Statement 2012.pdf 

Village at Penn State - Financial Statement 2012 

Whitney Center- Disclosure Statement 2012 

OH - Budget Summary --attached 

OH Long Range Planning Questions to Board of Directors -attached 



Ziegler News Dec 12 Marketing Costs and Commissions -link to URL 

FLORIDA OIR FINANCIAL STATEMENTS & ANNUAL REPORTS 
Covenant Village - Financial Reports - 2007 - 2008 - 2009 - 201 0 - 2011 -
2012 - Annual Reports- 2007- 2008 - 2009 - 2010 - 201 1 - 2012 

Florida Presbyterian - Financial Reports - 2007 - 2008 - 2009 - 201 0 -
201 1 -2012- Annual Reports- 2007-2008-2009-2010-2011-2012 

Freedom Pointe- Financial Reports- 2007- 2008- 2009 - 2010 (n/a) -
2011 - 2012- Annual Reports- 2007 - 2008 - 2009 - 2010 - 201 1 - 2012 

Glen moor- Financial Reports - 2007 - 2008 - 2009 - 2010 - 201 1 - 2012 -
Annual Reports- 2007-2008-2009 (n/a)- 2010-201 1 -2012 

Glenridge- Financial Reports- 2007-2008-2009-2010-201 1 -2012-
Annual Reports- 2007-2008-2009-2010-2011-2012 

John Knox Pompano - Financial Reports - 2007 - 2008 - 2009 - 2010 -
201 1 - 2012- Annual Reports - 2007- 2008 - 2009 (n/a) - 2010 (n/a) -
201 1 -2012 

John Knox at Tampa - Financial Reports - 2007- 2008- 2009 - 2010 -
2011 - 2012- Annual Reports - 2007 - 2008- 2009 - 2010 (n/a)- 2011 -
2012 

Moorings Park- Financial Reports - 2007 - 2008- 2009 - 2010 - 201 1 -
2012- Annual Reports- 2007 - 2008 - 2009 - 2010 - 201 1 - 2012 

Oak Hammock- Financial Reports- 2007 - 2008 - 2009 - 2010- 2011 -
2012- Annual Reports- 2007 - 2008 - 2009- 2010 - 201 1 - 2012 

The Mayflower- Financial Reports - 2007 - 2008 - 2009- 2010 - 201 1 -
2012- Annual Reports- 2007- 2008- 2009- 2010- 2011 - 2012 

Westminster Shores - Financial Reports- 2007 - 2008- 2009 - 2010 -
2011 - 2012- Annual Reports - 2007- 2008 - 2009 - 2010 - 2011 - 2012 

THE FOLLOWING PAGES CONTAIN SPREADSHEETS AND OTH ER 
DOCUMENTS LINKED IN THIS SECTION OF THE REPORT 
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fl4 
115 
1J 6 ' 
i l7 ! Category 

118 ;wages and Benefits 

119 Food Service 

l20 • Housekeeping 

12i F2cility Insurance 

i 2 2 oth~t lnsur<iil ce 
-12 3 1 Faeility lntcreit 

1.24 Ot-her nterest 
125 Jll'aintenancc 

126 Management Fees 

127 Marketing 
128 Mcdrcal Care 

· i29 ·, Property T~xcs 

130 Other ~xpeMilS 
'13 1. 

The Moorlngs 2010 

Dollar Amount 
s 19.897 .s 16 

s 2,695,741 

s 330,298 

s 1,103,989 

s 559,112 

s 1,534,892 

s 81.517 

s 3,1180.540 

s 327,037 

s 291,746 

s 1,430,084 

s 748,289 

s r ,il82,68o 

l 3-2 I 5 34,363,441 
545 · i 33- Units 

134 
135 i6 1n~rcasc Over ?rior Year 

136 -, .., ~-

%of Total 
38.4&:-s s 

9.11% s 
0.37% s 
3.85% $ 

2.88% s 
8.83% $ 

3.55% s 
5.81% s 
4.98% s 
1.72% 5 
6.02% s 
0.72% s 

13.69;S S 

10:1.00% s 

:OS of Total 

57.90:0S s 
7.84% s 
0.'36% 5 
3.21% s 
1.63% s 
4.47'16 s 
0.24% s 

10.13>0 s 
0 .95% 5 

0.85.% s 
~.16% s 
2.18% s 
5.48% s 

lO:J.OO% "S 

COver'lant Village 2011 

Per Jnit 

13,359 s 
3,11>4 s 

130 s 
1,341 s 
1,001 s 
3,068 s 
1,235 s 
2,018 s 
1,730 s 

596 s 
2.092 s 

250 s 
4,755 s 

34,737 "s 

Dollar Amount 
5,69&,791 
1,258,620 

69,556 
520,886 

397,529 

1.511,231 
586,697 

802,911 
720,D92 

257,154 
8S0,1J3 
282,158 

2.065,5S3 

15,()49,351 
-<:~ 

7.77% 

Per Unit 

The Moor1n£$ 2011 

Dollar Attlount 
36,503 s 

4,9.1;6 s 
606 s 

2,02& s 
1,02& s 
2,81& s 

150 s 
6.386 s 

GOO S 

535 s 
2,624 s 
1,373. s 
3,454 s 

63,052 s 

18,459,137 
2,831,246 

334,587 
888,216 

630.~2 

1,939,198 
84,850 

3,649,232 

2,949,19-<: 

438,435 
1,430.426 

638,233 

1.161.934 

35.-<:3~,730 

545 

3.12% 

55 of Total 
37.85% s 

8.36% 5 
0.46% s 
3.46% s 
2.G4% S 

l0.04i6 s 
3.90% s 
5.34% s 
~.78% s 
1.71% s 
5.8.5% s 
1.87% s 

13.73;5 s 

100.00% s 

i-S of Total 
52.09% S 

7.99% s 
0.94% s 
2.51% S 

1.78% s 
5.47% s 
0.24% s 

10.307: s 
8.32% $ 
1.24% s 
4.04% s 
1.80% s 
3.28% s 

COvc~ant Village 2012 

Per Unit 

14.101 s 
3,115 s 

172 s 
1,289 s 

98t. s 
3,741 s 
1,452 s 
1,987 s 
1,782 s 

637 s 
2,179 s 

698 s 
5,113 s 

37,251 "s 

7.24% 

Dollar Amount 

6,155.045 
1.2~8.540 

71,911 

247,242 
358,913 

1~497)138 

55-4,318 

687,807 

713,552 

292,018 

86~,96_9 
-'89.439 

2,161,459 

15,341,032 
403 

1.94% 

Pet Jl'lit 

33,870 

The M~otings 20012 
·Dollar Anount 

s 18,376,150 

5,195 s 
li14 s 

1,630 s 
1.156 s 
3.558 s 

lSG S 

6,696 s 
5,411 s 
8~ s 

2,625 s 
1:171 s 
2,132 s 

3,337,433 
359,615 

1,249,589 

372,5~6 

2,212,635 
88,8~ 

3,950,498 

2,583,93G 
.t;g7,424 

1,978.430 

621,920 

1,491,447 

100.00% ,. s 65,018 s 37,120,477 

563 

3.11% -'.76% 

~ or Total 

40.12% s 
8.14% s 
0.47% s 
1.61% S 

2.34% s 
9.76% s 
3.61% s 
4.48% s 
~.65% 5 
1.90% s 
5.63% s 
3.19% s 

14.09% s 

100.00% 5 

%of Total 
49.50i'S s 

8.99% s 
0.97% 5 
3.37% 5 
1.00% 5 

Per Unit 

15,273 
3,C98 

178 
614 

891 
3,717 
1,375 

1,707 
1.771 

725 
2,141 
1,214 
5,363 

38,067 

2.19% 

Pet Unit 

32.640 
5,928 

639 
2,220 

662 
3,930 

158 
7,017 

4,590 

5.96% s 
o.24% s· -

10.64:S s 
6.96% s 
1.34% s 88<; 

5.33% s 3,514 

1.68% s 1,105 

~.02% s 1,649 

100.00?6 s 65 .. 933 

1.41% 



1r 
l3R Fla. Presb~!lria n 2010 Fla. Prcsb~cri<Jn 2011 Fla. PresbJ!tcrian 2012 
139 Catc eory Dollar Amount % of Total Per -.!nit Dollar Amount % of Total Per Jnlt Dollar Amount Y. of Tota:l Per Unit 
{40 . 1.VagC!. and Benefits s 4,804,0GO £il.l0% s 19,216 $ 4,884,90t: 6D,83~ s 20,02:J $ 5,059,953 57.36% s 20.569 
i 41 Fooo Service s 385,314 4 .90% s 1,~41 s 40:,762 5.00% s 1,647 s 409,445 4.64% s 1,G64 
14.2 Housckcepine s 4&.830 0.60% $ 187 s 46,350 0.58% s l9:J s 51.494 0.58% s 209 
14~ ; Facility Insurance s 

- -~. - ~ -
186,811!· 2.38% s 747 s 186,443· 2.32% s 76' s 214,263 2.43% s . 871 

\44 Other nsurancc s 146,755 1.87% s 587 s 112,075 1.40% s 459 s 112,045 1.27% s 455 
-i 4 5 ' Facilitylnt.crcst s D.OO% 5 $ 0.00% s s 95,222 1.08% s 387 
14G Other ntcrcst s :J.CO% S s O,OO% S s 0.00% s 
147 Maintenance s 443,766 5.64% s 1,775 s 425,359 5.30% s 1,743 s f-48,522 5.08% s 1.823 
] 4lf Ma11ag.emcnt Fees s :J.CO% $ s O.CO% 5 s 0.00% s 
14 ~ Marketing 

.. -- .. s 101,627 1.29% s 407 s 84,385 1.05% s 346 s 79.405 0.90% 5 323 
-lS(f Medical Care s 567.338 7.22% s 2.269 s 6G0,255 8.22% s 2.706 s 733,791 8.32% s 2,983 
1 51 Prop~rty Taxes s 29,259 :J.37% s 117 s 34,937 0.44% s 143 s 38,851 0.''.4')6 s 158 
15l Other Ex_oen~es 5 1,150,51l3 14.63% s .:,602 s 1,194,161 14.87~ s 4,894 s 1.577,92~ 17.89!1; s 6,414 15.3 
'is.4 s 7,86Z,310 lOO.O:J~ ~S 31,449 s 8,030.631 1oo.oo% ~s 32.912 s 8,820,915 100.00% s 35.857 
ISS ·units 2.5{) 144 246 
156 
1 5 7 lS Increase Over " rior Year 2.14% 4.G5% 9.84% 8.95% fss 
15-9 
16()' Gl~nrldge 2012 
1.61 ;cateeory Dollar Amount % ofTotal Per -.!nit . . - . - .. 
162 W~gc~ and Benefits s 9,908.798 38.32% s 23,81'9 -·. .. 
163 Food Ser~·ic:e s 1,297.567 5 .01% s 3,119 
-~~4: Housekecpine s 134,392 0.52% s 323 .. 
165 F;~eil ity lnsuranc:~ s 506,892 1.96% s 1,218 
-i66 Othtr Insurance s 142,970 0.55% s 344 
167 . Facilit~·lntcrest s 8,266,423 31.97~ s 19.871 
}68 . Othe r flite resl 

---· .. . - .... ... .. 
s s iLCO% 

16-9 . Maintl:!nance s 1,639,555 6.34% s 3,941 
170 Management Fees s 1.073,ll6 4.15% s 2,580 
1 71 · Marketing s 37S,741 1.46% s 910 
12?:.... Mcdrcal Care s 1.068.026 4.13% s 2.567 
1 73 Property Taxes. s 0.00% s -·· .. .. ·- .. . 
I 74 other Expenses s 1,443.~45 5.58% s 3,469 

··- ·• -i75 . 
1 76 ' s 25,859.726 100.00% s 6 2,163 
1 77 Units 41G 
178 
i 79 · ;s Increase Over Priof Year r #DIV/0! 

,.. 
#DIV/01 

f8o 
1 ", 



J. :~l 
. 182 
1183 Category 
,·184 Wages and Benefits 
185 Food Service 

I l86 Hou~·~kc~pinc 
1B.7 · F.adlity Insurance 
188 other !nsurattl'1! 
J 89 · Facility .ntl'!rllSl r . --
J 90 Other ntcrest 

f19J Maintcnarm: 
' 1.9~·: Management Fee$ 
1193 ; Marketing . 

194 Medical C.1rc 
• 195 Property Taxes 
196 Other .:.~;Jenscs 
IS7 
193 

j 199 UnJts 
' 200 
' 2!Jl

2 
;<,Increase Over ?rlor Year 

201 
2(\3 

1204 
1205 category 
· :io6·, Wage~ and Benefits 
267 Food SerVice 

I 208 HousckC!cpinc 
, 209 Facil ity !nsurancc 
210 ; Other :nsurancc 

· 2 il • Fad lity lnt!:!rc~t 
I :ni o-ther ·r1tcrcst 

2·1 3 ; Maintenance 
1214 r•tanagctncl'lt ~ccs 
215 Marketing . 

1Z l6 Medical Care 
l i 1.7 : P~opcrty Taxes 
12 18 Other E>.ocnscs 
1219 .. 
22o ·. 
22 f Units 

l ZZZ 
2i3 ;.s Increase Over ?tier Year , __ 
224 . 

··-· ·- .. -

John Knox Village {Poml!:!nol2012 
Dollar Amount % of Total Pe t Unit 

s 16,910.912 47.17% s 17.203 
s ~.369 .• 991 12.19% s 4,446 
s 728,400 2.03% s 741 ... 
s 890,458 2.48% s 905 
s .261,502 0.73% s 266 
s 383,091 1.07'16 s 390 
$ 0.00% s 
s 5,2.64,547 14.74% s 5.376 
s 0.00% s 
s 1,728.04G ~.82% 5 1.758 
s 2,822,142 7.87% s 1 .871 

s 1,0G4,056 2.97% s l ,C82 
s l,t;:J6,887 3.~2% s l .'Hl 

s 35,850,032 10:>.00% s 36.47{) 
983 

r #DIV/0! r #DIV/0! 

Villagl! on ~e Gre~n 2012 
Dollar An\ount % of Total Per Jrtl t 

s 7,398,029 53.81~ s 24,33G 

s 1,2,...4,3_D2 9.05% s 4,093 

s 79,068 0.58% s 260 

s 443,494 3.23% 5 1,1.159 
s 174,682 1.27% s 575 
$ 558,151 ~.06% s 1.83G -. 
$ 0.00% 5 
s 1.303,349 9.48% s 4.287 
s 692.112 5.03% s 2 ,277 ... 

3:68% ·s s 506,5G6 l,li66 
5 ~84,351 3.52% s 1,593 

s 281,270 2.05% s 925 
s 584,0Hi <:.25% 5 1,921 

s 13,749,390 10::1.00% 5 45,228 
3~ 

r #DIV/0! r #DIV/0! 



226 
2 2 7 , Ca lcgory 

Z28 : Wagt!S and Benefits 

2 29 Food Service 
2 .~0 ·. Housekccping 

23J Facility lrsvrancc 

:Z 3 Z : Othct ' nsvrana: 

233 Fi.'cility Interest 

2 34 ; Other fntere~t 

235 Maintenan::e 

;;: 36 Mdr'lagl!l'ncnt Fee~ 

:<:3 7 Marketing 

238 · Medical Care 

·239·; Property Taxc:s 

240 other ::xocnscs 
z4i . 
2 42 
243 Un•t s 
za4 
?.45 % Increase Over Prior Year 

246 
247 
"248 . 
i 49 Category 

·2 S·O Wages and Benefits 

Z 5.1 Food Service 
2 52 Housekeeping 

253 · Facilit~·lmurance 
254 · Otherlnsuranrc 
"iss· Facilit't' Interest 
i 56 ·other 'ntcrc~l 
257 ' Maintenance 
2 58 Mat1agcment Fees 
i 5.9 MarketinS 
260 · Medical Ci!rc 

261 1 PcopcrtvTaxes 

2Gi Other Expt!ns-cs 
"263 . 
264 
.265 . Units -· not includi.,g 72 off..tamvus contracts 

266 · 
2 6? ;-slncrcase Over Prior Year 

268 for profit 
·.zgg · 
::;...,,... 

for profit 

Indian River £states 2012 

Dollar Amount ;;s of Total Per unit 
s 11.64~.940 ~6.20'h s 14,740 
$ 1,557,362 5.22% s 1,984 

s 95,223 0.38% s 121 

s 355,763 1.41% $ 450 
s 340,2.95 1.35% s 43! 

s 2,213,363 8.78% s 2,802 

s 0.00% s 
s 742,186 2.94% s 939 

s O.CO% S 
$ 945 O.!XJ% S 1 
s 2,145,311 8.51% s 2,716 

s 622,:V.O Z.47% s 788 

5 5;~78,131. 21.73% 5 6,934 

s 25,205,962 IO:J.OO% 5 31,906 

750 

,. 
#DIV/0 . 

,.. 
#DIV/0! 

Freedom V111ag:e Brad!!ntol'!201Z 

Dollar Amount i; DfTotal Per Jnit 

s 5,085,07~ 33.7l~S S 10,294 

s 1.123,:12-li 7.45% $ 2,273 

s 92.477 O.Gl% s 187 

s 335,460 2.22% s 679 

s 55.568 {L37% $ 112 

s 3,810,33-1 25.2G% s 7,713 

s 0.00% s 
$ 589,017 ~.57% s 1,:395 

s 724,828 1..81% s 1,457 

s 409,171 2.71% s 828 

s 0.00% 5 
s 523,513 3.47% s 1,000 

s 2,234,061. 14.81% s 4,522 

$ 15,082,529 100.00% 5 30.531 
~94 

,. 
#DIV/0! 

, 
#DIV/0! 

for profit 
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z FLORIDA CCRCs 

6 

s 
_ 6 __ Age of Fac•:itv 

7 l ast fxpans •on 
8 
9 

_ _10 
, q 
1 1.2 

13 
14 
15 
l S 
17 
1~ 

Ot:eratine Rati.o 
Deb~ Ser~ice Cc-ve-~F,e Ratio 
Cash & hrestments ~o l T Debt . . 
Cash & 1-~estments to Totalliab 1i 
Days Cash on H;ond 
Adj. Cur:enr R;i!tio 
Ne: Operati-g Ma·gin Ra~io 

19 NON-FLORIDA CCRCs 
20 

1 21 
2Z 
23 Age of f ac ity 
~4 Last Ex pans on 

' 25 
i 6 Opera:ing Rati<l 

• ~ 7 _ Deb~ .Service COVl!:a~e Ratio 
ZS Cash & 1-~s:ments :o lT Debt 
'-J _ Cash & l• 1estments to Total Uab ' ! 
3 () D;;ys Cash on Hand 
31 _ ·Adj. C,r.ent Ratio 
32 Net Ooenti· g Margin Ra::o 
l 3 
34 
3S 
](_ 

37 
1 _313_ 

39 

OTHERCCRCs 

!. o Q Age offac'itv 
41 Li!!t 'Expans on 
42 
~ ~ O:;era~ing Ratio 
44 Deb~ SeNice C~er;;ge Ratio 
<~_:; _ Cash & !•vestments to LT Det:t 
46 Cash & !•vestments to Total liab !i 

1 47 _ D~ys {ash~~ Ha~d . -

' 4tJ Adj. Cul'en! Ratio 
~9 Net Oper;ti--g Maq:: in Ra: io 
SC' 

Sl 

& 

COVENANT VILLe.GE 
Plantation 

2011 

·c 

FL PRESBY Hm.' ES 
lake>and 

2011 

D 

GLEI\MORE 
S: . A ...;:ustine 

2011 

E 

FREEDOM POINTE 
at t~e W lages 

2011 

F 

Tf'EMAYFtOWE~ 

Wint;erPari< 
2011 

--- -·- c. 

MOORINGS PIIRK 
Napes 

2·Jn 

f' 

OakHam"1:3Ci< 
Galnesv!'>le,FL (U FL) 

2011 
1-tto.I/\WNJ ccr.~~an~.o · http /',vww.'chi.org httpjjwww.gle • "'loor http:;/wW'JJ.brook-oale: VI http:/fwww.'.hema;vt:owe http;/jwww.mooring-spa:to .(/w;.,w .~~i<h~m-nock.org 

36 yn; 58 ~l yr> 5 vrs N yrs 35 yn; 9 yrs 

:.141 : .15 

1.067 3.14 
0.129 0.649 
OC69 0 .227 

: :Jl 17.-: 
1 612 6.642 . . -
0 .06! 0.015 

Carol Woods T•e Fo•est at O:.ke 
Chapel Hil'. 'NC (UNCI Durham, NC 

2011 ~/30/11 

: .3311 
1.04 

0.075 
0.036 

1.30 
1.10~ 

0.198 

Kenda' atSra "vil e Kenda: a: Hanove·_ 
Granv lie OH (Denison) Hanover M .. ;Oar:'l'louthl 

3/31/12 

: .33 
3.76 
o.c!.lg 
0.032 

44 
:.600 

~ ~ . . 
0.0'17 

Loniforn V•: l_age 
A~sti n TX (U·ivTXl 

2012 

: .5!15 :.346 
6.05 L2$0 

0.078 0.120 
om: 0.068 .. 
7S.4 :ss 

:816 2 03-~ .. 
O.OOS 0.150 

O·chard Cc·1e T• e \!_1 iar;e at P_~., Sta:e 
C•n:M MA (Harvard) St ate CoJre~e. PA 

'J/30/12 

Oak Ham,-,oc< 
Galnesville.FL (U FL1 

2012 

1.107 
0.516 
0086 
0.035 

:J9 
1.58-1 
N/A 

rttp:/bV\~W.ca •olwoods. htto:f/·.vww. 'orest·:lU htto:lfkag. ke• d;ol. org nttp:/h ah .kenda org 
22 yrs 

wt.longho~ .. vi llage.c- ~, 1 a' .he brewseni.:~rli::'e.ordor :/lwww.'i \ 3[!'~ atpennsta~e.org 
14 yrs ... 2: yrs B vrs 

: .18-1 
1.536 

0.095-
0.033 

S-2 
0.885 
o.cog 

: ~12 
:.342 
0 130 
0.07) 

:33 
2.57 

0.11-1 

JOHN KNOX VILLAGE Westminste•Oaks 
_ Tat::~pa 

2011 

JOHN KI\OX 
l'a"''pano 

!..3342 
1.952 
_0.04_2 .. 
0.016 

31.) 

0.933 
0.042 

VillAGE ON THE GRHN 
LMgwooc 

:1 vrs _ :o yrs 

1.6S'J 
:277 
IJ.DlS 
0.0~ 

74 
!..328 
0.0:55 

INDIAN ESTATE5 
Ve•o Beac• 

1.241 
1.612 
0.054 - -
0.019 

H 
N/A 

0.02·6 

FREEDOM VILlAGE 
Bradenton 

0.!118 

N/A 
0.072 
0.025 

•19 
: .019 

WA 
• a_.~get bcome Stat_e"lert 

6/.30/13 vr. end rg 

h:to:/f-NI"'-'~- Sij<lsep•~joe~tm nstPC·o•<>.ht..,i llwww .joh· I:•<:JX\'!.iage 1\\'ww .• ,;~· age :3njhegre enn s/f./ - dlan-riv<!r-e>"3te! ·\ m-vil age-brae enton.aspx?gc' •d •Cl29kbmTOlcCF<l" m7 Aod IQsATr; 

: .1!12 1.297 
2.8-10 3 2-10 
0.139 O.H'J 
0 09'1 O.C8~ .. . 

43.2 818 
2.136 2.7sg 

O.CM 0.110 



2 
3 
4 

A 
lnter"fflRatl! Analysis 

5 • Long· Term Debt 

6 : Interest ilatc 

7 Interest 8cocnsc/Debt Sel\•occ 
I! Interest a~% of Revenue 

9 
] 0 
1 J NOTES: 

B T -·-· - . 
Kendal ·• Hanover 

S33.3M 

3.50% 

s 1,171,000 
5.05% 

c 0 

Forc~t •· Duke Clro' Woods - \.INC 

. $38.5M S26.7M 

S.GO% 5.30% 

s 2,186.000 s 1,418,000 .. 
11.70;$ 6.50% 

. 1 2 Oak Hammock u!v~hu~ includes earned portion of entrance fees ·· a non-<.ash GAAP con~cpt 
13 Oak Hammock int;uc>t for 2013 lnc.udcs rcqvorcd printopai pavmcnts on Scroes 20128 9ond~··of S'134,99S 

14 I 

-- -E F 

Ott 'lard Cove ··Harvard 
2011 

S32.1M S72.6 M 

.:.90?6 5.20% 

s 1,58!!,000 s - -··· __ 3,768,000 
6.80% 14.6Sii 

G ··- ---- - -

Oak Hammock 

2D!2 

$68.9M 
5.50% 

s .:,117,000 

16.47>6 
s 

H 

Budcct 2013 

S&S.SM 
7..93% 

5, 897,398 

z7.Go'n 

l S . Oak Hammock Interest RatQS: 5eri~s A= B.O?E; Series B= 67% of UBO.~ +2.09%; -ScrK'S C= 6.0%. A Bonds sold at 109, gcn~rahng cash to pay financing cost but resulting in nigher than planned bond yeild . 

. 16 - Budgeted interest 2013= 7 .93%. 

17 
:8 1.Vhat about the rcw:nuc, lontcrcst and dcbt.amounb for the o ther CC~Cs .. do they have.th'c same amounts Included as OH? 

19 
20 



Select Florida CCRCs Basic Information I I 
I J 

(Based on Annual Reports for 2012 as fi led with the State of Floirda) 

Oak Hammock lorida Presbvteriar Glen moor Freedom Pointe The Moorings Glenridge 

: lndepenent Units Available 269 166 159 238 384 306 
Independent Units Occupied 249 154 143 233 358 284 
Assisted Living Units Available 61 32 30 45 73 49 
Assisted Living Units Occupied 57 31 29 43 68 45 

! Skil led Nursing Units Available 42 48 30 72 106 61 
killed Nursing Units Occupied 33 46 28 68 97 55 
otal Units Available 372 246 219 355 563 416 
otal Units Occupied 339 231 200 344 523 384 

' Independent Occupany Rate 92.57% 92.77% 89.94% 97.90% 93.23% 92.81% 
Total Occupancy Rate 91.13% 93.90% 91.32% 96.90% 92.90% 92.31% 

Average Age of Residents 82.3 84.4 85.2 82 85 84.84 
Number Under Continuing Care Agr. 431 286 259 354 635 497 

Facility Taxes $ 1.452,729 $ 38,851 s 202,511 $ 976,504 $ 621,920 $ . 
Facility Insura nce $ 366,710 $ 214,263 s 275,052 $ 264,735 s 1,249,589 $ 506,892 

Estaimated Value of Facility s 74,798,136 s 50,500,000 $ 46,799,000 s 105,000,000 $ 215,780,506 s 107,500,000 
Amount of Insurance Carried s 74,798,136 s 40,500,000 s 46,340,658 s 400,000,000 $ 215,780,506 $ 133,075,293 

otal Long-Term Debt $ 68,897,546 s 6,693,383 $ 56,469,680 s 28,946.429 s 98,281,169 $ 119,685,000 
· 2012 Facility Interest I$ 4,006,274 s 95,222 s 3,105,038 $ 915,321 s 2,212,635 s 8,266,423 

Ma~lower Knox Vllla2e Porn illa2e on the Gree ndian River Estate Freedom Village Covenant Villa2e 
'I 
llndepenent Units Available 268 729 244 565 494 299 
' Independent Units Occupied 263 627 224 392 363 207 
, Assisted Living Units Available 31 77 0 105 0 44 
Assisted Living Units Occupied 31 75 0 72 0 31 

killed Nursing Units Available 60 177 60 120 0 60 
Skilled Nursing Units Occupied 49 144 41 116 0 52 

otal Units Available 359 983 304 790 494 403 
otal Units Occupied 343 846 265 580 363 290 

' Independent Occupany Rate 98.13% 86.01% 91.80% 69 .38% 73.48% 69.23% 
otal Occupancy Rate 95.54% 86.06% 87.17% 73.42% 73.48% 71.96% 

I 

Average Age of Residents 88 85.4 86 86.8 87 86 
Number Under Continuing Care Agr. 364 890 313 672 549 308 

! Facility Taxes s 56,150 s 1,064,056 s 281,270 s 622,440 , $ 523,515 s 489.439 
Facility Insurance s 132,079 s 890,458 $ 558,151 $ 355,763 s 335,460 s 606,155 

Estaimated Value of Facility s 51,542,269 s 249,597,624 s 51,149,698 s 159,331,355 $ 65,000,000 $ 78,057,750 
;Amount of Insurance Carried s 53,542,465 s 249,597,624 s 51,149,698 s 159,331,355 s 100,000,000 s 91,516,050 

i otal Long-Term Debt s 18,905,237 s 27,200,000 s 10,741,423 s . s 57,634,966 $ 28,746,429 
2012 Facility Interest $ 913,812 s 383,091 s 558,151 $ 2,213,363 s 3,810,331 s 1.497,838 



-- - ·- -· A .. - ....... • • r - --·-- ::- - -c- · ' b- -
- • r -- f - -- ···-· r:- - ... - ... . - H B G - -- - - .. 

1 · Facmiy · ·· Assessed Valut! 
·-- 2olo·r,.,·;uoige ·-· - ·-···· -·- -

Est. 2010 Value TaxC!s on FaciUty Units/ Acreage Pro Forma 

7 {per Florida Report) {less h<.nl'1e~tead) (per Florid": Report)) {eounty, ~chool, city) .. {~o hon:es_tead) 

3 (eounty. sehool only} 

4 

5 Oak Hammock s 7>.113,134 s 79,551/lOO s 1.440,807 372//10&.08 23.7999 s 1,787,68:; 

6 1Gainesvillc, AI<Jchua County s 59,595,700 18.5455 s 1.393,011 
... 

7 
8 CO•Jcn.Jnt Villa~e s 78,057,750 s 100,389 402/-- 16.8186 s 1,468,938 

9 Planation, Bro.;.-ard Coun-ty 
. • ·· 

13-.7296 s 1.071.702 

JO ... . · - .. ---·· 
11 Fla. Presbyterian Home> s ~3.00:J,O::JO s 29,259 250/-- 19.5278 s 839,69~ 

12 La-:cla nd, Polk COU_? nty 15.3634 s 560.626 

Lf 
14 FrcC!dom ?ointe s 105,000,000 s 968,574 357/ - 19.1195 $ 2,007,548 

1s 
16 : 

the Villatles, sumter co~ntv 14.6294 s 1,536.087 

17 Glcnmoor s ~6.799,000 s 305,009 219/-· 19.3763 s 90G,791 

18 St. Augustine. ~t~~oh!ls Coul'1tY 13.9301 $ 651,915 

i9 ·. 
20 John Knox Village 19.7875 

2 1 • TaMpa, Hillsborough County 14.0574 
- -·- ... -. 

Z2 
zT Mayflowc:r .. - - -- - . --. -· ·- -· . - . 

s 34,846,855 s 56,451 359/-- 17.2111 s 599,753 

z4 -•Winter :>ark, Orange County 
25 

12.7871 s 445,590 

26 -The Moorir>gs s 1¥.,05:5,271 s so.•a9,717 s 748,289 545//69.45 11.1473 s 1,605,827 

""2 7' Venice, Colliet County s 64,919,717 9.7079 s 1,39SA74 

28 
29 NOTES: 
30 Mill aile ~atl!s From Florida Tax Watch, "How Florida Counties Compare," October 2011 

31 Actua.l city millage used for Gainesville and Tamps; othewise usei:l aver.age municipal rates in county 

3~ No s,pt:dat taxing diseticts included 
3~ .. Asscs$cd value has n,o required relatiOnship with estimated value on Flotida report 

34 



EXECUTIVE SL"MA·IARY 

__ ,.,.. ---.....'""' 

( SOURCE and USE ) 

OPERATIO~S 

:'-·tcnibcr ~-l~mhly Fc::s ... .. . ...... . .. .. ... . ...... . 

s;:ilio:d :'1/ur~ir,g :>.lcn!hly Fc-~s .. ... ........ . . .... . 
A" ist::d Living ~:11mhl~· fcc~ . . ............ .. . . . , 

SH.lJ~. I ~Rl 
S.l ) J)f .237 

~1 ..::14. l.h.l 

Other RCI"l:llUC.... .•••.... .... .. . . ... ... . . ...•. ••• •• Sl30.1+1 

[ntca-~st RCV(JlUC........... . ... .. .... ... .. .......... S~~7.D I 

OPERATl'l<i REVE"\!UES 51 1 )~·15<1 

:\eministratim-.... ..... .. .. . ..... . .. ..... ......... .. -s:i:~ t~ 
:0.1Cil'":X:r Sen~ces .: Plant Opc:~tlons. .. .. ....... S.!.2l).')l.1 

Dining S~nic:s............ ... .. ................ ... SJ..341.1UI 

Hcal1h c~ntcr...... .. .............................. ~5:1HI •oJ 

OPERA TINCi EXPI:;--:-;SES s I !<.!~7. 7~ l 

OPE:v\ 111\Ci l:'llCOME s:.;;:nf ~3: 

lntcr;:st Lxp::nsc ......... ............... ...... ..... . [ 5!..<~:.-:m 1 

KF.T n\CO:\!E I S~ #, .;~ . . .:-~, :·q 

:-o;o~ OPERATI:';G 

- Entr.anc~ Fc:::L... ....... ....... . ................ s-.!93.•)0·1 
-Entrance Fcc Re-funds...................... ..... S!.(rn.o~r) 

• Prirrd p .. J ?aymcnts............ ..... .......... . ... S.l3·1.9•s 

-Capital E:tpcnditurcs... .............. . ....... .. .. s~o~.OD·I 

TOTAL ;'110-:-; O?ERATJ1\"G J.Sfi l •1D1 

t) .! : . I ; I : • !~1 0 L L 

,.,----·· --- - -- - -- - ~-..... 
( OCCUP&~CY ) 
"--- ·- -- ----

BOY· Independent Li'<i"g.... .......................... 257 

Prcject~d V.ove-lns... . .... ....... .. .. ..• .. . ... .. .. ..... 19 

Prejected Mooe-0\Jts.. ............... .. ....... ........... -4 

PrcjeCIBd Deaths (u'"tsl. ........... ...... . ........ .. .... ·T 

rrc!ecteCI T·ansrers..... ..... ........... . ............... .. ·6 

EOY -lrodeper>dent L•. :-g .......... ...... . ............ . 

EOY • Perce•! Oc:oupl!d ................................ I 9S.&% 

Average Occu.,ancy ......... ... .... . . .................... 1 257 I 

om.'tlle Ocrupanc-f................ .. ................ ...... 1. :75 

skmed ».rslng. Averege ocrupsnc-, ........ ....... rn% 
Assist!d Uvlnp · Average OCOJPI"<:"Ci'--·· ·· .......... !!.!% 

TOTAl Hean11 Cen e: OCWJ:aocy.......... .......... B2% 

Oak Hammock is budgctC\! to :rr.:.intain stabilized 

occu;>ancy (%%}for 211 of 20J3. :llc : JcaJtlo. Center is 

b•.Jdgctcd to be stable l o r 1hc: }"l:.ll". 

~ II 

Oak Hammock at the University of Florida 

Summary Budge: 2013 ' IJ' ~·e~· :/ Operaticrs 

c·- Fll'l&\ICIAL 
·----- - -

BOY· good& Outstar:ding ........... ..... . 

EOY • 8 !>"ds Cutstara;r.~ ... ......... .... . 
eonc·s Rec~eMed ..... 

01 • Opl!raMg Retlo ....... .. 

02- Operating Ratio ...... .. . . 

03 • OperaUn;? RatiO ........ . 

04 - Operatin;;r Rallo ....... .. 

1.17 

1.15 

1.11 

1.14 

' l!(lc.re!: o;:er&:"'9 R.abo ---I !:,! 

") 

s~rlor OS Cll•et"l!ge .. ....... 1 .1.4 6 I 
'\aqc re::- OS co·yerage .. .. .. _ .. ~ . .. 

C.\lsh to De'Jt (A'! Cash' ...... r::::Jl?4- . ] 

osys Cas!\ 0". HaM ......... ~ 2&6 I 

~onlhly Fee. lnCl'eas:e ......... , 3.85~ 
vl-illed Ncrs.ng lnr.t'el!se... .. 3.00'>, 

Ass-sled U\ ·~g '""c-ease..... ~ 

'r terest Re\'er\.:e .... H .. . . ... . 

·~tE:rest E.tP!nse ............. .. 1 , • ~ ... .. , , 

03.89T,S~5 

03 462,548 

434,9!?8 

'.// 

/ 
/ 

,Jf,~ 

~ET SOURCES ANDLSES s · .:,·.~; ' I p R~AX E T S. ___ __;_ __________ _ 

!:t• · :· ;,,-..: Summary Pa~c S-f • \\ ., &1- 1 , .. ... .,, 11 



QUESTIONS RELATED TO PROPOSED OAK HAMMOCK 
EXPANSION 

The purpose of the following questions relating to the proposed 
expansion of Oak Hammock is to obtain information for the Long 
Range Planning Committee of Oak Hammock (the "Committee") 
so that the Committee can provide input to the Board of Directors 
(the "Board") on behalf of the members of Oak Hammock and, if 
the Board decides to go forward with expansion, the Committee 
can help explain matters to the members and otherwise assist in the 
process. 

A . Relationship with Current Bond Indenture 

1. Are there any prohibitions in the Indenture on expansion? 

2. Under the 2010 outline, Scenario 5, significant cash would be 
needed (at least $1M) to fund the first phase of construction, 
even assuming sales of at least 95% of the 52 new 

units . Will this continue to be the case and, if so, how does this 
impact the days of cash on hand covenant in the Indenture? 

3. See question in D(3) below .B. Relationship with Current 
Management Contract 

1. Will any changes be made to the current Management 
Contract if expansion proceeds? Additional management 
compensation? Additional marketing fees? 

2. Will the current marketing arrangement be revised, or will 
the threshold for a bonus (currently at $5M of entrance fees) 
be retained (see Section 5.2)? 

3. See also questions in C below. 



C. Participation of Praxeis in Process 

1. For these purposes, the term "Praxeis" refers to the Praxeis, 
LLC, a Florida limited liability company, and any affiliates 
thereof. 

2. Has Praxeis been asked, or will it be asked, to perform any 
additional services in connection with the expansion. If so, 
what? Presumably any such additional services would be 
covered by an addendum to the Management Contract (see 
Section 2.5). Are then any such addenda currently in place? 

3. Under the 2010 proposal (Scenario 5), what, if any, of the 
budgeted architectural and Engineering Fees, the budgeted 
Development and marketing fees, and any other fees would 
be paid to Praxeis? 

D. Construction Financing 

1. In today's market, how feasible will it be to obtain 
construction financing? At what interest rate? 

2. At the time of the initial construction of Oak Hammock, a 
partial guarantee of the construction loan was obtained from 
the University of Florida Foundation, Inc . to help with 
obtaining a loan. We assume that such a guarantee will not be 
available at this time. 

3. What security will be required? Under the Indenture, how is 
any security possible? Are not all revenues now pledged to 
the bondholders? 

4. Given the current debt structure and other factors, it would 
seem that the only prudent course of action for expansion 
would be for the construction loan and all construction costs 
to be paid out of the initial entrance fees for the new units. 



This presumably will require at least 90% (if not 95%) of the 
units to be sold. If this correct? If so, should construction be 
started before the break even number of units have been 
sold? In other words, is not starting construction after 70% of 
the units have been sold too risky? 

E. Benefits Sought To Be Derived From Expansion 

1. What are the benefits sought to be derived from any 
expansion? To Praxeis? And, more importantly, what are the 
benefits to be derived by the Oak Hammock members? 

2. How realistic is it that these benefits will be achieved? 

3. Are there current studies that show where a CCRC's size 
starts showing economies of scale? Is so, is the proposed 
expansion consistent with the results of these studies? 

F. Financial Impact on Current Members 

1. What will the policy of the Board be vis-a-vis future 
increases in the monthly fee? Only in the amount of 
inflation? An amount equal to what is necessary to get the 
existing bonds rated? An amount in between? How will 
expansion affect this decision? 

2. Oak Hammock is struggling to maintain 95% occupancy in 
the independent living facilities at this time. Will this 
problem not be made more severe by adding an additional 52 
or 104 units? How can you assure residents that there will not 
be a significant short- fall in new residents after expansion? 

3. Given the potential problem Sreferred to in 2 above, is the 
design of the expansion taking into consideration the desires 
of our target audience? In other words, what is the new 



generation looking for in retirement facilities? Have studies been 
conducted in this regard with respect to the proposed expansion of 
Oak Hammock? What impact has that had on the design being 
prepared by our architects? 

4. Occupancy probably will be further weakened by residents 
moving out because they will not want to tolerate the 
inconveniences that the construction process will entail. 
What is the anticipated move-out rate of existing residents for 
this reason? What would be the anticipated amount of 
entrance fee refunds that would result? 

5. We need to accept that Oak Hammock is an aging facility 
and will require considerable investment within the next five 
years. The kitchen floor and carpet replacement is just the 
beginning. Renovation of the grill room, roof repair or 
replacement, expensive pool repairs, installation of showers 
in health pavilion rooms, updates to outdated kitchens and 
bathrooms in all apartments may well be necessary if we are 
going to attract new people to fill empty units in the future. 
These costs are currently not budgeted. How have these costs 
been factored in the projections for the expansion? If they 
have not, should not the projections be revised to include the 
impact of the needed capital expenditures? 

G. Non-financial Impact on Current Members 

1. Members enjoy numerous amenities at the present time and 
most members will not want to sacrifice them to achieve 
expansion. Of particular interest are dining, fitness, 
transportation, and meeting areas. If expansion goes forward 
as planned, with the anticipated mix of couples and singles, 
there will be approximately an additional155 residents added 
to the current population of approximately 365, or an 
increase of over 42%. The current common facilities cannot 
handle such an increase without a significant and undesired 



impact on current enjoyment. 

2. What amounts are included in the budget for these common 
area amenities? What will these amounts provide? 

3. Dining - will the kitchen area be expanded? If so, by how 
much? How will the extra meals that expansion entails be 
handled in the dining areas? 

4. Fitness- will there need to be an expansion to the fitness 
area, with a corresponding increase in machines and staff? 

5 . Transportation - will there be a need for additional vehicles 
and staff to allow the same transportation that is provided 
now? There are numerous events, particularly for popular 
sports and Phillips Center performances, where the current 
vehicles barely cover the need. 

6. Meeting rooms - can the Oak Room be expanded? If no, how 
do you provide for the estimated additional156 residents? 
What will the impact be on ILR? 



LINKS 
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED PUBLICATIONS AND 

ARTICLES 

National Survey of Family Members of CCRC Residents 
http://www.matherlifewaysinstituteonaging.com/senior-living

Qroviders/national-survey-of-family-members-of-residents-in-ccrcs/ 

CCRC Profile Presentation to the Governor's Continuing Care 
Advisory Council 2012 

http://www. flo ir .com/site Documents/Council Presentation. pdf 

Continuing Care Retirement Communities 2011 Profile (for purchase) 
http://www.leadingage.org/CCRCProfile/ 

Developing a Rich Resident Experience: Resident Satisfaction and 
Benchmarking 

http://www.lcsnet.com/about-us/request-a-white-paper/ 

Moore Stephens Lovelace Florida Continuing Care Community 
Financial Benchmark Report and Analysis 

http://mslcpa.com/Portals/98904/docs/MSL%202012%20CCRC%20Bench 
mark%20Repgrt.Qdf 

The CCRC Consumer of the Future 
http ://www.lcsnet.com/media/whitepapers/Consumer of the Future low r 

es 378DF840AD09A.pdf 

Today's Continuing Care Retirement Community 
https://www .seniorshousing .org/filephotos/research/CC RC whitegaper .pdf 

CARF-CCAC Ratios: Benchmarks for CCRCs Presentation 10/24/12 at 
Leading Age Conference 

http://www.ohlrp.info/wp-
content/uploads/2013/08/121 024 65g carfccac financial ratios benchmarks fo 
r ceres leadingage.pdf 

GAAP Accounting and the Regulation of CCRCs (pending publication; 
used with permission from author Jack Cumming.) 



University-Affiliated Retirement Community Development: A 
Resource for Universities- an in-depth case study of the 
development of Oak Hammock, Village at Penn State and Lasell 
Village 

http://dspace.mit.edu/bitstream/handle/1721.1 /59516/5975971 O.pdf?sequ 
ence=1 

Retirement Security Across Generations-Pew Research Report 
http://www. pewstates. org/research/reports/reti rement -security-across

generations-85899476870 

Who Decides: Planning Now for a New Generation of Older 
Consumers 

http:l/www.leadingagema.org/files/public!WhoDecidesFinal.pdf 

Continuing Care Retirement Communities: Secure Retirement or 
Risky Investment? GAO Hearing July 21, 201 0 

http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/CHRG-111 shrg62691 /pdf/CHRG-
111 shrg62691.pdf 

Continuing Care Retirement Communities Can Provide Benefits, But 
Not Without Some Risk- GAO Hearing June 2010 

http://www.gao.gov/assets/130/125073.pdf 

Ziegler Senior Living Resource Center 
_httpj/www .ziegler .com/senior -I iving/resou rce

center/?sector=Senior%20Living%20Finance 

Leading Age Magazine 
http://www.leadingage.org/magazine/May-June201 3.aspx 

National Investment Center for the Seniors Housing & Care Industry 
http://www.nic.org/default.asPX 

Links to National Industry Organizations 
http://www .n ic.org/research/faqs5.aspx 



TO VIEW WEBSITE ARTICLES RELATING TO 
SPECIFIC TOPICS, CONTACT A MEMBER OF THE LONG RANGE PLANNING COMMITTEE. 

• Accreditation 
• Acronyms & Definitions 
• Affordability 
• Aging in Place 
• Amenities & Services 
• Boomers 
• Consumers 
• Environment 
• Evaluation 
• Finances 
• General Resources 
• Governance 
• Healthcare 
• Innovations 
• Legislation 
• Lifelong Learning 
• Major Issues 
• Technology 
• The Members' Survey 
• Trends 


